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YOUNG WILD ..WEST ELECTED A CHIEF
-OB--

ARIETTA AND THE PAPOOSE
By AN OLD SCOUT
CHAPTER I.
TB'.11 SQUAW l'ORTUNIII TELLll:lL

Young Wild West and his triends happened to be down tn
Tombstone, Arizona, where they were resting tor a day or two,
when they came in contact with a withered old Indian squaw,
who was desirous of telling their fortunes.
There was nothing at all superstitious about any of them,
unless It might have been Cheyenne Charlie, the scout, and
one ot the partners of the dashing young deadshot, as Young
Wild West was very often called.
Charlie had been reared amid very rough surroundings, and
his parents having been killed by Indians 'when he was but an
infant, others had to care for him.
He was bound to grow up thinking the way these rough,
honest, but Ignorant people did, so there can be an excuse for
him.
He had no use for an Indian of any tribe, but when the old
squaw came upon the porch of the hotel they were stopping
at and pleaded to be allowed to tell the fortune of at least
one of the palefaces, he advised that her request be granted.
"If you could tell me anything that would bring me a whole
lot of luck, an' lots of real danger and excitement, blamed if I
wouldn't give you a Mex.lean dollar to do It," the scout declared, as he grinned at the squaw.
"Me tell the paleface maiden's fortune, and make tt heap
much good. She can pay me what she want. She no like, she
no pay."
The bent and wrinkled creature nodded at Arletta Murdock,
ollr hero's sweetheart, as she was speaking.
Arletta was a true Western girl, fairly well educated, but
used to all sorts of dangers. She laughed merril y at the
thought of having her fortune told, and turning to the young
deadshot, said:
"What do you think about It, Wild? Would you ad vise me to
let her tell my fortune?"
"Why not, Et?" was the smiling reply. "It's been pr etty
dull here all day, and it will be amusing, if nothing else, to
hear what she has to say."
"All right, then here goes."
Arietta promptly Invited t he squaw to tak e a seat upon
a vacant chair.
It was on the shady side of the porch, and as is generally
the case, It was a rather warm day.
Tombstone was located so far down that it seldom is what
might be called cool, unless a touch of the rainy season comes
along.
But our friends were quite used to all so rts of climates .
Sometimes they hunted in the Rocky Mountains in the fall

of the year, when there was plenty of snow to contend with,

while at others they might be found down in old Mexico in
July.
Right here it may be well to state that having struck It rich
when he was a boy of sixteen and becoming the owner of as
well as interested in several good paying m_lnes, it made it
possible for the dashing young deadshot to pursue his favorite
hobby, which was riding about t hrough the wildest parts of
the region known as the Wild West at the time of which we
write, looking up excitement and adventure and always wait.Ing for the opport unity to punish some wrong-doer and assist
all t hose who were honest and in need of it.
Jim Dart, a Wyoming boy, was his other partner, a.nd his
sweet heart, E loise Gardne r, was on e of the party, as might be
supposed.
Anna, the wi fe of Cheyenne Charlie, ma de up th e six, as far
as the real party was concerned.
But ther e were tw o Chinamen who were em plo yed by our
hero and his pa.rtners to travel wit h them In t he capacity of
cook and hand y man .
Just now they were somewhere else, and, as it happened,
the six had t h at part of th e porch all to themsel Yes.
The old squaw was toothless, a nd the smile she gave t he
golden-haired sweetheart of Young Wild West when she received permission t o go ahead and tell her fortune was really
hideous, t hough no doubt it was mean t to be all r:ght.
'"l'he paleface maiden want her friends to hear? " she asked,
as she looked around at the others Inquiringly .
"Oh, yes. t hat's all righ t. I don't want you to tell me what
I already know, but something that is going to take place In
the future, pl ease understa nd that. The better the fortune you
tell me the more money I will give you. If you tell me somet hing th at is real nice I'll make you a present of a fi ve-dollar
gold piece."
" Great gim lets ' " exclaimed t he scout . " What do you t hink
of th at, Wild ? The gal is sart in ly gittin' reck less. But it's
all right, I s'pose. She's got more money than she knows
.
what to do with, li ke t he rest of us."
" H ardly as much as that. Charlie," the young deadshot answered, with a laugh. '·But don't interrupt again. Let the
squaw go ahead wit h her game."
The old woman was undou btedly a member of the tribe that
infest ed t he mountains of n orth weste rn Mexico.
There were two or th ree tribes located there, for that matter . but there was one in parti cular that prided itself upon
being direct descendants of the Aztecs.
Wild knew pretty well that. the squaw would claim that she
was an Aztec if as ked, but he could not resist the temptatiou
while she was unwinding a long piece of string from a package she had taken from a pocket of her greasy calico gown.
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This caused a ripple of laughter, and the scout moved away
"Me Aztec," she answered, promptly, while her eyes lighted
and sat upon a chair, as if he wanted to 11&y nothing further
up with satisfaction.
"All right, then. I won't say any more until you get through about it.
"There's just one thing about it," Young Wlld West said,
with the paleface maiden."
She had opened the packet and placed half a dozen shining after they had talked it over for a few minutes, "we were
beads upon the seat of a chair, and all hands crowded around only speaking a little while ae-o of what we should do nei-t.
I was of half a mind to strike up into New Mexico and hunt
to see what was going to happen next.
The beads were all of one color, one might say, though some game in tho mountains on the way. But since there ls a
fortune in gold waiting for Arletta. over in Mexico, I reckon
each one had a slightly different shade.
The squaw soon arranged them so the shade ran from one we had better give that up. I am anxious to see the papoose,
into the other, and tb:en looking at Arletta, nodded her head too."
"It matters little what direction we go, for we haven't any
and said:
business on hand for the next two or three months, have we,
"You take one of the beads."
"Which one shall I take, Wild?" the girl asked, laughingly, Wild?" Arietta asked.
"No, there is our mine in Boulder County, Colorado, which
as she turned to her boy lover.
"Don't ask me," was the reply. "You are having your for- is being run by old Dove Eye Dave, all right. That's the best
paying one we have, and we a.re all interested in it, you know.
tune told, so go ahead and have all to say about it."
"All right, then. I think I'll take the one next to the end That alone gives us rp.Qre money than we need to pay our exon the lett. It's a sort of pale pink, and I rather like the penses on our trips. The rest w111 take care of themselves,
because good, honest men are in charge of them. Then there
color."
is our ranch down in Texas on the Rio Grande. We all know
The squaw nodded approvingly as she selected the bead.
She told Arietta to rub it around her neck three times, that Hoss Thompson ls quite capable of keeping things
which the girl did, Anna and Eloise laughing at the perform- straight there. I reckon we'll take this trip oTer into Mexico.
It's too bad the bead got broken. She might have told us just
ance.
Seeing that the fortune teller did not a.pp rove of the laugh- the exact way to go."
"You don't really think there ls anything in it, do you,
lng, they quickly subsided, and then all hands kept perfectly
Wild?" his sweetheart asked, her face becoming real serious.
'silent.
"To tell the truth, I don't think there is anything in it,"
The squaw took the bead from the girl and looked at it
was the reply.
intently for the space of half a minute.
"I don't, either, and yet--"
Then she turned slowly and fixed he, eyes upon the face of
"Yet what?"
Young Wild West.
"She was so put out when the bead got broken."
"Paleface maiden get married, but it will be many moons."
"Don't you know that such old hags as she is have a way
"Yes, I suppose so," was the blushing reply. "But you don't
have to tell me that. Any one might guess it. You know I of acting their parts so well that they a.re able to fool the
best of people?"
a.m not old enough to think about such a thing yet."
"Yes, I know. Well, I am going to keep this in mind, any"Paleface maiden find heap much gold before another
how."
moon," the squaw went on, not noticing the interruption.
"Of course you a.re. We'll all do that. I'll bet Charlie wm
"Well, that sounds pretty good. But any one acquainted
with me might prophesy such a. thing. It seems that I am never forget it. He will be looking tor the papoose the minute he sights a redskin."
very lucky in that respect."
"That's all right, Wild," the scout retorted, with a shrug of
"Paleface maiden will go to the tribe of the squaw who talks
to her now. She will save a papoose and the Indians will give the shoulders. "I'm more than satisfied to go over into the
greaser country an' look up some more Aztecs. We've found
her plenty of gold."
"There!" Arietta exclaimed, turning to Wild. "That sounds a few of 'em now an' then, an' every time we did we always
a little more like it. She is tell1ng something that we would had a putty lively time of It. We never missed more than
never have thought of. I am going somewhere so I'll come once or twice of comin' back without a. few thousand dollars'
·
in contact with a tribe of the ancient Aztecs, and I am going worth of gold, either."
This was very true, and no one offered to contradict Charto save a papoose, and then be presented with a whole lot of
lie.
. gold. Now what do you think of that, Wild?"
At this juncture a piping voice called out from the end of
"That sounds good enough," was the reply. "But let her
the porch:
go on."
"Mister Wild!"
The old squaw seemed to be pleased at the interest our
"What is it, Hop?." the young deadshot answered, as he
friends now seemed to take in her.
She proceeded to wipe the small bead with a portion of her turned and looked in' the direction and saw a typical Chinaraiment, but suddenly it slipped from her hand and fell to the man standing there grinning and bowing with extreme pouteness.
porch floor, breaking into fragments.
"Me wantee tellee you somethling. Me velly smartee ChiUp went the squaw's hands, while a look of dismay showed
nee."
upon her face.
"Go ahead and tell it, then."
"What's the matter now, you foolish old coyote?" Cheyenne
"Maybe evelybody wan tee hear, so be."
Charlie demanded.
"Maybe they do. If it's anything worth while, come up
But the woman paid no attention to him, and, kneeling,
brushed away the small pieces of the glass bead, muttering here and sit down and ,tell it."
Hop Wah, who was known as Young Wild West's Clever
something that was not intelllgtble as she did so.
Finally she arose to her feet and, looking at Arletta, said: Chinee, and who was a very clever sleight-of-hand performer
and a born humorist, quickly made his way upon the porch.
"Me tell you no more. Maybe you no want to pay."
"Mister Wild," he said, not looking at any of the rest, "me
"Can't you use another bead?" came the query.
havee my fortune told, so be."
"No, that would spoil the charm."
This caused all hands to look at him expectantly.
"I reckon that's worth five dollars, anyhow, Et," Wild spoke
"When was this, Hop?" the young deadshot asked.
up. "If you haven't got the change with you I'll pay the bill
"Maybe 'boutee half 1!.our ago. Velly old squaw tellee me
:for you."
"I have it all right," was the quick reply, and the girl soon my fortune, and me allee samee givee her um bad dollee."
"I'll bet it was the same one what jest told Arietta's forfound a purse from which she took a new five-dollar goldtune," Cheyenne Charlie declared. "Heathen," he added, risplece.
1
Tha old fortune-teller took it rather reluctantly, and kissed ing to his feet and shaklng a finger at the Chinaman, "you
hadn't oughter give her no counterfeit money."
the girl's hands when she had done so.
"Lat allie light, Misler Charlie. She no knowee. She
Then without a word to any one she walked slowly upon
the porch and, descending to the ground, proceeded a.long the I thlinkee allee samee velly goodee dollee."
!ace caused the rest to smile,
street until she was lost to view.
1 The grin on the heathen's
"That's what I call he biggest piece of humbug I ever seen, for Hop could not help doing a thing like that whenever he
five dollars paid for," Cheyenne Charlie exclaimed, though got the opportunity.
"Tell us what she said," sugi:ested Arietta. "I just had
the look upon his face did not show that he actually felt that
mine told, you know."
way.
"Whattee?" Hop asked, showing genuine surprise. "Missee
"What's that, Charlie?" his wife spoke up. "You know
very w'lll that you believe in what the squaw told Arietta." Al!etta ha.voe her fortune tellee?"
"Yea. I did."
"Well. I hadn't OU,iht&r believe in it if I do.'"
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"Whattee um old squaw tellee you?"
"Never mind a.bout that. You tell us what she told you."
"Me gottee lillee bead so be " and Hop produced one of
a.bout the same size as that whi~h had been broken when the
squaw let it drop upon the floor.
It was of another color, however, which told plainly that
the fortune-teller had not used the same set when she was
telling his fortune.
"Yes, she gave you the bead. But what did she tell you?"
"She say me go fin dee plenty ledskins, and lat me allee
samee mally velly nicee lilquaw, so be."
This caused a laugh, Cheyenne Charlie leading, and loudly,
at that.
'' She didn't tell you that you mal"ried a squaw once, an'
that she died soon after you took her down to Buckhorn
Ranch, did she?" the scout asked.
"She no tel!ee me lat, Mi;;ler Charlie. Me velly solly 'boutee
lat. Velly nlcee squaw."
"What else did she tell you, Hop?" Arietta asked.
"She no say somef.hlir.g more. She giVee m~ um bead and
tellee me lat cvelythling be allee light. Me flndee um ledskins
before um moon glttee back again."
"Well, keep the bead, Hop," Young W!ld ·west said. "I
reckcn she must have known that you ~elong to our party.
She told Arietta we were going to find some Indians, some of
the old Aztec tribe, so she said. She must have known that
you were with us, of course."
'' Lat allee light, Mlsler Wild. Me no believee. Maybe when
she findee outtee lat um dollee allee samee bad me no mally
um velly nicee squaw."
"That might break the charm, sure enough,'' Arietta declared.
"Why don't you go aud ask her and give her a good dollar,
then?" the scout suggested.
"Whattee lat, Mlsler Charlie? Me no wan.tee mally um
squaw. Me haveo plenty of lat. Me no wantee some more.
Me wantee be single, likee my uncle in China. He velly
smartee Chi.nee, and me allee samee likee my uncle."
Just then tho cl:ltter of hoofs sounded and, looking toward
the end of the porch, our friends saw a small cloud of dust up
the street.
Then a horseman who was undoubtedlr a Mexican of the
better class was seen riding straight to the hotel.
There was nothing strange about this, and they were just
about to resume the conversation when another horseman appeared, and then a shot rang out.
They all saw that the man ahead fired the shot, and then
they knew right away that something was up.

CHAPTER II.
TlQ: EXCITEMENT THE

·rwo

I

:MEXICANS CAUSED.

''Boys, I reckon we'll have to go and see what this means!"
Young Wild West exclaimed, as he ran around the porch of
the hotel.
Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart quickly sprang after him,
and just as they reached the door of the bar-room, the Mexican who fired the shot reined in his steed anll hurriedly dismounted.
He stepped right !n frcnt of the bar-room door and ·waited
for his pursuer to come up, his revolver ready for a:i.other
shot.
'l'he young deadshot was watching tho approaching horseman, and when he saw him with a rifle at his shoulder h&
stepped back out of the way, as did Charlie and Jim.
Crang!
As the report rang out there was a crashing of glass.
The bullet had missed the Mexican, and had gone through
a window of the b3.r-rocm.
''Get inside there!" ·wild called out, in a commanding voice,
as he motioned with his hand and nodded to the Mexican.
"Si, senor," was the reply, and then he turned and quickly
ran through the doorway.
Up rod e the horseman, the rifle at his shoulder as if he intended to shoot again.
Wild's hand dropped to the holster at his right hip, and
as the fE>llow came to a halt, he said:
"You had better put that rifle down, stranger. Don't you
lrnow lt is dangerous to shoot at a house?''
''Me no shoot at da house. Me want to kiil Senor Diaz,"
wa.s the quick reply.

IandHehewasseemed
a man of the bandit class, by nis general appearance,
determined to get his man.
"Well, you put that rifle down or something wlll happen to
you. There are others inside besides the man you're after.
Just remember that."
The horseman made no reply, but, turning his horse, rode a
short distance away and dismounted.
Then he made his way stE>althily to the other side of the
street and walked along, still holding the rifle in readiness to
shoot.
Probably he thought the man he was after might come out
and show himself.
But this would be a foolish thing to do, as our hero and
his partners well knew.
"Boys, you go across and see if you can't convince that fellow that he had better not do any more shooting just now,"
our hero s:ild, in his cool and easy way, as he nodded to his
partners. "I'll go inside and talk to the other fellow."
"Right yer are, Wild," and the scout promptly left the
porch and started to cross the street, Jim following him.
The Mexican looked at them angrlly as they approached,
but did not offer to turn upon them.
"See here, greaser," the scout said, sternly, "you was jest
toid hat there's others in that bar-room over there, an' you
had better not do any more shoo1.in'. Now then, you put down
that g1m. Young Wild West has gone inside, an' he'll talk to
the other feller, so you needn't be afraid that he'll shoot at
yer. We don't know what the trouble is, but we don't want
to see any one shot when they ain't deservin' of it."
A crowd was gathered by this time, but no 0110 seemed to
want to get very close to the man with the rifle.
But Charlie and Jim walked right up to him, and when
Charlie reached out and seized the weapon, the Mexican let
him take it from him.
"You say Young W!ld West talk to Senor Diaz?" he asked,
lool,ing at the scout sharply.
"That's jest what I said, greaser."
"Young Wild West verra great shot with a gun."
"I reckon he is. Must have heard of him, eh'?"
"Me hear of him plenty times . .What he do here?"
"Ob, he's jest takin' !t easy, the same as the rest of us.
,vhat are you doin' here, greaser?"
"Senor Diaz talrn my land and drive my family away, Me
want to k111 him."
"All right, put it off· for a while. We'll wait an' see what
Senor Diaz has to say about it."
The greaser, who was now quite calm, shrugged his shoulders and nodded to show that he was willing to such an arrangement.
"You take your horse an' go on down the street and stop ln
the saloon on the corner," the scout advised. "We'll come
over an' see you putty soon, au' let yer know what the senor
has to say."
•· Give me da rifle."
"All right-, take it. But don't do no more shootln' around
here jest now. If you do sometbin' wlll be sartin to happen
to yer. Yoi::ug Wild West will come out with his rifle: an'
then I reckon there will be a dead greaser in no time. It
don't make no difference whether he's in Tombstone or anywhere else. H e' ll shoot, an' don't you forgit it."
The name of Young Wild West seemed to have a great ef~
feet upon the greaser, for he simply nodded and walked over
to where he had left his horse standing.
Taking the animal by the bridle he led it on to the saloon
Charlie had indicated, and after tying the horse to the 'rail 1n
front of the building, he went inside.
Charlie and Jim then crossed the street and entered the
hotel bar-room.
Hop was there mingling with the crowd that had gathered.
but Wild and the senor were nowhere to be seen.
But the clever Chinee quickly informed the you ng deadshot'1
partners that he. could be found in a rear room.
Pushing their way through the crowd, Charlie and Jim
entered the room, and, sure enough, saw Young W!ld West
and the Mexican standing at a table talking earnestly.
"We sent the feller to the saloon on the corner to wait until
you had a talk with this man, W!ld," the scout spoke up.
"He has given up the chase, has he?" the Mexican asked,
speaking in the very best of English.
"He's willing to wait a while," Jim retorted, looking at hlm
sharply. "He says you robbed him of some land and drove
his family away, and that he wants to kill you."
"He does, eh?"
•· That's jest what he said," Cha.i·Ue declared, steppiJla up
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closer and looking at the man with a frown. "Now then,
does he tell the truth or is it a lie?"
"He might feel as if he's telling the truth, but it's a lie, just
the same. He never owned any land, but had built a shanty
on some property, which I bought recently. He was advised
to take up his belongings and quit a month ago, but refused to
do so. Then I had to use force, and some of my employees
forced his family to leave the shanty and take with them what
belonged to them. They had the privilege of taking the
shanty, too, but of course they could not do that. It was my
land, and I didn't want them there. I have the deed for the
property, and this fellow, whose name, I believe, is Valjella,
at once began hunting for me, after having made threats that
he was going to shoot me on sight. I saw nothing of him
until an hour ago. It's a hundred miles to my place, so he
must have followed me all the distance. He Ii.ad a rifle, and 1
only had a revolver, so I simply had to try and keep far
enough ahead to avoid being killed. Luckily I got here in
time."
'·Did anybody git hurt when the bullet went through the
window?" the scout asked, turning to Wild.
"No, Charlie, only a bottle of whisky was broken along
wlth the pane of glass," was the reply,
"That's good. I s'pose the greaser was so mad that he
didn't think about what damage he might do. He's a mighty
poor shot, though, I kin say that much."
The scout turned and looked at the senor with anything but
approval.
.. Senor," Diaz said, frowning slightly as he nodded to Charlie, "perhaps you feel that the fellow is in the right."
''I ain't' sayln' jest how 1 feel," was the reply. "I only jest
remarked that he's a mighty poor shot, or he would have got
yer."
"Suppose be had been a good shot. Do you think it would
have been right for him to shoot me'/''
"T don't know whether it would or not. He says you drove
his family out of their house an' home, an' you admit that
you did. Maybe you had the law on your side, but It might
not be exactly right, after all."
'·You are in sympathy with Valjella, then?"
"1 ain't in sympathy with no greaser, you or any one else."
"Senor American 0, I detest the name of greaser."
"You do, eh? Well, what are you goin' to do about it?"
"Easy, Charlie," cautioned Young Wild West, shaking his
bead warningly. "'!'here ls no need of provoking a quarrel.
The senor Is in a bad plight as it is. Only a short distance
from here a man is waiting to shoot him. Drop it."
'' Jest as you say, Wild. I'm done," and the scout folded
his arms and looked out of the window.
"Now then, Senor Diaz,'' the young deadshot said, "if you
will be seated we'll talk it over. We were just about to do
It when my two partne rs came In."
"I will stand and hear what you have to say," was the
rather curt reply.
•· All right, senor. Don't think I am interfering with your
business at all. But I can't help thinking that I probably
saved your life, or prevented some one else from being shot
accidentally, Since you seem to feel the way you do, I will
say nothing more. Go ahead and fight it out, but be careful
that you don't shoot in a reckless fashion, and endanger the
lives of others."
The young deadshot turned on his heel and coolly walked
out into the bar-room, leaving Senor Diaz standing in the
1·oom, his face pale, but a determined look in his eyes.
"What's the feller goin' to do about it, Young Wild West?"
the proprietor of the hotel asked, anxiously, as the young
deadshot came out, followed by his two partners.
"I don't know, was the reply. He seems to be offended at
something Charlie said a little while ago, and appears to not
want to have anything more to do with us. I reckon he can
tight his own battles. We merely interfered to prevent any
more damage being done."
"What was tlie trouble, anyhow?" one of the crowd asked.
Charlie undertook to explain matters, and succeeded in doing
so, showing plainly that he sympathized with the greaser who
had fired the sh'ot through the window.
"The best way for 'em to settle It is to go out somewhere
an' shoot it out," another suggested.
Wild said nothing to this, but he really felt as if that would
be. about the only way to settle it.
"Go in the back room and tell the galoot that, an' if he's
satisfied I'll go over an' tell the other one," Cheyenne Charlie
spoke up.
·'All right," was the reply, and the man quickly went into
tL.e back room.

He came out in a very few minutes, and nodding his head
to the scout, said:
"He's satilltied to meet the greaser out back or the hotel
barn, provided they each have one revolver apiece an' nothln'
else to do any shootin' with."
"All right. I'll go and tell him right away."
"Charlie," spoke up our hero, "if I were you I wouldn't have
anything to do with this affair. Dueling isn't altogether a
nice thing. This would be nothing more than a duel, and the
chances are that one of them wlll be k!lled."
"That's all right, Wild. But there ain't nothin' In that.
'fhere's somebody gittin' killed every day in this part of the
country."
"Yes, but let some one else make the arrangements. There
is no need of you being a party to it."
"Jest as you say. You're the leader, an' I'm only a follower.
I'm your pard, 'though, an' don't you forgit it, an' I'm goin' to
always be as long as we live."
"I'll go an' tell him," the man who had already spoken to
Senor Diaz exclaimed. "I seen him when he was sta.ndin'
out there talkin' with yer, an' I reckon I'll know him ag'in."
As if be were very anxious to see a duel fought, the man,
who happened to be a foreman of one ot the smelting plants
in the locality, quickly left the place.
Our friends watched him and saw him go directly to the
saloon.
In about ten minutes he came out, followed by the greaser,
who was without his rifle, showing plainly that he waa willing
to shoot it out with the man he claimed had driven his family
from their home.
The foreman seemed to know just how to arrange things,
for he made the greaser remain outside until he went into
the back room and consulted the senor again.
When he came out he nodded in a pleased way and said:
"Everything Is all right. Come on. There won't be no
shootin' till you git out behind the barn an' stand fifty feet
apart. Then you kin blaze away for all you're worth, an• the
best man kin win."
A deputy sheriff happened to stroll in just then, and he
wanted to know what was going on.
When be was Informed that there was to be a duel fought
he nodded approvingly and declared that he would be the
referee.
Wild decided to take no part In it nor even go to see it, so
when the crowd left the hotel by the back way he. nodded
to Charlie and Jim, and said:
"Come on, boys, we'll sit on the porch. This ls a bad piece
of business, but I see no reason why we should interfere. It
seems to be within the law for such things to happen here in
Tombstone, so let them go ahead."
They were soon sitting with the girls and telling them all
about the trouble and what the result was likely to be.
Five minutes later three shots rang out, and then a shout
went up.
"I reckon it's all over, one way or the other, Wild," the
scout declared, acting very much as if he would have been
pleased to be on the scene.
"Quite likely, Charlie," was"the reply.
Footsteps were heard from the rear of the building just
t1.en, and Hop appeared running toward them.
"Anybody killed, heathen?" the scout asked.
"Nobody ldllee, Mlsler Charlie. Um senor glttee shootee in
urn shoulder, and um gleaser glttee hole thlough his hand. Lat
allee. He wantec shootee some more, but ley no lettee him
when um senor fallee on um glound."
"That isn't so bad, after all, ls It, Wild?" Jim Dart observed, nodding his head in a satisfied way.
"It could have been a whole lot worse," was the reply. "But
of courne this won't settle the dispute."
In a few minutes the crowd came back.
Four men were carrying the wounded Mexican, but Valjella,
the greaser, did not show up.
He must have gone around the side of the building, no doubt
satisfied for the time being.
Wild and his partners went to the back room or the hotel,
where the wounded man was carried.
Senor Diaz was ral'ing over the fact that his enemy had
s hot him and got away, and kept beseeching the sheriff to
arrest bim.
But that official refused to do this, declaring that it was
I fair and square.
"Very well," the senor retorted, when he became somewhat
cool. "As soon as I am able to get around I'll see to it that
my men will round up the scoundred and put an end to him."
"You kin do as you like about th'a t over ou Me;'l:fcan soil.''
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"'l\faybe you no want me," he said, looking around apolotile sheriff retorted, "but don't try nothin' like that on the
getically.
American side. If you do maybe you'll git the worst of it."
·'Oh, that's all right. What are you doing here?"
Satisfied that Senor Dia,z was a man of little principle, even
"Me follow you all day. Me want to go back to my wife
though he might be very rich, Young Wild West and his
friends left the room, and they were soon in the company of and children."
"All right. I suppose you want to fix up another home for
the girls again. talking over what the squaw fortune-teller had
, ·
~aid.
them."
'·Yes, senor. Me got a verra good wife and verr-y good
c· hildren. Me 1h another home for them."
Wild waited unt il he had attended to his horse, and then ·
CHAPTER III.
invited him to sit down in the circle a short distance from
t he blazing camp-fire.
HI THE MOUNTAINS OF .MEXICO.
It was very warm, and npne of them wanted to be too near
Having made up their minds to travel over into Mexico in the blaze.
search of something in the way o! adventure, Young Wild
The young deadshot questioned the greaser, and he was not
West and his companions decided to leave the very next morn- long in learning that Senor Diaz was a very rich man and ining.
terested in mining.
There had been nothing much going on in Tombstone, anyHe had bought a large tract of land, and it happened that
,
how.
Valjella was living upon it in a hut.
During the day it was very quiet there, but when night
He had a few cattle and did considerable farming, but one
came it was simply the old style of 1·evels and now and then day he was ordered to leave it within a week. ·
a little shooting.
Thinking he had a right to stay there, for like many others
At the time of which we write It was a lawless sort of throughout the section he had simply "squatted" upon the
mining camp, anyhow, and even though a deputy she-riff re- land, he refused, and the result was that a few days before
mained there nearly all the time, it was not real order that he pursued the senor into Tombstone he came back to hiiil
was maintained.
home and found it deserted.
Still, it w11s good enough for such a place, as most of the
It took him hours to find his family, and when he did they .
inhabitants were willing to declare.
were being driven through the woods by a number of the
Early the next morning the pack-horses were loaded and Mexica~s in ttie employ of Senor Diaz.
brought around to tjle front of the hotel.
He had managed to hold his temper, so he stated, and the
Then the steeds owned by Young Wild West and his part- result was that tlie men turned and rode back.
ners and the girls were brought around, and after finishing
Having nothing else to do under the circumstances, Valtheir brealcfast they mounted and rode out of the town, head~ jella had formed a camp in the woods, and there it was he
ing straight to the southwest.
had' left his wife and children while he set out to be revenged
"Say, heathen," Cheyenne Charlie called out, as they upon the man who had cruelly driven them from their home.
reached the outskirts of Tombstone, "you want to be sure an'
What made him more enraged was that his cattle had been
keep that little bead the old squaw give yer."
seized, and only a pair of horses and three burros bad been
"Me gottee lat, Misler Charlie," was the smiling retort. left.
"Um squaw gottee bad dollee, too, so be."
These had been used to convey the household goods away
"She has i1'. she ain't throwed it away," and Charlie laughed. from the old home.
"If she thlow um bad dollee away evelythling allee light.
Valjella wai, very bitter as he told his story, and once or
Missee Alietta givee her fl.vee dollee."
twice the tears shone in his eyes.
"You think that will make up for it, eh?"
"Don't take it hard," Wild said, in a k,indly voice, when he
"Lat light, Misler Charlie."
had finished. "Probably this man had a perfect right to make
"Well, maybe it will. But I'll bet she was mad when she you quit your home. You admit that you never bought any
found it was a counterfeit dollar."
land, and if he has a deed for the property it certainly, belongs
Once outside of Tombstone the country became very wUd to him. But his men had no right to confiscate your cows and
Y.
and broken.
sheep, as you say they did. But not having anything to do
There was not much in the way of vegetation, and when with the laws of Mexico, I can't advise you any more than to
noon
at
halt
a
to
came
an11
they had ridllen all the morning
let it go and look for a new home,"
they were in a very forsaken spot, as tar as general appear"Me like to find plenty of gold. Then me be rich and get
ance. went.
S().Uare with Senor Diaz. Me no want to lrill him now, but me
But being quite used to such things, they did not mind it,. want to make him a poor man."
and after the noonday meal and a short rest following it, they
"Findin' plenty of gold is a rather hard thing to do,
again resumed the journey.
Not knowing just where they might expect to meet the greaser," spoke up Cheyenne Charlie.
"Plenty of gold in the mountains," and Valjella pointed off
g·ood luck the fortune-teller had told · them about, they were
r iding in the direction of the mountains, where they knew to the southwest. "The Indians live there, and they no want
they were sure to find Indians who were in a semi-civilized the Mexicans or Americans to take it."
"That's all right, Val," Wild said, abbreviating the fellow's
state.
gold down
But as no reports had reached their ears about there being name. "We are going to look for some of that
any bad Indians on the war-path, they hardly expected to there. If we find a whole lot we'll see to It that you get a
share."
meet with any adventures that might be thrilling.
"Young Wild West s2.y that?" the Mexican asked, eagerly.
However, Young Vlffd West always trusted to luck in such
"That's just what I say, Val."
matters.
"Good! Me want to get plenty of gold. 'I·hen me buy plenty
He did not like things to run too emoothly, tor then the
land, and get square with Senor Diaz. Me go with you. Me
times were monotonous, as he declared.
is. The InWhen night came they -were lucky enough to find a waters know the way to the mountains where the goldwill
fix that."
a fight, but Young Wild West
hole, so they did not have to use any of what they had with dians will makeknow
as we'll have any fighting to do. We
"Oh I don't
them for the horses.
They had just gone into camp and Wing was preparing the may b'e able to get the gold with the consen ! of the Indians."
Valjella shook his head as if he doubted this.
supper when a horseman showed up behind some rocks, riding
Still he looked up and nodded to show that he believed the
leisurely toward them.
others could
··Hello!" Cheyenne Charlie exclaimed. "Here comes the young' deadshot was capable of doing things that
not.
greaser, Wild."
'fhere was something about the Mexican that appeared
·· Right you are, Charlie," was the reply. "He's the fellow
who shot Senor Diaz. Now then, we'll hear what he has to evasive, and as he reminded our friends greatly of the greaser
outlaws they had met with while on their travels in that
say. n
The horseman brought his horse to a halt about fifty feet part of the country, they could not help thinking that he
from the camp, and acted very much as if he felt he was in- could tell quite a story if he ch'Ose to.
It was not until he had eaten supper with them and been
truding.
. "Hello, Valjella!" Wild called out, nodding his head reas- there an hour or more that this suspicion was referred to .
'Then it was Arietta who looked smilingly at Valjella and
suringly, ·' Corne on."
'l'he Mexican's face lighted up with a, happy smile, and. he ' said:
"You remind me very much of a mountain bandit, senor;'
Dromptly rode u_p and dismoUllted.
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"Do I?" and the greaser gave a violent ·start, while his 'I open eyes and listened and watched all that was being said
eyes instantly sought the ground.
and done.
"Were you ever engaged in that business?" the girl went
"Velly hicee childlen," Hop Wah said, after he had become
on, still eyeing him sharply.
acquainted with tJ1e Mexican woman. ''Me likee lillee chilThe man lifted his eyes and looked around as if he expected dlen. Me a childlen myself one timee."
some one might be coming fo1· him.
·
'l'his caused the woman to smil¢, for she seemed to underThen with a shrug of the shoulders he turned his gaze upon stand his pidgin-English quite well.
his fair questioner and answered:
"None of your humbug now, Hop," Cheyenne Charlie said,
"Me once a bandit, senorita, but me good man now. When warningly, "This ain't no time to play any of your foolish
me get married me tell my wife me be honest man. Me stick tricks."
dat way. No steal no more. "
"Me no play tlick, Misler Charlie," was the reply. "Me velly
This was not at all surprising to any of them, and when he goodee Chinee."
found he was thought none the less of for having ma.de the
"See that you don't, then. If I ketch yer foolin' too much
confession, Valjella proceeded to tell a story that lasted for I'll cut off some or that pig-tail of yours. I've been goin' to
nearly half an hour.
do it lots of times, but you kin bet that I'll k eep my word
The sum and substance of his story was that from his early this time."
childhood he had lived with people who preyed upon travelers
Hop felt of his long queue and then proceeded to coil it
and others who made their way over the mountain trails of at the back of his head, but said nothing in the way of a .
northern Mexico.
reply.,
But when he was •twenty-one years of age he met a fair
A sort ?f apology for a tent had been erected for the acsenorita who .was a captive of the band he was associating commodation of the family.
with, and being held for ransom.
They really had quit~ a little in_ t;11e ~ay of household goods,
'He fell in love with her and when he found it was returned and unlike the majonty of fam1lles in that section, everyhe lent all his energy to ~escue and take the girl back to her , thin~ see~ed to be quite neat and clea~.
.
relatives and friends
Wmg did the cooking as usual, our fnends not accepting the
Of course he was· risking his own life in doing this, but invitation to_ eat supper with the Mexicans.
.
he managed to accomplish the task, and the result was that
When .Va~Jella told th_em that there was not another hab1a year later he married the girl, who had become very poor tation_ withm twenty mtles of the spot and that he proposed
from the failure of her father in business, and for ten years to build a house there, and unless he had very good luc_k
had been doing his best to provide for an increasing family. in the s~arch for g?l<I. meant to remain there the rest of his
"Did you ever meet any of the bandits after you ran a.way days, WIid shook his head and said:
from them?" Arietta asked.
"I wouldn't do that if I were you, Val. This is nQth!ng
"No," and he shook his head. "Dat a great many miles more than a wilderness, ,ind it will be many years before it
from here. But me learn that the soldiers catch the bandits will a.mount to anything, I know there is a natural clearand shoot most of them. The others go to prison. Me no see ing right close at hand, and you could go into farming. But
the stock you would raise would be only for your own ben!lthem again, and me verra glad."
"This man is quite a character," Young Wild West's sweet- :fit. You couldn't expect to sell it. If you have any friends
heart said, turning to Anna and. Elloise. "I am sure he has within twenty miles I would advise that you take your family
been telling the truth, too. He certainly didn't have to admit to them and let them remain there until we return from
that he had ever been anything' but an honest man. Few our travels."
"If Young Wlld West think that me do what he says."
wol).ld have done that much, even though they had reformed.
"I do think it."
I am sure it will be a good idea to let him accompany us in
"All right."
search of the Aztec gold."
Then the man went to his wife and told her about it.
"Oh, Val is going with us all right, Et," Young Wild West
She was quite willing to the arrangement, and soon stated
spoke up, smilingly. "If it Isn't much out of our way we'll
go with him to his wife and ch.i ldren, and then we'll try and that she had a brother who was the foreman of a small cattle
fix up something in the way of a habitation for them. It's ranch, and that she was sure that he would find accommodatoo bad they lost their cows and all they were growing upon tions for her a short time.
Upon questioning her Wild learned that it would not take
the little farm. But maybe we can start them in anew."
· The Mexican's eyes sparkled with delight when the boy them more than half a day out or their way, so it was soon
arranged that the next da.y they would set out for the ranch.
said this, but he said nothing.
Twenty miles through a Mexican wildernesa would be a very
The evening passed on, and soon 1t was Ume to th.Ink .or long journey to one not accumstomed to It.
getting the needed sleep.
But our friends were used to all sorts ot traveli.ng as well
Valjella Was parmitted to sleep in the tent a.long with th.a as conditions, and when they set out the
next morning, it
other male members of the party.
merely seemed to be but a little side trip they were taking.
The girls sought their quarters, and then with Cheyenne
Long before noon they came to the small ranch, and the
Charlie doing first watch, silence soon came.
senora's brother was soon found and arrangements made for
Nothing happened to disturb them at all, and the usual the wife and children to remain there as long as they pleased.
form was gone through, with Jim and Wild relieving the
The party were supplied with a few things they needed
scout in' turn.
from the ranch, and after having been treated to plenty of
Shortly after daylight all hands were up and stirring, and milk, they bade Valjella's wife and children good-by and
then after a hearty breakfast they all mounted and set out turned ofl' toward the mountains again.
upon their journey.
When night came they were well upon the second ridge,
Valjella was the guide now.
which was thickly covered with trees of a semi-tropical naIt seemed that the spot he was hea.ding for W&11 directly ture and all sorts of bushes and plants common to that counthe way our friends had act out to go, so really they would try.
not lose any time &t &IL
Plenty or game had been round, and they had seen to it to
They were now upon Me:xlca:n. soil, but thJs ma.ttered little shoot what they needed, spa.ring the rest.
to them, for they always felt as sate thei·"i as they did anyAccording to what the Mexican said they were now beyond
where else, being used to surprises and dangers.
the region where any one but Indians were supposed to live,
They were in the foothills ot the mountains when noon though a.way off toward the water to the west there were
came, and Valjella assured them that by sull8et they would quite a, few Mexicans to be found..
reach the place where he had left his tamlly.
·
"That's all right, Val," the young deadshot said, in his cool
He was correct in this, for the sun was yet ovei:- an h.o ur and easy way. "I reckon we are not going as far as the GuH
high when they rode into a big patch of woods, and soon of California, so if we don't run across any more of your
reached the temporary living place of the dispossessed family. people it will be all right. We are looking for redskins now,
Valjella's wife was a pale-faced little woman, comely ln and when we find them we may expect to come upon the
features, with immense gold rings attached to her ears.
gold."
She was amazed when she .f ound her hUBband was bring"Plenty gold in the mountains," was the reply. "But maybe
ing the Americans to the camp, but when briefly told why we all get killed. "
they had come there, she at once welcomed them, showing
"Are the Indians very savage ?" Jim Dart asked, looking at
that she was well educa.ted ln English, and very much of a the Mexican.
lady.
"Ver,r a bad when dey get you."
The ch.Udren, n u m ~ flYe, clustered &bout wWt wide"We'll have w be mighty careful, then.• '
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"Verra careful," was the reply.
-1' dress he wore must have been a chief, nodded his h_ead and
The next morning they continued the way up the mountain, walked slowly toward Valjella.
and just before noon they came to an almost level plateau, I He talked rapidly, swinging his arms and making all sorts
which was pretty clear in the way of vegetation, though rocks , of gesticulations, and the Mexican hardly had the chance to
of a curious shape and high bluffs could be seen all around. : get in a word.
As the party came to a halt Arietta caught sight of someFor fully ten minutes the Indian chief kept at It, and then
thing that looked very much like the ruins of a stone build- Valjella nodded to him and came back.
ing.
"He say palefaces have come to rob Indians of th·e gold
· "Say, Wild!" she exclaimed, "I wouldn't be surprised it we I that is In the mountains. They must go back, or they will all
had struck the remains of a one-time town. If that doesn't I be killed," was the verdict he brought."
look like a building I can't see very well."
\ "Did you learn how big a tribe it is living about here?"
"Right you are," the young deadshot answered, as he looked Wild asked.
in the direction she indicated. "Hello!" and he gave a vio"The chief say many hundreds, but me no believe It."
lent start. "I reckon the town Is inhabited, too. Indians, by
"I don't, either. I have an idea that there is just the remjingo!"
Ii.ant of a tri be living here. I reckon we'll take the risk .o f
_
going on. '\Ve'll have something to eat first, and , give the
I horses a rest, and. then we'll ride right on just as If no one
had ordered us to go back. 'rake it easy, everybody, but keep
CHAPTER IV.
your eyes open."
Even the girls did not seem to be at all worried over the
HO'.P AS A MEDICINE :MAN.
prospect.
·
They hustled about and lent their assistance to the cook, and
While It came as somewhat of a surprise, Young Wild West the res.ult was that in half an hour they had a rousing good
and hls friends were quite prepared for a sudden attack, a.n.d meal ready.
when they saw as many as a dozen half-naked Indians appear
Valjella was quite uneasy, and had little or nothing to say. ,
before them they immediately looked for cover.
But it was evident that he was bent upon sticking to the
It happened that there was a rocky ridge that was fully ten Americans he had set out with.
feet high near them, and behind this they promptly made their
"You aflaid of ledskins," Hop said to him when the .n oonway.
,
.
day meal had been finished, and the Mexican sat looking
The redskins kept right on toward them, though not a sound dreamily back in the direction they had come from.
came from their hps.
"Me think of my wife and children ·" waS- the reply "Maybe
They were all armed, too, some of them carrying guns.
me no get back to them."
'
•
" "Take it e~sy, everybody," the young dead~hot said, cooll_Y"Lat allee. light. You gittee back, so be. Me velly gleat
I hardly thmk they mean to do any firing JUB't now. We 11 I medicine man. Me fixee um ledskins. You waitee. Makee
have a par.ley with them, and learn what they want us to do." 1 velly muchee magic."
T~e Ind~ans were all on foot, and as they neared the spot 1 "What are you thinkin' about now, Hop?" Cheyenne Charbehind which our friends had taken refuge they slowed down lie called out, for he heard what the Chinaman said. "You're
, to a walk and went more cautiously.
goin' to be a great maglclan, eh? Scare the redskins l>ut of
Wild stepped out from behind a rock, and, folding his arms, their wits, r s'pose."
nodde-1 to them and called out:
"L t - ht Ml
Ch ·r
M fl
1t
b ,,
"Come right along, redskins. Don't be afraid of us. We
" .a 1rg • ·. s 1_er
a; re.
e xee ~,so. e.
are not here for the purpose of harmin
ou ,,
Well, blamed rf I don t believe you km do rt, all right. But
g Y ·
you had better ask Wild about it."
But it .ls doubtful if he was understood, as far as his words
"Me t elie e M"sl
W'ld
went
1 er
1
p1e tt y soonee. •r
Ho~ever, they paused, and after talking among themselves
'V:hen ~hey were ready to resume the journey Hop rode up
In low tones for a· minute or two one of them advanced bold- on nis piebald cayuse and, nodding to the young deadshot,
lY, and did not stop until he sto~d within ten feet of the boy. 8 ~,d=.
·
·
He began talking rapidly In a language that Wild failed to
M;sler Wild, me w,an~ee be gl:;at medicine man. Makee
understand one word ot.
Ie~,sk.ns vell_y muchee !lard, so b~.
.
"
But Valjella quickly stepped out and nodding to the bo .
I was thmking of that, Hop. was th!') reply.
All right.
said.
'
'
Y, Just prepare yourself to show what you can do at an instant's
"Me understand. Me talk with him."
notice. Th:r~ is no use in getting into. a fight with the na" Go ahead, Val,,, was tll.e cool and easy reply,
t1.:7es here 1f rt can be l?revented. It wrll be ~!1ch better to
A conversation lasting fully five m!n1,1tes eusued, and when f1 !fbten tl~em so _they w:11 ~?t us go on in peace.
it was over the Indian turned and went back to join hi13 waitAllee 11.,ht, Mrsler Wild, and the Chinaman nodded, showing companions.
Ing ~hat he was much p~eased.
_
Valjella immediately reported that the Indians did not want I .Wrthou~ saying anyt~;ng further he rode to the head of the
the paleface to come any further in that direction, since they , line,. leavm_g You~g _.W 1ld Wes~ mounted upon his sorrel
claimed the owne1:shlp of all the land lying for miles in that ; stal110n, Spitfire, rrdmg at the side of his sweetheart, Arietta,
section of the country.
i w~ose m_ount :Vas a cream-white bro~,cho.
,
If they persisted in goln" on that way they would all be !
Hop rs takmg the lead, it seems, Arletta satd, sm111ng-ly.
killed.
"'
I "Well, let him. He is not afraid to take any sort of risk, aa
"That's pretty good," Young W!ld west said, nodding to his · we all _know. We'll see how he will make out."
companions. "We are barred from going any further eh·~ I Straight for what appeared to be the ruins of an ancient
Well, I suppose we had better turn and go back at once, 'then·. building Hop led the way.
'What do you think about it, Et?"
I He was puffing upon a big, black cigar, and appeared just
"That isn't your way of doing business, Wild," the girl an- as unconcerned as if no such thing as danger could possibly
swered, quickly.
J exist.
The boy laughed lightly at this.
There was a rather sharp turn right close to t:he ruins, and
"Of. course It isn't. I merely said that for fun," he said. as h!l reached this Hop came in sight of an Indian village.
"You kin bet your life that you wouldn't think of goin' I It was not a large _one, to be sure, 1'.ut one glance told him
back after bein' told that you have got to do it " the scout that it must have existed there for quite a long time.
spok~ up.
'
'
j There may have been a population of fifty or sixty, but no
Wild gave a noel, and then turning to the Mexican, said:
1 more.
"Call that fellow back and tell him that we are not here I Some of them were women, but only a very few children
for the purpose of interfering with any of the natives. We could be seen.
' aL just· making an exploring trip, that's all. Tell him that : It was really barbaric, more so, in fact, than the villages to
we don't want to fight, but that if any of the Indians attempt be found in Arizona and other places over the American line.
to stop us we'll do the best we can to take care of ourselves. I/ The party no sooner caught sight of the place than they
See what he says to that."
i were seen by the Indians, and the result was that shouts went
• Valjella nodded, and then walked toward the group of In- · up on every hand and much excitement was shown.
dians.
I "Comee on, Misler Wild," the clever Chinea called out, and
He called the one he had been conversing with, but he shook · then he lighted the fuse of a piece of fl.reworks ha had taken
his head and refused to come back.
i from his pocket and tossed it in the air.
•
Flll&lly on& of their number, who by the f,,,at.hered head- · There was a, sharP, report, and then varioua colored. IIJ?.&rlm
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flew In every direction, while tra!Ung fiery serpents 11.ew
through the air.
" Me velly smartee Chinee," he called out, as the Indians
ceased their shouting and drew back as if appalled.
Having got them where he wanted them, Hop rode forward
boldly, and placing his hand to his mouth, seemed to draw
from it a small parasol.
It was .t he old trick parasol he always carried with him,
and was made of jointed bamboo and Japanese paper.
Raising the trick parasol, he held It over his head and rode
right into the midst of the village, puffing calmly away at his
cigar.
The rest were not far behind him, and when the Indians
drew back in mute amazement and did not offer to raise a
hand to stay their progress, they all felt that Hop had really
found a way to pacify them.
The chief who had told Va.ljella. that the palefaces must not
come that way stood near his tepee, as much frightened and
dismayed as any of his tribe.
"V,a l," our hero said, turning to the Mexican, "go over to
him and tell him that Hop is a great medicine man, and that
the Great Spirit gave you permission to lead us here. We will
see how that w!ll work."
"All right," was the reply, and Valjella promptly rode up
to the tepee and began talking with him.
At first the Indian refused to say anything, but he gradually
became interested, and finally he nodded as if he was wllllng
to . be convinced.
T'ne Mexican kept on talking with him, and presently several of the tribe walked up close and formed a sort of circle
about them, listening occasionally to what was being sa.id.
Valpella turned and nodded to Hop, who rode up and went
through the performance ot shutting the parasol, and then
swallowing It.
This caused -cries of astonishment and fear to go up from
the Indians, and it was easy to see that the battle was more
•
.
than half ·won.
"Well, what did he say?" Wild uked, M he rode forward
and touched the Mexican on the arm.
"Me tell him dat Hap verra much medicine man," was the
reply. "He believe dat, a.nd say his squaw is verra sick and
he want Hop to cure her. Me no know what to tell him."
"Whatta lat?" Hop asked, as be stroked his stomach as 11
what he had apparently swallowed made him feel good.
"You make a sick squaw well?" the Mexican asked.
"Velly muchee quickee," was the reply, in a confident tone
of voice.
"All right. Me tell da chief."
Then there was more talk, and the chief knelt upon one
knee before the clever Chinee, who promptly dismounted.
"No foolin', heathen," Cheyenne Charlie whispered. "If the
blamed old squaw ls very sick you can't cure her no more
than I kin. You hadn't oughter said you could do it."
"Me flxee lat, Misler Charlie. Me gottee plenty medicine,
so be. Maybe she gottee 11llee !ever. Me gottee plenty !ever
medicine."
"I s'pose you'll either cure her or klll her. But as I jest toltl
yer, there ain't to be no foolin' about this."
"No fooleo, Mlsler OharUe."
. Then Hop touched the chief on the shoulder and bade him
rise.
"Me flxee um squaw velly muchee qutckee. Me gleat medicine man. Me gottee uncle 1n China allee samee gleat medicine man, and me allee samee llkee my uncle. Where um
squaw?"
!This had to be translated by Valjella, and when he understood that the Chinese medicine man was ready to go ahead
and cure his squaw, the chief nodded and led the way to the
tepee.
Hop peered in and saw an Indian woman lying upon a couch
of skins.
Near her sat a little ch!ld of probably four years of age.
There was a frightened look upon th.e squaw's face, for even
though she had not seen the strangers she had heard the talk
cqncerning them, and must have reallzed 1 that danger threat-

"Me gottee plenty, too, Mlsler Wild. Me gleat medicine
man. Me flxee velly, muchee qulckee."
Then Hop produced a small vial, and asked for a little water.
A squaw who 'had ventured close to the t epee was told what
he· wanted, and she soon returned with a small gourd filled
with water.
Hop poured half this out and then put a little of the contents of the vial into -ft, mixing it around with a Bm!J,ll wooden
spoon which was furnished him.
Having done this he brought two more vials from his
pockets and used a llttle from each.
"Velly muchee bitter," he said, nodding to Arietta. " Maybe
she no likee."
"All medicine ls bitter, I think, Hop,"' was the reply. "If
you really say it is good for her she will take it, I am sure."
"Velly goodee, Misses AUetta. She be allee light to-mellow
•
morning .•0
Arietta held the gourd and the woman instantly raised
her h ead and showed her willingness to drink from it.
She took the whole of it, and never once showed by wor.d
or look that it was at all displeasing to the taste.
Hop then made some mysterious passes over her head, and
then looking toward the top of the tepee, muttered over something In Chinese, after which he promptly stepped outside.
The Mexican was wa.itlng for him.
"What me tell da chief?" he asked.
"You t ellee um chief lat um squaw be a1lee light to-mollow
morning, " was the reply. " Me gleat medicine man."
Valjella quickly translated this to the chief, who seemed
to be pleased as well as relieved.
Meanwhile Arletta W1LS caressing the papoose, and the little
one seemed to take to her greatly.
Not caring to remain long in such surroundings, Wild decided to go no through the village and camp somewhere a
mile or two from it, since he was pretty well satisfied that
th e only way to locate the gold would be to keep on good
terms with the Indians and remain near them.
When he told the rest this they all mounted and were ready
to leave,
"Misler Glea.ser," Hap aa.l.d to Veljella, "you tellee um chief
lat we allee samee goodee Mellcans. Um squaw be allee light
to-mollow morning."
What Valjella said to the chief no one exactly knew, but
it seemed to satisfy the Indians, and they were permitted
to r ide on through the village and soon left it behind them.
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CHAPTER V.
ARIETrA AND THE PAPOOSE.

The scene that Young Wild West and his friends came upon
shortly after leaving the Indian village was one of picturesque
grandeur.
They had passe.d through a short cut between towering
cliffs, and then they found themselves looking upon a miniature valley, with green sloping hllls all around it.
A herd of deer scampered away at their approach, and birds
of a br1lllant plumage flew from tree to tree.
Fragrant flowers grew in patches here and there, while there
was an abundance of grass.
Here and there fruit trees abounded, some of them hanging
over with luscious, ripe fruit.
"My!" exclaimed Arletta, as she brought her horse to a sudden halt. "What ~ the world can those Indians be think ing
of, Wild? Why should they live in such a miserable place
when this little valley ls so near them?"
"That ls a question I can't answer, Et," the young deadshot
retorted, with a shake of the head. "1 can't say that I have
ever seen a prettier spot than this. But most likely the r edskins have their reasons for not living here."
"Most likely it's some sort of sacred ground t o 'em, I s'pose,"
Cheyenne Charlie spoke up, with a shrug of the sl;toulders.
"I've heard tell of sich things afore. Injuns has queer wa ys of
thinkin', especially them what clings to the old order of
aned.
things. Li ke as not they call this a forbidden spot. That's
Arletta quickly dismounted and soon reached the tepee.
why they didn't want us to come t his way."
"Let me help you, Hop," she said.
• "There is logic In what you say, Charlie," Wild retorted,
"Allee light, Mlssee Alietta. You go in first, so be."
nodding to h im approvingl y. "But since they h a ve permitted
But Arietta did not have to be told to do this.
She went inside and, kneeling before the sick woman, pr o- us to come I see no reason wh y we shouldn't pitch our camp
somewhere in the valley and r em ain here for a while. It don't
ceeded to make a.n examination as well as she could.
"She is suffering · wtth a fever, Hop. Have you anything strike me that there is a gold mine very close by, but everything loop:s inviti ng, and there is an unlimited supply of game.
good for it?"
··
I reckon ' we'll put in a day or two here, anyhow."
"We have plenty of everything, Et," Wild called out.
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Ail hands were pleased at the suggestion, and the scout
quickly declared that he was willing to stay there a week,
even if nothing happen~d to create any excitement.
Valjella, when q11estioned about the place, shook his head
and said that he had never heard of a valley that the Indians
guarded against strangers.
All he knew was that several times different ones of his
race had said there were tons of gold in the mountains out
that 11•ay, but that the native Indians would not let the Mexicans come and get it.
At one side of the little valley a good-sized stream of water
could be seen flowing along toward a small cut at the further
end.
This was upon the mountain itself, and came down in a very
pretty waterfall.
Of course, the ground was much lower here than where the
Indian village was located.
Our friends had been compelled to cover a rather steep descent before they got to the cut which opened into the valley.
., There's the place for us right over there near that waterfall, Wild," Young Wild West's sweetheart suggested, as she
pointed toward it eagerly,
"You have got it Just right, little girl. That's where we're
going to camp. Come on."
Turning their horses they set out at a trot for the spot.
It was not more than a quarter of a mile from where they
had entered, and once there they found an ideal spot !or
c-a1nping.
All the conveniences were close at hand, but that was not
all.
There was a grotto right close to the falls, which looked
very much like the remains of a stone structure that had been
made by the hands of man.
As they dismounted and went to it they quickly satisfled
themselves that this was right.
"Well, we are in the old Aztec region, anyho~," our hero
said, coolly. "There's nothing strange in finding the remains
of old buildings. This looks to be fit to occupy. It would
serve us well indeed in case a number of Indians took a notion
to attack us. But I would rather sleep under a tent than in
a::i oid stone building that's half tumbled down. We'll pitch
the _ients right before it and let it go at that."
'This was, of course, satisfactory to the rest.
It was rather dark inside the ruins, and an odor of dampne~s came from it, no doubt caused by being so close to the
rushing water.
Wild gave the order and the two Chinamen at once proceeded to unload the pack-horses.
Wild and his partners, with the assistance of the Mexican,
soon had the rest of the horses hobbled so they could move
about and enjoy the rich grass that grew in abundance in that
pa.rt of the valley.
Soon the pack-horses were fixed the same way, and then
Hop and Wing took their time and erected the two tents,
while the girls arranged things to make it comfortable for all
hands.
Arietta was waiting for the young deadshot when he had
finished his part of the work.
"Now then, Wild," she said, smil!ngly, "I want to have
a good look at this waterfall. It's a very pretty one, even
tho:.igh it isn't ven- large. Suppose we climb up the rocks
and get to the top of it. .,
"If you feel like exerting yourself that much, I am sure
I am willing," was the reply.
"Oh, that won't be much of a climb," the girl declared, and
without saying anything fuither she started around -to the
side of the ruins a.nd pull!ng aside a mass of hanging vines,
was soon ascending a sort of natural stairway.
Wild came along after her, and when the couple were half
way up, Cheyenne Charlie and his wife and Jim Dart and
Bloise set out after them.
"Come on," Arietta shouted, waving her hat to them. "We
sl1all have a grand view up here, I know. Everything looks
I.Jeautiful now."
'Then she kept right on, and was the first to reach the top
of the cliff.
After tal,ing a good view of the valley below her, Arietta
turned and looked in the other direction.
The stream of water flowed swiftly at the crest or the falls,
and was not more than twenty feet in width.
But a few yards further back it broadened out, and she
could easily see that lt formed a small lake.
As she was looking over the water she caught sight or a
Dumber of tepees and rudely built huts on the right bank.
.. Look there, Wild!" she called out.. "That must be an In-
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dian village. I never took notice that there was water near
it, did you?"
"I certainly didn't; Et," was the reply, as the boy quickly
ran to her side. "But that is the v!llage, all right," he said,
after a pause. "I can understand why we did not see it. You
see that the tepees and shanties are on quite a high bank . I
noticed them being there when we came through. The bank
is just high enough to prevent any one from seeing the water.
I suppose there ls nothing strange about it, after all, little
girl."
"No, of course not. I understand it now," was the reply.
The rest of the party took a look at the Indian village,
and when done commenting upon It they turned their gaze
to the valley again.
There were so many spots that invited them to sit down in
the shade of the trees that they were not long !n doing this.
If ever any one had loolrnd upon a peaceful scene they were
do'ng it now.
Not only could they see wild deer browsing aqout at the
further eud of the valley, but a number of small cattle were
grazing upon a patch of grass land a way to the left.
But not an Indian or the sign of any other human being
could be seen save the Mexican and the two Chinamen they
had left below. Finally the scout directed his attention to the
latter.
"There it is, the same old way," he said, pointing downward.
"Wing ain't got nothin' to do, so he's goin' to take a nap. Hop
is busy flxin' up somethin' in the way of fireworks, I s'pose,
an' the greaser, he's jest settln' with his back agin a tree
makin' a cigarette. I reckon that feller ain't worryin' so
much a.s he was when we first struck them redskins."
"Probably not, Charlie," our hero answered. "I really would
like to see him strike it 1:ich, so he would have enough money
to buy that land Senor Diaz took from him. I can't help it if
he has been an outlaw. He seems to be thoroug,hly honest
now, and I mean to help him all I can."
"That's it, Wild! " Arietta exclaimed. '' I~ have taken particular notice that be thinks an awful lot of his family, and
that means that he is deserving of good luck. ..
They sat there chattlhg for nearly half an hour, and" then
Arietta, eager to have another look at the sunoundiags, arose
to her feet and moved toward the edge of the swiftly flowing
stream.
She happened to look in the direct!o:i of the lake, and then
a startled cry esc;aped her lips.
Drifting swiftly along was a canoe, and the girl could see
something in it that looked very much like a person.
She knew very well that if the canoe was not checked it
would drift on over the falls and be smashed to pieces upon
the rocks below.
She quickly called the attention of her companions to it,
and then as the canoe rapidly drew nearer they all saw that
there was a sleeping papoose in it.
Just how the Indian babe came to be there and how the
canoe happened to be drifting toward the falls none of them
had the least idea.
But they all realized that unless they prevented it the
papoose would go to destruction in a hurry.
"Let me have your rope, Charlie," Arietta said, as she coolly
nodded to the scout.
Charlie never left the camp without bringing his larl.at with
him.
Experience had taught him that there was never any telling
just when it could be brought into use.
"Goin' to lasso the canoe, Arietta.?" he asked, as he quicl,ly
handed her the rope.
"Yes, of course," was the reply,
"Better let Wild do it. He never makes a miss when he
throws a rope."
"If I make a miss of it I'll let him try."
"Oh, all right. Sorry I spqke. I reckon you won't make no
miss of it. t!1ough. You're a real Wild West gal, an' when
you chuck 11. rope with a noose at the end of it, it generally
lrntches en somethin'. I don't s'pose it would be hard to ketch
that IJ!amecl old canoe, anyhow. But what In thunder is the
redskin kid sleevin' 1-n it for?"
).'-'o one made a reply to this.
Arietta was busy roiling the rope and h urrying along tile
bank of the stream at the sa10e t!mu.
Wild followed her a short distance, and then came to a halt
and folded his urms.
The boy knew what his sweetheart was capable of doing so
well that he did not fear that she would make a miss of ca.tch-'
!ng the canoe.
'
A.long ca.rue the fragile craft.
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The fu ll swing of the current had it in its power now, and did have no use for an Injun, but I couldn't see a little one
like that kid killed by bein' hustled over a waterfall."
Arietta waited until it was directly opposite to where she
"Jim, suppose you call the greaser up here," suggested the
was standing, and then she whirled the lariat over her head a young deadshot, as he nodded to Dart.
couple of times and let it go.
"I'll do it right away," was the reply, and the boy quickly
Whizz!
ran to the edge of the cliff and shouted to Valjella to come
The rope sped throu gh the air in snake-like fashion, and the up.
noose fell squarely over the bow of the canoe.
The Mexican was not long in obeying, and after him came
The distance was not more th an thirty feet, yet it certainly Hop, leaving Wing as leep and alone at the camp.
was a remarkable throw.
The Ind ians appeared delighted when they saw Valjella, for
The girl, not a bit nervous, gave a gentle pull, and then she they knew he could interpret what they bad to say.
had the canoe in her power.
Some lively talking ensued, and finally Valjella turned to
But fearing to pull it around quickly, she let it go gently Wild and said:
along and kept steering it to the shore.
"They have made you a chief and we are all welcome to
Wild and Charlie stood ready to grasp the canoe when it stay here as long as we please. But the valley is sacred to th'l
came within their reach, and just then a shriek sounded be- tribe, and they fear that bad luck may come to them i! we
hind them, and the squaw Hop had prescribed for leaped from stay in it."
the bushes and ran toward them.
"Whattee lat, Misler Gleaser?" Hop asked, as he stepped into
Behind her came the chief himself and several of the In- the small crowd. "Me fixee lat allee light. Me velly muchee
dians.
medicine man, so be. Here i1rn squaw allee samee well."
''Take it easy, redskins!" Ypung Wild West exclaimed, wavAt the appearance of the Chinaman the lndians were struck
Ing his hand. "I reckon the papoose is all right."
with awe, and the squaw clutched her papoose more tightly to
At that moment Charlie seized the canoe and quickly pulled her breast.
it upon the bank.
But Hop smiled reassuringly, and then mumbled over a lot
The child awoke just then, and becoming frightened at its of Chinese lingo, which no one understood.
strange surroundings, began crying.
Finally he turned to the Mexican and told him to tell the
The Indian squaw leaped forward an d soon had it in her Indians that he b ad fixed it all right with the Great Spirit, and
arms, kissing it as only a mother can.
that the palefaces could remain in the valley without doing
Arietta took her by the arm and led her to a seat in the any harm or bringing anything but good luck to the tribe.
shade.
When this was duly translated the redskins appeared to be
Then Anna and Eloise join,ed the group, while the Indians relieved, and th ey all bowed low to the clever Chinee.
and Young Wild West and his partners stood looking on.
'"Eow um sick squaw gittee here, Misler Wild?" Hop· askffd,
It took fully fiv e minutes before the squaw became anything when he though t the thing bad been settled to the satisfaction
like calm.
of an hands.
Then she placed the child upon the ground before her and
The young deadshot quickly related how Arietta had caught
looked at it a s if sh e fea red there might be something wroug the canoe with a lasso and saved the papoose from being
with it.
dashed to death.
Finding it was all right, she clasped it in her arms again,
''Lat velly stlange," Hop declared, shaking hls head with
and then as if she had just thought of. it, turned to Arletta, no little seriousness. "Um old squaw fortune-teller say lat to
and ''talling upon her knees, kissed the girl's feet over and over Missee Alietta."
again.
Then for the first time our friends remembered it, and they
At this the chief strode forw ard 1.md, taking off h!s feathered , looked at each other in astonishment.
head-dress, reached out to p lace it upon Arietta's hllad.
But the girl saw what he was going to do, and quickly
stepped out of the way.
"He wants to make me a chief, I think, Wild," she said.
CHAPTER VI.
"But as I happen to be a girl I hardly would be able to fill the
job."
WlLD IS ELECTED CHIEF.
Before Wild co uld answer the chief turned quickly to him,
and, taking off his hat, deliberately placed the feathered headfoung Wild West was t he first to speak after Hop had so
dress upon his head.
suddenly c:alled their attention to what the fortun e-telier had
Then ho dropped before him, and, pointing to Arietta, talked told Ar"ietta.
·
rapidly in his own language.
"Too bad that little bead got broken, Et," he said, a smile
But -none of them could understand a word of what he said, showing on his face . '"There is no tell1ng what we would have
though all had some idea of what the words meant.
learned. So far the prophecy bas come true. I reckon she told
''Well, Et," the young deadshot said, in his cool and easy you that you were going to save the life of a papoose all
way, "he seems to think that you did not want to be a chief, right."
and meant for him to make me one. Suppose we let it go at
.. She surely did, Wi ld," the :;irl answered, looking at him as
that for a while. I am sure no harm can come of it. ,.
if she hardly knew how to take his mean!ug.
"Just the thing, Wild!" the girl exclaimed, her eyes bright"You don't believe in it, do yo u, W11d?" Cheyenne Charlie
ening, and then she nodded and made motions to the effect asked, suddenly.
that she was greatly pleased ::i.t what the chief had done.
'"Believe in wliat?" the boy asked, turning to him sudThe chief then turned to the Indians who had hurried to the denly.
scene with him, and said something to them.
"'iii/by, that fortune-tellin' business."
Then they all came up and dropped upon their knees, one at
"Well, the old squaw said that we were coming out among
a tfme, beforeo, our hero:
'
some Indians and that Arietta was going to save the life of a
W11d nodded rather stiffiy, for he was much amused at the papocse, didn't she?"
homage that was being paid to him.
·• She sartinly dicl. I heard her say it with my own ears."
Having done this, they all insisted upon kissing the feet of
Then the scout shook his head solemnly, and it was quite
the brave girl who had, saved the papoose from being dashed evident that he was a firm believer in it.
to death over the waterfall.
"Pshaw!" Anna exclaimed, forming a laugh. "It just hapNo attention was paid to the rest of the party, and Cheyenne pened so. tbat·s all. If that squaw could see into the future
Charlie must have felt slighted, since he had been the one like that she wouldn't be going around telling people's forto seize the canoe and drag it upon the bank.
tunes for the little money she could get from doing it. It
"I reckon they didn't see what I done," he said, with a shrug is .merely a coincidence, that's all."
of the shoulders as he t urned to his wife. "Of course, I don't
"See here, gal!" Charlie exclaimed, raising his finger arnwant to be no chief, but blamed if I don't think they oughter ingly, "that was an awful jaw-breaker you got off jest then.
thank me for pu!lin' the canoe out."
Jest say it once more, will rer?"
"Never mind, Charlie," Wild spoke up, laughingly. "They
"You mean coincidence, Charlie?"
are taking it just as they understand it. When Arietta re"Yes, that's what I meun. :Now what in thunderation does
fused to don the head-dress and t1!rned to say something to that high-falutin' word mean?"
me, the chief understood it , that she meant that I should be
Anna cxplaineu to him, and then the scout shook his head
crowned. "
and, lmning to the Mexican, said:
"Of course, I know that much. But I don't care, anyhow,
"I'll bet you ain't got a word llke that in your whole blamed
Wlld. I'm glad I was able to help save the papoose. I never 1angi:.ag!l, have yer?'
It was moving more swiftly toward the brink of the falls.
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Valjella shook his head, ro11 he could not quite understand
what tt all meant.
The Indians looked on In silence.
At first they had been not a little surprised at the way our
friends had acted when the Chinaman had spoken about the
old squaw's prophecy.
Many persons all over the earth have no doubt often declared that they were entirely devoid of anything like superstition.
But it is doubtful lf this can be true.
One thing about it was that Young Wild West had al ways
considered himself to be entirely out of such a class.
Still, if he had been put to it just then and forced to give
an answer, he would surely have said that It looked very much
as if there was something In it, after all, and that the squaw
really had been able to see far enough Into the future to
prophesy that Arietta would save the life of a papoose.
But as he thought it over he forced himself to believe that,
after all, it Wall as Anna had said, a mere coincidence.
If they had never met the old fortune-teller and had come
that way, the incident would have occurred just the same.
"Well," Arietta said, laughingly, as she turned to the little
redskin, "I am very glad,! proposed to come up here and have
a look around. If we had remained below In the valley the
papoose would now be dead, and with a weeping mother left
behind, and an ill one, at that."
"She no sickee now, Missee Alletta," Hop declared, stepping forward. "Me givee medicine and makee allee light."
"Well, she is rather weak, Hop, though I think her fever has
gone down. Pro,b ably the excitement caused that"
Arietta fondled and kissed the child, greatly to the delight
of its mother and the Indians.
Then by using the Mexican as an interpreter, she learned
that the child was a girl, and that she was not quite four years
of age, her name being, translated into English, Star F.,'yes.
The Indians consented to sit down, but insisted that Wild
remain standing with the feathers ' left upon his head.
• l!~or the next half hour Valjella was kept busy, , and -then
our friends had learned all they cared to know just then, save
that they wanted to know something about the gold that was
. supposed to be somewhere about.
However, the young deadshot declared that that could be
found out later on.
The chief of th e remnant. or tho Indian tribe was called
Gray Moccasin.
His wife, the squaw, was named Sunny Flower.
The names of the other Indians were given, too, but they
were of no account to Young Wild West and his companions,
so they did not try to remember them.
.Just why the valley was supposed to be held in reserve as a
sacred place cottld not be ascertained.
But that made no difference.
Jt was probably due to the traditions ot the tribe.
While tlie Indians admitted that they· shot deer and slew
cattle that came out of the valley, they never went Inside to
do it, declaring that they could find all they wanted to sustain them without risking the displeasare of the Great Spirit.
One thing that was most important of all, though none of
tlrnm thought of it until the Indians were preparing to leave,
was how the papoose came to be in the canoe.
Thi£, was easily explained, after the Mexican had talked
with the chief.
,
One of the squaws attending the mother of the child had
crooned her to sleep, and placed her upon a l>lanket in the
c:anoe, "hich was, tied to a sapling upon the bank of the little
Jake.
There was a gentle ~reeze blowing, and no doubt she thought
1he rocking might keep it sleeping peacefully, so she would
not annoy the sick mother.
In some way the strip of buclcslrin bad become loosened
and t he canoe drifted off.
It had been dis covered as it was nearing the brink of the
falls, and t hen the. sick squaw, hearing of it, got up and led.
the way to the rescue, she seeming to be more fleet of foot
than any of the rest.
Of course, neither she nor any of the rest could have possibly saved the papoose.
But Ariel.ta had saved it, and Young Wiid West had been
elected a chief to pay for it.
When Valjella told Wild that he had been elected a chief
of the tribe ·llnd that his word was to be ,Jaw so· long as he
saw flt to remain there, the yonng deadshot smiled and bowed
his acknowledgments.
-;r'he Indians all got upon their knees again and did homage
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to him, aJter which they tu.med tor the second time to leave
the spot.
Not caring to wear tb.e chief's head-dress any longer, Wild
turned it o ver to him and explained to the Mexican that he
could be a chief without wearing any of the toggery that went
with it.
Gray Moccasin was a little surprised, but seemed satisfied..
]!'or the third time he started to leave, a)ld then hesitated.
"See what he wants, Val," the young deadshot said, in his
cool and easy way.
'l'he Mexican obeyed, and quickly Informed them that the
chief wanted to Jrnow if the medicine man was really sure
that members of the tribe might -enter the valley without incurring the displeasure of the Great Spirit.
Hop no sooner heard the question than he went through a.
few mysterious movements with his eyes toward the sun,
though they were closed tightly.
·
Then he turned quickly and nodded to the effect that lt wM
all right.
This satisfied them all, and away they went, the chief now
carrying the papoose, and the squaw walking at his side, apparently entirely cured of her illness.
Waiting until they had got out of sight in the bushes,
Young Wild West turned to hls friends and said:
"Well, I reckon this beats anything that has ever happened to us. There hasn't been any danger attached to it,
but it strikes me as being rather odd. Now then, let's go
down to the camp and take things easy for a while. We have
something to talk about until bedtl,me, I'm sure."
Wing, the cook, was snoring away contentedly when they
get down to the camp.
It seemed as if the sound ot the rushing water lulled h!m
into a p~ceful sleep, and even when all hands talked in the
usual way thefr voices did not disturb him.
"Hop," said Charlie, a twinkle coming Into his eyes, "I
reckon you had better wake that foolish brother of yours.
Blamed (H he ain't about the worst I ever seen. He kin sleeJ;)
no matter what's goln' on."
"Me flxee, :1\Hsler Charlie," Hop retorted. "Me no h urtee
my blo-ther, but me makee him wakee velly muchee quickee,
so be.·•
Neither W!ld nor any of the rest raised any objections, so
the cjever Chiuee stepped up to where his sleeping brother lay,
and after looking at him in silence for a moment, drew the
big, old-fashioned six-shooter he always carried from under
his coat and, raising it over his head, pulled the trigger.
The report was a loud one, since Hop had loaded it for
that very purpose.
The stream of red fire that shot from the muzzle of course
had no effect whatever, but the report had, and up jumped
Wing with a startled cry on his lips.
·'Whattee mattee? Whattee mattee?" he called out, excitedly,
"Ledsk!ns wantee you, my fool blother," Hop retorted., as he
coolly put away the revolver. "You no wa.tchee velly goodee,
so be."
Wing was angry, of course, but he knew that he dared not
do anything, so he simply walked away, while Cheyenne Charlie laughed loudly.
It was very amusing to the Mexican, too, for he was not,
usecl to thnt sort of thing.
"You make him wal,e. Senor Hop," he said, laughingly,
"He jump up verra quick."
·
"He allee sameo sleepy-head," was the reply. "Allee h&
wantee do is cookee and sleepee. No goodee Chinee."
Wing came back after a while, but he showed no signs ot
gojng to sleep again.
Instead he busied himself making preparations for the evening meal.
When he went to the stream of water and proceeded to wash 1
some potatoes, which he proposed to bairn for supper, Hop
followed him .
"You keepee 'way!" Wing exclaimed, angrtly. "You no
pushee me in uru water, so be. Me no llkee."
"Corne back here, Hop," \Vild called out. "There's been
enough fooling now. We have got to settle right down to
business. Si11ce Arietta saved the life of the papoose, we may
as well start in right away to look for the gold."
"Lat light, !tiisler Wild. Me forglttee 'boutee lat, so be."
"An' while we're at it we might as well look up the squaw
for you to marry," Cheyenne Charlie put in, a broad grin
sllow!ng on his race. "If the blamed old fortune-teller could
tell things right in one case, she sartiuly oughter do it in ,
another."
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"Neveee mindee, Mlsler Charlie. Me glvee um squaw bad
silver dollee. Me no gittee mallled, so be."
·' That's so, I never thought of that," and the scout acted
as if he thought there might be something in what the Chinaman said.
While Wild bad thought it over long enough to make him
think that there was really noth1ng in the prophecy of the old
squaw, his experience told him that.it might prove interesting
if not proflto.ble for them to make an Investigation of the
ruins.
"Et,·• he said, nodding to his sweetheart, "suppose we do a
little digging inside this old place. No doubt this building
was put up hundreds of years ago, and we might run across
something that would be worth whlle placing among our
souvenirs at home."
"W11lch home do you mean, Wild?" the girl asked, laughingly. "You know we ar'e supposed to have two'.' One is at
·westou and the other at Buckhorn Ranch. If you remember,
we have quite an assortment o! souvenirs at both places."
"I don't know to which one we'll take what we find here.
But we'll have to look around, anyhow."
"All right, I am perfectly agreeable."
"So am I," Cheyenne Charlie spoke up. "I reckon about the
;best souvenirs, as you call it, that we'll find will be' some old
Spanish coins. That's generally what's to be dug out o! skh
places as this . It's a wonder to me that some of them museum
fellers from the big Capitol ain't been sneakln' around here
afore this. You know they've got a way of glttin' permission
from the Mexican government to hunt for old-fashioned
things. Most of 'em ain't lookln' for sich thin~ as that,
though, but for gold, an' now o.n' then they find ft, too."
"If they find any gold In thl.s old place after we h&Te done
looking it over, they'll be perfectly welcome to It, Oharlle,"
Jim Dart observed.
"Yes, I sorter reckon so. Come on, we'll go Into the damp
place. It smells like a DenYer cellar, which ain't sayin' that
it's anything very nice."
"Were you ever In a Denver cellar, Charlie?" his wife asked
him, somewhat surprised.
"I reckon I was, gal. I went into one mighty sudden-like
somethln' like ten or twelve years ago. Denver wasn't an
awful big place then, though it had been what they call a city
for some little time. I was down there with some of the boys
takfn' care of a big herd of cattle. We all got to drlnk1n' tanglefoot, an' we struck a mighty flne-lookln' saloon with big
glass windows in it. Of course we had to go In an' eee what
the place looked like. Maybe we took a little too much in the
way of tanglefoot, but after a while we got slttln' in a back
room, an' somehow or other I got asleep. I don't know where
the rest of the gang went, but the first thing I knowed the
blamed floor fell from under me an' I landed into a cellar. I
strnclc on my feet, though, an' I was as sober a.a a jedge in
about ten seconds. Then I pulls out my gun a.n' yells out that
I was ready to flght any galoot ae ever wore boots. Putty
soon a light showed at one end of the place, an' then two ga,loots came sneakin' In. I seen 'em plainly, an' when I seen
that one of 'em had a rope an' the other a gun In his hand,
I jest opened fire an' plugged the pair of 'em. When they
dropped I ran up to 'em an' seen that they both had maaks
on their faces. Then I wasn't sorry that I had done any
shootln'. I just lit out by the way they came In, an' you kin
bet your life that I wasn't long In g1tt1n' out of l>enTer.
That's what I know about a Denver cellar."
"You killed the two of them, then?" Anna. asked, anxtoualy,
"No, I don't know a.s I killed either one of 'em. I plugged
the one with the rope In the cal! of his leg, an' he was yell!n'
as far as I could hear him when I was glttin' away. The other
one got it In the shoulder, an' he dropped his gun mighty
quick, I s'pose they both lived, but I reckon It was a mighty
long time afore they tried to rob another man alter he wu
dropped through a. trap-door Into a )ilrty old cellar."
As Wild and Arletta were already leading the way In.to the
ruins, the scout ceased talking and followed with hla wife.
Jim Dart and Eloise followed them, and then Hop came,
leaving Valjella and Wlng 1n charge of the ca.mp.
Wlld lighted a lantern es soon aa he got lnaide, though it
was realy not so very dark, except in the corn.en of the
ancient structure ....
Pieces of stone that had no doubt been hewn Into shape long
ago lay about in a tumbled mass.
There was no dust there, for the dampness from the waterfall pervaded the place, excluding it.
In one place there was a thick slime on the wall, which
allowed that the moisture must ooze through in some way.

Wild was leading the way with the lantern, Arietta close
behind him, when he reached the darkest corner of the place.
He was just about to call the attention of bis companions to
a round opening in the side of the rocky wall when without
the least warning the earth gave way beneath his feet and he
shot downward out of sight.
A sharp cry was heard by his companions, and then all
was still.
CHAPTER VII.
THE SEARCH FOB WILD.

Consternation seized the friends of Young Wild West when
•
they realized that he had dropped into a hole.
They all knew perfectly ,well that he must have gone down
a long distance, for the cry that had escaped his lips died out
In such a hurried way.
"Great gimlets!" exclaimed Cheyenne Charlie. "Git back,
gals! There ain't no tellin' when more of the ground will
give way an' then we'll all tumble down into some pit. You
glt out of here. Me an' Jlm w!ll try an' find Wlld. You kin
bet your life we'll do it, too, 'cause we won't rest until we've
got him."
Even Arietta was dismayed for the time being.
Stout-hearted and fearless as she was, It was appalling to
think that Wild had met with such a terrible accident.
Ignoring Cheyenne Charlie's words, she crept through the
semi-darkness to the edge of the opening and called out loudly
•
for her lover.
But only the echo of her own voice came back.
All was stm as the grave below.
Jim Dart took her gently by the arm and led her away from
.
the spot.
"There's no need of getting excited, Arletta," he said, with a
shake of the head. "The chan.ces a.re that he fell quite a distance, and no doubt ls unconscious. That's why he can't answer. Hop has gone to get another lantern, and Charlie will
have a rope here in a hurry. Then we'll soon find him. I feel
certain that he ls all right, though he may be bruised allghtly."
The girl nodded, for she well knew that it was sound sense
the boy was talking.
Terrified at the unexpected occurrence, Anna and Eloise
went outside with her.
Two minutes later Cheyenne Charlie had fastened the end
of a rope to a block of stone that would more than hold his
weight, and then taking the lantern from Jim, he proceeded
to lower himself Into the opening, wh1ch was almost square
In shape and showed evidence of there having been a block
there that must have become loosened and dropped downward
under our hero's weight.
Slowly the 1oout let himself downward, holding the handle
of the lantern with his arm, while he clutched the rope with.
both hands.
He went down a distance of probably twenty feet, and then
much to hie dismay his feet struck water.
''Hello, Jim!" he called out.
"What's the matter, Charlie?" came the answer from above,
"There's water here."
"Water!" echoed Dart, in sun>rlse. "Why, I heard nothing
like a splash when Wild dropped down."
"Neither did I. But there's water here as sure as guns.
I'll see how deep it Is."
Then he lowered himself down until he got In the water
past his kn~es.
He could not touch bottom, but could !eel that there was a
strong current.
"There ain't no use of lookln' for him here," he shouted.
"The water Is mighty deep, an' it's runnln' like anything.
That's why we dldn't hear him holler any more. He tumbled
In here an' has been washed on underground somewhere.
What kind of e. blamed old place is this, anyhow?"
"Tie the rope about your waist, and I'll pull you up, CharUe."

The scout held the lantern down to the edge of the water,

and then he saw that It was really an underground stream,

and that the water was whirling furiously through a passage
that loomed up black and foreboding right before him.
Though Charlie dld not possess the coolness and judgment
of Young Wild West, or even Jim Dart, 1he did know a few
things that others might not have thought of.
While he feared that the yound c.leadshot bad met with certain death, he was not the sort to give in, however, and he
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brought his wits together to think of something that might a.Id
1n finding him.

He succeeded in hitching the rope about his body beneath
the arms, and then holding the lantern as near to the opening
through which the water was rushing as it was possible, he
called out:
"Hello, Jim! "
"Hello, Charlie!" came the reply.
"Kin you see the lantern down here?"
"Yes."
"Which side of the hole ls it ·closest to?"
"To the left, the side toward the waterfall."
"You're sure of that?"
"Yes, I'm sure."
"All right, then. Pull me out-quick."
Hop lent his assistance, and the scout was quickly drawn
upward and landed safely upon the stone floor of the ruined
butldlng.
Seeing that he was wet above the knees, Jim Dart shook his
head In a hopeless sort of way and said:
"It seems strange to me that we never heard a splash. Yet
I c.an tell that there Is very deep water at the bottom of the
hole."
"I don't know jest how deep It Is, Jim," was the reply, "but
it's sartlnly runnln' a.bout as swift as lt does right above the
falls. But there sartinly was a big bl'ock of stone that went
down with Wild, an' even if he didn't make no splash, that
oughter have done so."
"There was no splash, though, Charlie."
"No, I know there wasn't. Yet there 1 may be somethln'
about the place that made It so we didn't hear it. Wild sartinly tumbled into that water, a.n' he's been carried a.way, an'
most likely he's as dead as a doornail at this very minute."
"Don't say that, Charlie."
' "That's so, I won't say it. Wild's a.live, an' I know It."
The sudden change in the scout's manner caused Dart to
·
pluck up more courage.
"You say the lantern showed on this side of the hole?" Charlie sa.ld, pointing toward the stream of water that flowed on
from the foot of the cataract.
"Yes, I'm quite sure of it. When I leaned over I could see
you fairly well, and I noticed that It was light at that side."
"All right, then. I reckon the best thing to do ls to git out
of here an' look into the creek outside."
"But, Charlie," ,Jim said, with a. shake of the head, "do you
think the creek is low enough for the water to run Into it?"
"I don't see why It ain't. We're somethln' like thirty or
forty feet above t.he foot of the falls, ain't we?"
"Probably we are. I didn't take notice. An yhow, we'll go
eut and see."
As they went out of the ruins they were met by the three
girls, who were pale with fear and anxiety.
"We'll find blm, Arletta!" the scout exclaimed, his eyes
flashing in a determined "'R.Y.
"But where Is he?" the girl asked, excitedly. •1 heard you
talking about there being water at the bottom of the hole."
"There's water there, all right. There ain't no use in denyin' It. But that don't mean that we ain't goin' to find him.
The water Is runnin' right straight toward the foot of the
falls, or somewhere below It. The distance aln't very great,
an' Wild beln' a. good swimmer, sa.rtlnly could hold his breath
long enough to git through. We'll jest go an' look. We'll find
him all right."
All hands then rushed down the ban~ toward the creek.
At the foot of the falls there was a bolling pool, but a little
below it the water was more smooth.
J<'urther on it rushed along over the rocks in the form of a
miniature rapids, for It eloped on down for at least a hundred
yards, when it was nothing more than a tranquil stream of
perhaps forty or flrty feet In width.
For over an hour they searched about to find some spot
where the water surged from underground into the creek.
But it was of no avail.
There were no evidences of such a thing, and gradually their
hopes began to go down.
"Well," the scout said, despondently, as he threw himself
upon the ground after returning to the camp, "it seems that
the worst has happened, after all we've passed through In the
past three or four years. Wild has gone an' got killed, an' it
wasn't done by no Injuns or outlaws, either. He jest had to
go an' tumble down into a hole an' git drownded."
The tears came Into the honest fellow's eyes, and this was
the signal for the girls t o fall into a fit of weeping.
Jim Dart a.lone kept up his nerve..
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Hop Wah felt as badly as any of them, and he went ofr by
himself and refused to even make the least suggestion.
Ordinarily, he was one of the first to do or say something
that might prove beneficial.
But now it was different. He really felt that dashing Young
Wild West, t he Champion Deadshot, who was loved by so
many and hated as well by others, had come to his death.
Finally Jim Dart insisted upon being lowered Into the opening.
He went on down and found the conditions to exist just as
Charlie had reported them, and It was hi'!! firm con viction
that Wild really had perished.
When he came back he tried to make out that he had strong
hopes of finding the missing boy, and he declared that he
would never leave the spot until at least his dead body was
found.
'"l'here is only one thing about It," he said, waving his hand
to his companions and putting on an air of determination,
"we must keep on looking for him. You will all remember
that such things ha ve happened before, and Invariably everything has turned out all right. That being the case, I am not
going to give up."
"But where Is there one chance of bis being alive, Jim?"
Arletta asked, tearfully.
"I can't t ell about the chance now," was the reply. "There
have been times when you might have asked the same question, and I would have been compelled to give you the same
answer. Maybe we'll have to trust to luck. That is about all
we can do under the circumstances. But he is going to be
found, dead or alive."
They were talking In this strain when a call sounded close
at hand.
At first they thought It might be Wild, but In less than a
second they knew better, for lt certainly was not his voice.
Cheyenne Charlie walked from behind some rocks and sftw
two Indians approaching timidly.
One of them carried a. bulky bundle, and when he saw the
scout, he motioned that he wanted him to come forward.
"Come here, Valjella," Charlie cried, Impatiently. "Ther.e's
a crople of redskins here. I can't understand 'em, so you
go an' see what they want."
The Mexican seemed ·glad of the opportunity to leave the
sorrowing party, and he hastened to the waiting Indians.
One of them did a lot of talking, and Valjella answered
whenever it was necessary.
The result was that he took the bundle that was offered
to him and came back to the camp.
"Maybe me no bring this here, " he said, shaking his he11.d
as If he might have made a mistake.
"What Is it?" Arietta asked , looking at him sharply.
"It Is for Young Wild West/ was the reply. "Gray Mo,,casln
say Young Wild West a chief, and he must have a. chief's
clothes."
The bundle was wrapped In a crimson blanket and tied with
thongs of buckskin.
Arletta took it from the man s.nd, walking over to the larger
of the two tents, placed It inside.
"It will stay there unopened until Wild returns," she said,
as she came out.
No one said a word to this, 11.nd then for a rather long time
a deep silence reigned.
Jim Dart was the first to break the silence.
"See here," he so.Id, as If angry at himself, "w'hy are we alf
sitting here doing nothing? There ls an underground stream,
as we know, and it certainly flows somewhere. We must find
where It comes out, If it comes out at all. Come on. We'll
search all the way to the foot of the slope."
Eager to do anything at all that might aid In discovering
the missing young deadshot, all hands sprang to their feet.
Wing was even more than willing to go, and the next minute
the camp was deserted.
Down along the bank of the stream they went, Charlie and
Jim even wading Into the water and looking for some sort of
an opening.
They continued on until they were half across the little valley, and then finding that the water was comparatively still,
they were forced to give It up as a bad job.
Tempting fruits and beautiful flowers were to be seen all
about them.
But they had no eyes for them now, so after holding a. consultation which resulted in absolutely nothing, they turned to
retrace their steps to the camp.
"I can' t make myself believe t hat Wild has perished," Jim
Dart dedared, stoutly.
"l can 't, either, Jim. But blamed if it don't look that way,•
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Wild decided that they could not hear him, and that was al}
there was to It.
This meant that he must set at work to get out of the plaM.
He went back to the spot where the !aint light could be
seen, and exerted all his strength in that direction.
But the block of stone had 'become we<lged securely, and he
could not budge it.
]failing at this end, he turned to the other, and then much
to his satisfaction he had scarcely touched what seemed to be
a smooth wall of rock when it toppled over ' and a cloud of
dust came out.
Holding his breath and shielding his eyes until the dust had
settled, the young deadshot struck another match and then
peered ahead.
He was now looking Into a pas_s age that was almost straight
and uniform in size.
It led straight away on a level, and without any hesitation
he entered it and walked cautiously along until the match
expired.
Then he lighted another and continued on untU he had
easily covered a distance of a couple of hundred feet.
There was no outlet yet, though the air was ' fairly decent
and he could hreathe in the usual way.
"I reckon they will be a whole .lot ,puzzled at not finding
me," the bay muttered, l).S he struck another match. "Well,
it Isn't the first time such a thing has happened. I will give
them a big surprise presently when I show up alive and well."
CHAPTER VIII.·
He pressed on a few feet further, and then found himsel!
looking into a chamber that must have covered an area of
THE BQuAW's PROPHECY CONTINUES TO COME TRUE.
four hundred squar~ feet.
The match went out just then, so he Ughted anqther, and
Used to sudden perils as he was, Young Wild West could then the first thing his gaze rested upon was an iron box that
not suppress a cry when be found himself going downward.
rested upon the stone floor in about the center of the underSelf-preservation is the first instinct of human nature, and ground apartment.
h& clutched wildly to catch upon something to stay hls descent.
Scattered about it were pieces or curious-shaped metal and a
Fortunately, his fingers gripped upon a piece of shelving plle of rubbish.
rock, something like four or five feet below the floor of tho
Wild stepped to the center of the a,i;>artment in a hurry.
ruins.
Then be saw a shining metal candlestick, and when be noThe slab of rock that had given way beneath his weigllt had ticed that there was a piece of candle in it he quickly lighted
turned over, and was presslng against him in its downward another match and applied the flame.
rush as his fingers caught hold bf the rock.
At first It would not burn, but by keeping at It he managed
His body was swung forward from a quick exertion of the to light the wick.
muscles, and the slab foll upon something and remained
The flame gradually strengthened, and then the curious place
there.
with a ghostly glare.
Then W!ld's feet touched upon it just as his fingers let go was Illumined
"I know: what I am going to ftnd now!" he exclaimed, aloud.
their hold,
treasure, as sure as I liYe. Always in luck, it
By a mighty effort he swung his legs forward, and then "An Aztec reckon that squaw told Et's fortune pretty well.
down he came, his head striking upon a very hard substance seems. I the
papoose, and now here's the gold."
She saved
and rendering him unconsciou.s.
-The candlestick was quite near enough_ for him to go at
How long ho lay in that state be dfd not know, but when his work
at the iron box, and without any hesitii,tion he ensenses returned to him he found himself in total darkness.
to force the lid.
Gradually he returned to his normal condition, and then he deavored
It would not ·budge right away, but a few kicks loosened lt,
was not long in discovering that ho W!l.S not injured at all
and then up It raised.
beyond the fact that his fingers were bleeding at the ends.
In the box was a gl!tterlng mass of gold, and as the boy
rock.
jagged
the
from
torn
being
grasp
his
This was from
down upon it he could not suppress a cry of exultation,
looked
dashing
the
to
nothing
to
amounted
But such little things
the finding of rich treasures was not altogether
though
even
a
took
and
it
struck
he
young deadshot, and finding a match,
him.
to
new
look at his surroundings.
"Span;sh gold," he muttered, as he ran his fingers into the
They were small enough, it seemed.
coins and seized a handful. "I rerkon it p1:1>id us pretty well
He appeared to be in a niche. that was closed In on all sides, to come down into Mexico this trip. Well, all right. I reckon
though a faint ray of light came from one end.
find a way to make use for it."
Toward this the boy made his way, and he quicldy discov- we'll
Thrusting a handful of the coins into his pockets, he closed
ered that a block of stone that was almost square barred bis the lid again just as coolly as if it was only an ordinary thing
further progress in that direction.
Strange as it may seem, the block of the floonng that had that had occurred.
"Now then, to get out of here," was his next thought. "l
given way beneath the boy's feet had turned in such a manner
that it landed directly across the opening he had so luckily certainly don't want to be penned in here to die, even though
there a.re thousands of dolla1·s ln go!d with me. I have an
swung himself into.
This might have been called phenomenal, for right here we idea that there mufit surely be a way to get above. This
may as well state that it caused Cheyenne Charlie to be de- chamber no doubt is directly beneath the old ruins."
He did not go back to the passage he had come through, but
ceived when they descended into the opening and found the
began looking about for a doorway or opening somewhere.
rushing stream of water below.
He picked up the candlestick, but found it was a little too
It never occurred to them that such a thing could be as the
boy having fallen into an opening and a block of stone drop- heavy to carry about, so removed the candle from it and then
proceeded witb bis search.
ping there at the same time to close it effectually.
It was not long before he came to what he was sure was a.
But such had been the case, and the young deadshot was
now apparently penned in a hole that was some distance un- door, and when he pressed upon it and found it yielded, he
der the ground and directly beneath the ruins of the Aztec felt tJ1at he was all but. outside.
As the heavy door swung open a draught of fresh air callle
building.
Of course. Wild did not intend to remain there very long if ln, ancl t11e flame ot' the candle expired instantly.
But Wild knew what to do, so 110 simply waited until the
he could help it.
He began shouting for all he was worth, but either there chamber was filled with the fresh air, and then lighted the
was so much solid rock between him and his friends, or that candle again.
For the first time he thought of his revolvers, and finding
they were not at the camp at the time; must sm·ely have. been
mat neither of them had been lost, he gave a nod 9f satlsthe case, for no answering reply came.

the scout answered, with a shrog of the shoulders. "It's all
on account of that bla.m'ed old squaw what told .A.rletta's fortune, too. Maybe if that blamed glass bead hadn't dropped
on the stoop an' got smashed to pieces she might have saill
somethin' about this here thing. Then we would have knowed
enough not to come here."
_" Don't say that, CharHe," Arietta spoke up. "You know
very well you don't believe in what the old fortune-teller said.
I don't, that's certain. It was mere chance that I had the opportunity of saving the papoose."
"What did you save the blamed little redskin for, then?
Any of the rest could have done it."
"Never mind, Charlie. We won't argue that part of it just
now. The longer Wild is missing the stronger I feel that we
will find him."
That settled it as far as any talk was concerned, and without a word they walked slowly back to the camp.
AS they rounded a natural pile of rocks a human form
stepped from the larger of the two tents.
At first they thought it was one of the Indians, but almost
instantly they real!zed that it was not.
"Great gimlets!" exclaimed Cheyenne Charlie, j1J'.mping fully
three feet from the ground. "It's Wild, an' he's got the chief's
togs on. Whoopee, whoopee! Wow, wow, wow! Hooray,
hoo:ray!"
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"We thought you had dropped down into the underground
faction and then started bol(j.ly through a rather wide passtream an' was dead as a mackerel," the scout answered.
sage.
"Well, I didn't drop very far, Charlie. I think I am the 1
This <;lid not lead very far before h e came to a fl.ight of wellluckiest boy that ever lived. 'Now then, if you will just take
,
made stone steps.
Up he went for a distance or probably thirty feet, and then it easy I'll tell you all that hapNned to me. You will be surprised before I am through, I am sure."
•
he saw daylight not far ab.ead.
"Well, you're alive, an' that's enough for me," Charlie reThrough another passage he hurrieq. on, and soon found
torted.
himself loolting out upon the valley.
"No, it isn't quite enough for you. I don't believe you real ly
It happened that just then his friends were leaving the
'
thought I was dead ."
camp to make a search further down the creek.
"I didn't, Wild. But lt sartinly looked that way."
' Wild saw them, and acting on a sudden 1mpi1lse he refrai1ted
The boy then ,·elated as far as he could just how it was
from shouting.
"I'll just get back to the camp and then walk down there that he had escaped falling on down into the rushing ttream.
Of course he did not know that the slab of stone had bloc1te·d
leisurely and give them a surprise," he thought.
· It was not far that he had to go to reacb. the camp, and up the hole he had tumbled in, but he simply let it go for ·
he took care to shield himself from tb.e view of his friends what it was worth.
When he went on to say how he ·had found the passage
as much as possible by keeping behind the rock1:1 .ind shruband had a t length come to an underground chamber, all hands
bery.
were listening intently.
He had noticed that all handii were in the party, so he
Having come to this part of it, the young deadshot took the
of course did not expect to find any one there.
The first thing he did was to find something to dress his gold coins from his pocket and tossed them upon the ground.
"Wha.t do you think of them?" he asked, smilingly.
injured fingers, a.nd having done this he was about ready to.
"Old Spanish gold!" Jim Dart exclaimed, as he picked up
leave the tent when he caught sight of a bundle which he
one of the coins an d made a quick examination of it .
knew had not been there before.
"That's it, Jim. I only brought these few for a sample.
"I wonder what this- is?" he a,sll:ed himself a,a he picked
it up and examined it curiously. "It's from tho Indians, that's There's a whole box full of them down there."
"Oh, Wild!" Arietta cried, shaking hei· head. "I told you
certain, for it is an Indian blanliet, and it is tied with buclrI would say nothing more about the fortune-teller, but I can't
ski.n thpngs . . I reckon r'll open it."
He was not long in doing this, and when he found the tog- help thinking of her now.''
"That's all right, Et. It may be a mere coincidence; after
gery of an Indian chief he guessed right away that it was
all, and I rather think it is. Treasures are very ofte n found
intended for him.
Wild could not suppress a laugh, for it occurred to him in the ruins of Aztec abodes. There is nothing to it, little
right away to don it, and ti.ten sit down and wait for girl. The sq,1aw knew that much, ancl of course it $Vas easy,
for her to prophesy sucl;t a thing."
his friends to come back.
'l'hen he went on until . he had finished his story, after which
rt did not tal~e him long to put ou the Indian guise, and
having done this he sat down and lool,ed out of the tent ex- he told them to follow him to the passage, so they might all'
go into the chamber and set for themselves.
pei:tantly.
All bands were eager to do this, and just as they were about
After what seemed to be a rather lo-n g time to the boy, he
to leave the camp, Wild stlll in his Indian toggery, three Insaw them coming back.
Then for the first time he noticed how deJected they seemed dians were seen app!'oaching ra.ther timidly,
"Hello!" the young deadshot exclaimed. "Come on, Val.
tp he, and it occurred to hiin that he should not have delayed
We'll see what these fellows want. "
appearing to them so long.
The Mexican nodded, and the two promptly wal!;:ed over
But it was too late now, a.nd he might as well carry out
to where the redskins had come to a halt.
the scheme.
Valjella at once asked them what they wanted, and when
When they were quite near to the camp Wild ar ose and
one of them proceeded to talk rapidly to him, his face took
stepped from the tent.
Then it was that he was recognized, and Cheyenne Charlie on a look of surprise which quickly developed into a smile.
"Senor Wild," he said, turning to the young de<','dshot, "the
·
gave vent to his joyous shout.
'l'be young ci.eadshot was filled with delight when he saw Indian s br ;ng a wife for the Chinee medicine ma ,i. "
what a change it wrought in his companions.
They came running toward him as if their very lives depended on it, and there he stood, acting the part of an In<lian
CHAPTER IX.
chief to perfection, his arms folded across his breast and not
.
moving an inch.
HOP AND THE SQUAW.
"Ugh!'' he muttered, as Arietta ran up to l).lm with outstretched arms. "Paleface maiden heap much glad."
Younp; \Vild West was certainly astounded at wha~ L1" Mexi ..
"Oh, Wild!" the girl exclaimed, sobbingly. "Where have
can said .
you l;)een?"
Of course he could not help thinking of what the fortune, "lt is a.I! right, little girl," he said, as he caught her about
the neck. "I am worth a dozen dead ones yet. They can't teller had told Hop for his gift of a bad silver dollar.
"What's th at?" he asked, when he recovered sufficiently to,
l:ill me, it seems, or I can't meet with a fatal accident."
Charlie· a.nd Jim welcomed him with delight, and every one talk. "The redskins have brought a wife for Hop?"
"Dat what they say," Valjella answered, with a shrug of,
had to corne up and squeeze his hands, even to :wing, who
the shoulders.
was as much delighted as any of the rest.
"Well, that's what I ca.Ii the limit. Where is she?"
Jt was quite a few minutes before anything like order was
"They bring her right away, they say."
restored.
"All right, tell them to fetch her right to the camp, "
Then as Wild proceeded to strut about in his Indian rig,
Then the boy hurried back to his waiting companions, and
Arietta said:
"You certainly do look fine. How did you know those with a laugh exclaimed:
"Now then, you will be more surprised than ever. What
things were for you?"
"I simply guessed it, Et," was the reply. "I went into the do you think? The old squaw fold Hop the truth, even though1
tent to get something to fix up my fingers, and as I was com- he gave he r a bad dollar. The Indians are going to present
ing cut I noticed the bundle. Bµt !t's all right. Gray Mocca- him with a wife."
"Great gimlets! " cried Cheyenne Charl!e, turning somewhat,
sin must have sent them to me. I have been elected a chief,
a nd I suppose I'll wear them to pleas·e him, if only for a short pale. "I reckon that old sq_uaw in Tombstone oughter ba
time. But say, little girl, you remember what he fortune- bttrned alive. She's a regular witch. What in thunder wml
happen next, I wonder?"
teller told you'!"
"There isn't anything further to happen, as far as I know,
"Oh, yes, Wild. But never mind the old squaw. I am eo
glad you are alive that I do n't want. to hear anything more especially what she prophesied," the young deadshot answered,
in his cool and easy way. "Come here, Hep."
about her."
"Whattee mattee, Misler Wild?" came from the clever
All this time no cne had thought of asking him how he
had made his escape, and Wild thought it about time for Chlnee, who had heard every word that was said, and was.
'
standing back in a rather sheepish manner.
them to know.
"Yon know ·what ls the matter. You gave the old fortune"See here," he said, suddenly, as he t11rned to Cheyenne
Charlie, "where did you think I was all this time, anyhow?" taller couuterfeit money, but she told ycu tha truth. Yoa
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are going to have a nice squaw for a wife. I reckon we'll
have a big time when the marriage takes place."
'"Me no wantee um squaw, Misler Wild. Me velly goodee
Chinee. Me blowee uppee um ledskins. Me gittee velly muchee
mad plett:Y soonee."
"Never mind now. Just take it easy."
The young deadshot had no idea of permitting the Chinaman to wed an Indian squaw, but he realized that there was a
chance to have a little fun, and as fun goes well with excitement and adventure, he was bent upon carrying it out as far
as it was wise to go.
There was no doubt about it, for the three Indians suddenly
appea,ed, followed by a young squaw, who was attired in a.11
the finery that could be produced by her tribe.
She walked along demurely, her eyes bent upon the ground,
and as Hop looked at her his face turned pale, and he gave
a gulp as If he was trying to swallow something that had suddE'n!y come into his throat.
·· Veil~· nicee squaw, my blather," Wing said, being unable to
resist the temptation to taunt the brother who was always
playing tricks upon him.
:.You shuttee uppee," was the quick reply. "Maybe you
wan tee um wife."
·· Me no wantee wife. My blother wantee gittee mally, so
be. He velly smartee Chinee. Gleat medicine man. Allee
samee likee his uncle in China. Pooh!"
Then Wing turned away as if disgusted.
Slowly the Indians walked up with the squaw.
'!'hen the spokesman nodded to Valjel!a a.nd said something
ln h!s own language.
'rh~ Mexican nodded, and turning to Hop, said:
.. Senor Hop, take da squaw. She verra nice Indian girl, dey
say."
"I'll tell you what we'll do," WHd spoke up, suddenly, "we'll
leave Hop and the squaw here to talk it over, while we go and
get out the treasure. I see no use of putting it o!T, for it Isn't
necessary for us to remain here very .Jong. I have been elected
a chief, Arletta has saved a papoose, and the gold has been
found, whlle Hop has his squaw. That ought to be enough for
one trip, I reckon."
At this Cheyenne Charlie burst into a hearty laugh.
The humor within him ha.d overcome the superstitious feeltng, and he could not help it.
"Well, it this ain't the worst piece of business I ever heard
tell of,• he deola.red, ¥ he clasped h1s stoma.ch with both
\ands and bent over, ftnisb.lng the exclamation with a ·reg11la.r
·
oar.
Hop did not know what to say or do.
He stood there, a.nd even when the squaw marched up and
took a stand at his side he did not venture to go away.
The spokesman of the Indians then said something more to
Valjella, who translated lt to the effect that whenever the
medicine man was ready to be united in wedlock he should
bring the squaw to the Indian village and the ceremony would
be performed in due time and ancient form.
"That's all right," Wild said, laughingly. "Tell them to
leave her here, and we'll let them know when we want the
marriage to take place."
Having been told this by the Mexican, the three Indians
bowed and walked away, as 1f they were very glad to get out
of the valley.
"Now then, Hop," our hero said, turning to the Chinaman,
"you can talk it over with her, and maybe if you feel as if
you don't want her you can make her understand it and she
will be willing to go back. I reckon Wing wm stay here to
watch a.nd see how you make out. The rest of us a.re 1eoing
to get the gold."
'· Me wan tee go, too, Misler Wild."
"You can't go. You must remember that you a.re In our
employ, and there are times when you must obey what ls told
you." •

"Allee light, Mlsler Wild. Me gittee best of um ledskins.
Me no ma.lly um squaw, so be, lat velly sure. Me makee believe evelythllng allee light, a.nd !en pletty soonee we go
away."
"That's all right. But don't be rude to the la.dy. See how
pretty she Is."
.. Velly muchee pletty, Mlsler Wild," and Hop smlled in a.
sickly sort of way.
Wing, as if glad of the chance to remain there and witness
the · discomfiture of his brother, went over near the tent and
tuoJ· a seat upon a rock.
Leaving Hop and the squaw standing, the rt:St set out to go
to the passage Wild had emergod from after leaving the treaaure chamber.

When they got there Wild thought of the darkness they
would have to go through, so he suggested that some one go
and get a lantern.
Jim Dart promptly started back and soon returned with
one.
"They're standing there yet,·• he said, a broad grin on. his
face. ''If ever a person was enjoying a tiling, though, it's
Wing. I'll bet he's having more fun out of this than he's had
since the two heathens have been with us."
"Well, if It does him good it certainly won't hurt Hop any.
He needs a little of his own medicine now and then," the
young deadshot retorted.
The lantern was lighted, and then all hand,s pushed their
way Into the passage, and soon were descending the steps.
Once Inside the treasure chamber, as we may call it, exclamations went up from all hands.
A rush was made for the treasure-box, and then they all
began estimating upon the value of its contents.
Cheyenne Charlie thought there might be a hundred thousand dollars in gold there, but his wife declared that if there
were fifty thousand she would be perfectly satisfied.
"Well, we won't bother and try to count it or even weigh
it," our hero said, In his cool an4 easy way. "We'll just get It
out of here, and then we'll divide it as quickly as we can.
When we have once done that I reckon we may as well strike
out for Arizona. again. There are plenty more trips to be had
down this way, so there Is no use of trying to get too much
out of this one. I am anxious to ftnd the squaw fortune-teller,
too, and when we get back to Tombstone I am going to try
and look for her. I want to see to it that Hop gives her a
good dollar in place of the ba.d one he paid for having his
fortune told."
This caused a laugh, as might be supposed.
The Iron box was not a very big one, so It was not at all
difficult for the members of the party to divide up the gold
and carry it away rea.dlly.
But before lee.vlng the chamber they made a thorough
search of It, and they were convinced that much o! the curious-shaped pieces ·of metal were of virgin gold.
"We'll have to come back and get these, I reclton," Wild
said. "]',iaybe we won'( have a chance to get away with all
this treasure, but probably we may be able to buy some horses
of the redskins."
"I never saw a horse In the Indian T1llage, W!ld," Arletta.
spoke up, with a shake of the head.
"Tha.t's so. Oome to think of it I didn't, either. Maybe they
haven't any horses here."
"Senor Wlld," the Mexican spolrn up, his eyes glittering with
joy and satisfaction, "maybe we take a little of da gold at a
time a.way from here. We hide It and then pretty soon we
come back with plenty of horses and get It."
"That's a good Idea, Val. I reckon you are going to get
square with Senor Diaz all right, and no mistake."
"Me be verra glad, Senor Wlld."
"I am glad you will, and I don't blame you. All right, we'll
a.ct upon your suggestion, then. Now then, we'll get out of
here and take as much as we can with us this time."
It can be well Imagined that none of them took a very light
load, and they were panting with exhaustion by the time they
got outside.
VaJjella was perspiring freely, and he was trembling with
the excitement of the thing.
He insisted on going back again, so tbe others went on back
to the camp.
They were not a Uttle amused when they saw Hop and the
squaw sitting upon o. big red blanket playing checkers.
"EJvelythllng allee light, Mlsler Wild. She no talkee Mel!can, and me no ta.lkee ledsk1n. But she play checkee, so be.
She play velly goodee, too, Misler Wild."
"Great gimlets!" exclaimed the scout, for it was altogether
too much for him again. "Who would ever have thought that
the squaw could play checkers?"
The Indian girl was somewhat confused when they gathered
about her to watch the game, and at first refused to go on and
play.
But the reassuring smiles and nods she received convinced
her that it was all right, so she proceeded to do so, and succeeded in winning the game .
"That's one game you can't cheat in, heathen." Charlie said,
as he prodded the Chinaman lightly upon the arm. "Any one
as knows the game won't let yer cheat."
"La.t allee light, Misler Charlie. Me no wantee cheat."
"Of course yer don't. Do you know what Wild says?'"
"Whattee Mlsler Wlld say?" and Hop looked up anxiously.
"lie says we're goin' to stay here for three yea.rs. He likes
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"All right, we'll see who's right. Just take it easy." .
the place so much that he's thin kin' of buildln' a big ranch
Bui before daylight came Valjella insisted on gettmg at j
down here an' openln' up a gold mine, too."
"You tellee Ile, Misler Charlie. Misler Wild no stay here work again.
With a lantern he went back to the passage and then into
velly long. He likee plenty shootee and evelythling likee lat.
the chamber, and uid not cease his efforts until be had re• j
No shootee, no fun, not nothing in !is place."
"That's all nght. I'm only tellin' yer what he said," and moved the last of every shining thing that was to be foun d
there.
the scout walked away.
Daylight came, and soon after that the breakfast.
But Hop did not believe him.
All hands ate heartily, as usual, and then the Mexican In·
The checker game was now broken up, but since the Mexi<'an had not yet returned, there was no way of making them- sisted that Wild test the quality of one of the images he had
brought from the underground chamber.
selves understood to the squaw.
The young deadshot called for a pick-axe, 8Jld atter striking
~owever, the girls were very kind to her, and she seemed
quite pleased at haYlng been given to the Chinaman medicine two or three blows broke the piece and discoTered tha.t it was
merely veneered with gold, the inside being of clay.
man as a bride.
"Well, Val," he said, smiling at the Mexican, "I reckon It
By this time night was close at hand.
Wing had neglected his cooking preparations until a short isn't so bad, after all. All you have got to do is t o break
these things up and separate the gold from the other stuff.I
time before, but was now very busy preparing the supper.
"What in thunder is keepin' that greaser so long, I wonder?" There won't be quite as much to carry away, either."
Valjeila shook his head.
Cheyenne Charlie observed, when the supper was nearly ready.
He was somewhat disappointed.
"Oh, he won't let up until he gets all the gold outside," Wild
But be quickly brightened up, for he realized that his share ,
answered. "Let him alone. He isn't like us. We have been
through so much of this sort of thing that we are used to It, would amount to a small fortune, anyhow.
"I'll tell you what we'll do with you, Val,'' Wild said, after ,
while It is altogether new to him."
They waited until It was time to sit down to supper, and he had thought it over. "We'll divide the Spanish gold
equally, share and share al1ke, and then we'll give you the rest
then Jim went to look for Valjella.
He found him just emerging from the passage In an almost of the stuff. How' does that strike you?"
"Dat too much," declared the Mexican, acting as 1! he could
exhausted state, carrying something that was as much as any
not understand It.
ordinary man could possibly handle.
"If we're satisfied, you ought to be."
It was a heavy vase, and appeared to be solid gold.
"You mean dat, Senor Wlld?"
The Mexican had piled up all he had brought, and there was
"I always mean what I say, Val. I consider that you are a
easily as much as four horses could cart away ready to be
pretty good sort of Mexican, and I am anxious t o see you get l
removed from the valley.
"Come on, Val," Jim said, nodding bis head toward the square with the man who drove you away from your home.
camp. "I reckon you have done enough for to-day. Let that But the thing to do now Is to get your gold broken up and 1lnd
stuff be there. I am sure no one will come along and steal It." bags for it. No doubt you might get them from the Indians.
We'll see If it can be arranged. Then the stuJf must be con"Me afraid somebody take, Senor Jim," was the r eply.
~Never mind now. Come on. Do as I say. That won't be veyed to the other side of the Indian village, where you can
• worth as much as you have an idea of. Anyhow, it ts foolish hide It, and after you obtain horses you can come back e.nd get
it. We are going to leave that part of it t o you. I r eckon WI
to tear yourself all apart by working so hard."
can get away with the gold coins all right."
That was enough.
"I reckon we kin," Cheyenne Charlie spoke up. "We maaThe Mexican followed him just as If he was the servant and
'
aged to git 'em out of the blamed old cave, all right. "
J im the master.
But even after he had taken a good wash from a pail of j About the middle of the forenoon Sweet Blouom, the aciuaw,
water Hop brought him from the creek, Valjella waa too ner· began talking rather excitedly.
The Mexican was not th.ere to interpret her word.a, ao WUd
voua and excited to eat anything.
However, after a while he sat down and managed to get sent for him.
He Joolced surprised when the squaw bep.n talktng to him
away with some of the !ood that had been prepared.
Hop then rolled a cigarette for him, and after he had lighted and making l!,11 sorts of gesticulations, and fl.ilally he turne4
to Wild and said:
it he told h!m to have a talk with the squaw.
"She say she change her mlnd. She no want to marry th•
The Mexican did this, but could glean no further information than had already been given them, which was to the effect Chlnee medicine man."
"Hip hi, hoolay!" exclaimed Hop, who was near enough to
t hat whenever the medicine man was ready to wed he should
hear what was said. "Evelythling allee light. Me tlee m&D.
brin g t he squaw t o the village.
"Lat allee light, anyhow," Hop said, smiling In a satisfied some more, so be. Me no glttee mallled."
The squaw then insisted that she wanted to go back t o her
way. "When me gittee leddy me takee um squaw Jere."
"Which means that you ain't never goin' to git ready, people, and after Wild had learned through the interprete r
that it would be all right if she refJ,Jsed to take a husband,
h eathen," the scout declared.
"Lat light, Misler Charlie. You velly smartee Melican man." he told her she might go.
A few minutes later she left, showing no little affection tor
the girls and assu1ing them by gestures that she would never
forget them.
CHAPTER X.
That was the last any of them ever saw of the squaw,
though they often thought of her after that.
AIUETI'A SAVES THE PAPOOSE AGAIN.
It took the best part of ·the day for the Mexica,n to get hi1
gold into shape for transportation.
Hop went with him to the Indian camp and succeeded in
The young squaw, who had made our friends understand
that her name was Sweet Blossom, was quite content t o r&- getting a number of sa.cka ma.de of skins.
They were small and just about what was needed to be hanmaJn at the camp all night.
The girls saw to it that she was comfortably fixed in their dled comfortably.
Wild decided that It was best to help the Mexican convey
tent, and the night passed without anything occurring to disthe gold away during the night, they using their horses t o
turb them.
About the only one who did not sleep well was Valje!la, the help him.
'"If we could only find a way to get up there on the other
l\!exican.
No doubt the thoughts of the sudden riches he had acquired side of the little lake it would be easy," he said. "Suppose
we look and see if there is a way."
were a little too much for him.
"That's the ticket!" exclaimed Cheyenne Charlie. "I'm
'The usual watch was kept, however, and when Wild left
mighty sart!n that If we go down a little ways an' cross the
the tent to relieve the scout, Va!jella followed him.
"Me no want to sleep any more," he declared, with a shake creek we kin git up over there. It's a putty long slope."
Charlie and Wild set out with their horses, for they knew
of the head. "Me want to get de. gold."
'·Don't be In too much of a hurry, Val," the young deadshot there would be no use of going without them.
If the horses could not go up the slope and reacn the level
retorted, iu bis cool and easy way. "It Is going to take some
little time to get those golden images away. But I haven't on the opposite side of the lake there would be no use 1n
quite made up my mind that they al"e' solid gold. I reckon going that way.
Fortunately they were not long In dlscov~rlng that there
,:e'll have to break one of them after daylight and ftnd out."
x~ a preft¥. ~ ~ of path lea.din~ up amoq the ~
"They all gold," the Mexican declared, poait1vel7.,
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They rode all the way, and even went so far as to select

Several of the redskins had followed him to the scene, and

come back and get it.
This spot was at least two miles the other side of the Indian vlllage, and weir out of sight.
My the time they returned it was near sunset, and Valjella
had all the gold broken up and ready to be taken away.
After supper they promptly got at work, and all the horses
were used to carry the stuff to the spot they had selected for
hiding It.
They worked away until past midnight, and then tired and
1leepy, they returned to tho camp and turned Ill.
"Well," said Young Wild West, as they were about to sit
down to breakfast the following morning, "I reckon we may
ns well ride out of here now. We'll come back some other
time, so there's no need of exploring the valley. We'll ride
through the Indian village and bid the chief ancl the rest of
them good-by. Maybe Hop's squaw might have changed her
mind again, and she may want him for a husband yet."
"Nevee mlndee, Mlsler Wilde. You say no more 'boutee
lat. Me velly well Gatisfy, so be."
There was a ripple of laughter at this, for it was plain
that Hop was glad to be rid of tho squaw.
When they were about ready to start Wild donned the chief's
costume given him by Gray Moccasin, and then mounting
his horse, called out:
"Come on. I may as well part company with the old ·chief
'
in this style."
A few ml.n\ttes later they rode out of the valley and they
were not long in coming to the village.
Their arrival caused no little excitement there, and the
chjef 'promptly gave them a welcome.
He could easily guess that they were going to leave, and
he seemed heartily glad of it.
The Medcan talked with him and then turned and assm·ed
our friends that the chief wished them the best of luck, but
•aid nothing about expecting them to return again.
Arietta dismounted as well as the rest, and when she noticed the papoose she had saved from death playing upon the
top of a high bluff she turned to the others and said:
"I think I'll go up and kii,s the little girl before I leave.
See, she le waving her hands to me."
"All right, Et. We can wait ten .or fifteen minutes. Go
Jhf38.d," the young deadshot retorted.
So Arletta. went around, and finding a way to get to the
top ot the steep ascent, climbed up to tho side of the papoose.
$he could not help wondering why the mother would permit the child to go up to such a dangerous spot, but no doubt
Indians were brought ·up that way, and as the papoose wanted
to pick the pretty flowers at the top of the bluff, probabiy
none o! them thought anything of it.
While Arietta was _sitting upon a rock fondling the little
Indian girl she heard a crackling sound behin d her ..
Turning i,he saw that the grass was on fire.
Just how it had get on fire sh::i had :uot the least idea, and
had no time to figure out, for at the first glance she saw her
retreat was cut off.
If she got down to the le vel below she must do it by descending by means of clinging vines.
'rhe fire was rnshing right toward her, and picking up the
child, she turned and ran toward the point that overlooked
the Jake.
Meanwhlle several Indians had started up the ascent to try
and put out the flames .
One of them had been s:noking his pipe and carelessly
dumped the ashes upon the dry grass, and there being quite
a breeze, the flames spread rapidly.
Young Wild West looked up, and when he saw his sweetheart running wfth the papoose he real!~ecl the danger she
was in right away.
The breeze fanned the flames, and Arietta could !eel t;b.e
scorching heat.
There was n o other way to go, so straight for t11e edge of
the bluff she ran, the papoose clasped in her arms.
Wild shouted to her.
"I'll catch the papoo;se;· he called out. "Walt until I get
directly beneath you. Then you have got to go down the vines,
Et. Keep perfectly cool."
. "I will, Wild," came the courageous reply. "I am not a bit
frightened, never fear."
The young deadshot quickly reached the spot directly beneath her, and then without any hesitation Arietta Jet the
:\)8-POOBe drop.
The distance was easily twelve or fifteen feet, but WHd
c&U&h.t the child with0at injuriug it a bit.

The brave girl swung herself over and fearlessly came down,
•
the flames sweeping over her head.
By the time she had landed safely below, the mother of the
papoose was thei-e clasping the little one in her arms.
When Arietta came to her she fell prostrate and kissed the
girl's feet as she had done before.
Then the redskins formed in a circle and went through one
of their ancient performances.
This lasted altogether too long, as far as our friends were
concerned, for they were really anxious to get away.
Arietta had not been harmed a bit, nor had the papoose, so
it was all right.
"Wild," she said, as they managed to get through the
throng of Indians, "the fortune-teller didn't tell me that I
was going to save the same papoose twice, did she?"
"No, Et," was the smiling retort. "That means that the
prophecy didI).'t amount to much, after all."
"But it seeJns rather queer, though, that so much of it came
true."
"All right, little girl. We won't say any more about it.
Let's get away from here. It isn't exactly a clean and beautiful spot, anyhow. The valley beyond is all right, but right
here there are things that don't exactly suit me. The Indians
are a little too careless in their mode of living, I tbinlc"
All hands agreed with the boy on this, and at once made an
attempt to get away.
But the Indians did not want them to leave, It seemed.
They told the Mexican that they felt that they ought to
give a big feast to the strangers to pay for what they had
done, especially the beautiful paleface maiden who had saved
·
the chief's papoose from death twice.
But it was quite easy to get away, after all, and once they
did so they all felt heartily gla<l of it.
When they came to the spot where tho Mexican gold had
been hiddPn they halted long enough to find that everything ·
was all right, and marking the spot well, rode on.
As much as he wanted to see bis wife an.cl children, Valjella would not stop there.
He wanted to get to some place where horses could be pro- ,
cured, he said.
It took thew nearly two days to do this, and, once they did,
Wild gave the Mexican his share of the Spanish gold and then
told him to go ahead and do the rest.
"I h,ope you will be able to buy your land back," he said.
"Me buy, all right," was the reply. "Me got pienty ruoney
now."
"I suppose we should h ave remained long enough to see that
he got fixed all right,'' our hero said, as they were riding away.
"But we haven't tile time. Such a thing would prove altogether too tame for us. We want to get back into Arizona,
and then we'll stril,,, out for something new. If we don't find
it my name isn't Young 1Vil<l West."
"We never fail to find it, Wild,'' ;\.rietta answered, with a
smile. "Danger is a tbing that very often comes even when
we are not looking for it. Excitement is to be found every
cla:, l r: 0 :10 way or ancthe •. "
"Teat's all right, Et. Nono of us a:·e slow in hunting up
excitement, that's sure. But this has been one of the most
peculiar adventures I ever took part in. It will be some little
time bcfol'e I forget my sudden drop when the stone floor In
the ruins gave way. But it turned ot:t pretty well, after all.''
"An' it was what yer call a miracle that you didn't git
Itil!~d," the scout added, with a shrug of the shoulders.
"And if um squaw fortune-teller no telleo us somethllng
maybe we no go t\nclee um golcl," Hop ventured.
"How about the bad dollar, heathen?" Charlie retorted, with
a grin.
"Me t\xee allee light if me findee um squaw," was the reply.
In due tin:c they got back to Tombstone, but search as they
might they cculd not find the squaw who had told the fortunes
of Arietta and Hop.
However, they were not greatly disappointed, and soon took
the trail to the er.st, intending to ride over into • rew Mexico
and see what was to be found there.

a hiding place for the Mexican to put his gold until he could a shout of admiration went up from them.

Next week's issue will contain "YOUNG WILD WEST AND
'STINGER JACK'; OR, 'fHE BLUFF THAT WOULDN'T
WORK."
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CURRENT . NEWS
in dresses which the laws of decency forbid, and I believe
this is witho~t doubt a disorderly act," says the chief's
order. "I refer to skirts which are split up the side, exposing the limb. As long as an undergarment is ,vorn
beneath the slit dresses it is all right, but where a flagrant
exposure is made it is the duty of the police to make arrests." Chief Lindsey said that women who have the
"nerve" to appear on ·the streets in slit dresses would not
"a little thing like a police court trial."
mind
A report issued by the state fish and game commission
says there is a scarcity of grizzly bears :in California, there
not being more than a half dozen known to be left of
Buoy No. 10 of Andree's ill-fated balloon expedition in
all the hundreds that used to roam the Sierras. The state- the Arctic wa'S found last September floating off Prince,
ment is also made that 30,000 deer are killed annually Charles Foreland, west of Spitsbergen. Discussing this
in the State, 10,000 by hunters and the remainder by event in the Swedish journal Ymer, in connection with the
mountain lions, coyotes iµi.d other animals that prey on previous discovery of· buoys Nos. 3 and 8 on the south-,
them.
west coast of Iceland, Dr. N athorst concludes, in view of
the known course or the currents, that all three were
Charged with shooting at squirrels in Central Park thrown over somewhere to the southwest of Franz Josef
with an air rifle, Nicholas Tangney, eleven years old, and Land. From all the remains, it seems certain that the
Thomas McDonald, same age, were locked up :in the Ar- course of the balloon was first northeast; then, after a.
senal Police Station. Luckily, the boys were poor marks- westward loop, easterly. The final catastrophe seems to
men, and their targets were not injured. Tangney and have occurred betw~en Franz Josef Land and Nov&
·McDonald were caught by Patrolman Grossberger near Zembla.
the West Drive, opposite Seventy-second Street. They
,were released later by the police in the custody of their
During th,e last six months, District Attorney ~tman,
parents, and will be arraigned in th~ Children's Court on
of New York, has received complaints from the Hotel
charges of juvenile delinquency.
Astor, Delmonico's, the Waldorf-Astoria and Sherry's that
silverware to a total value of $·10,000 has been stolen.
After forty-eight days of wandering through the hottest
first conviction was secured when Judge Swann senThe
part of the torrid and temperate zones, Sunny Jim, a tenced Luigi Meighetti, said to be the head of a band of
noted racing pigeon belonging to Stephen Krupa, of Jeanhotel looters, to serve one year in the penitentiary. Meinette, Pa., "homed" from Rio de Janeiro recently. This
ghetti with others in bis band controlled a number of
feat establishes a record in that no homing pigeon ever
waiters who made a specialty of absconding with silverbefore "homed" from a point below the equator. On sev- ware. The Hotel Astor, it is said, bas lost 4,500 pieces of
eral occasions Continental and American fanciers have silverware. Meighetti said, on pleadipg guilty, that he
shipped homing pigeons to distant joints in Africa and
would confess and disclose the na{D~s of the receivers of
South America, but no bird heretofore has been able to
stolen goods and of the thieving waiters.
make its way through the equatorial regions of extreme
heat.
At a recent election in Denver, Colo., the Moffat Tunnel
"That was the best lesson on temperance I ever learned Amendment was carried by a large majority. This proin my life," declared James J. Corbett, former champion vides for a Tunnel Commission which will arrange for
prizefighter, addressing the "Tb.itestone, L. I., branch of the construction of a six-mile tunnel through the Contithe Woman's Christian Temperance Union the other night. nental. Divide for the Denver and Salt Lake Railroad.
He said, while a young man in San Francisco, he was The eastern portal of the tunnel will be at Tolland, 35
employed in a bank as a clerk, and bad been the protege miles from Denver. The tunnel will be 6.4 miles in
of the vice-president. "This man's only fault was drink- length and its cost is estimated at between four and four
ing," said Corbett, "and a few years later, when I was a and one-half million dollars. It will reduce the route
prizefighter in "New York, he came to my hotel, dressed in from Denver to Salt Lake City to 68 miles as against 187 .
the shabbiest clothes, begging for money. Dr:ink had broken miles by the Denver and Rio Grande route, which is at
him entirely." He said he would not advise boys to become present the shortest. The tunnel will be open lo all western
pugilists.
railroads entering Denver. Eventually it will be bought
over b_y the Denver and Salt Lake Railroad, but the city
Chief of Police Lindsey, of Louisville, Ky., issued a will retain perpetual rights to carry water power through
blanket order for the arrest of wearers of split skirts which it. Work will be commenced at once and it is hoped that
are withont protecting undergarments. << A number of the tunnel and the Denver-Salt Lake Railroad will be'
women haYe been appearing upon the streets of Louisville completed in 1915.
Fashionable women in Paris think nothing of buying
stockings at $300 a pair. Some of the hosiery are encrusted with the finest lace; others are woven of gold and
silver. Handkerchiefs, so finely woven by hand that they
are almost transparent, and adorned simply with a striped
border, may be had for the very rea.sonable price of $40
a dozen.
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THE BADTOWN BOYS
-OR--

UP AGAINST THE WORLD
By DICK ELLISON
( A SERIAL STORY)
CHAPTER IV (continued)
"By working the first, we will strike the. second; _look
here, Rob, this stream goes down into the valley, sure, and
all we have got to do is to follow it and get there."
"Huh!" said Buck. "A fellow would have to be about
as i.hin as a sheet of paper to squeeze between them rocks."
"H can be done, I think," replied Buck, "and I propo~e to try it. Strikes me, Rob, that we may have disco,ered a new way down to the Silver Star. If that's so,
it i just exactly what we want."
Rob was incredulous, but he made no objection to the
bath part of the program, so the boys pulled off their
clothes and stood under the rocks, allowing the water to
comr pouring down upon them.
It wns wonderfully refreshing.
Whe~1 they had enough of it they tied their cloth.es up
into bundles, and, taking their shoes in their hands, started
to follow the stream, passing sideways between the rocks
.
e.nd finding it a tight squeeze, sure enough.
The miniature canyon wound in and out between the
huge walls of limestone.
It seemed each moment as though they bad reached
the end · of their rope and could go no further, but there
was always a way and they kept steadily on until all .at
once they came out upon the side of the mountain, clear
of the rocks.
A wonderful scene burst upon their view.
The valley lay at their feet.
There right below them was Big Horn camp, and the
great mine buildings of the Silver Star, which had been
wrested away :from their rightful owners, and held by the
toughs for months and months.
"Bully for Badtown !" cried Buck. "We are the boys to
get th~re, Rob I We are through the barrier at last I"
· CHAPTER V.
A :BAD MAN IN BIG HORN.

The Badtown boys had done a bigger thing than they
were aware of.
The way by which they had entered the valley of the
Big Horn was known to very few.
The great valley wa.s of peculiar formation.
It was a regular pocket between the mountains, about
iorty miles long, and not over half a mile in width in the
widest part.
Big Horn River had its rise up at the head of the valley,
:where it came tumbling down over the rocks in the form

of a most beautiful cascade, almost equal to the famous
falls of the Yellowstone, originating from some unknown
source.
It then flowed through the valley and passed out from
the mountains by an underground channel, and flowed off
on the surface over the plain;; at the point where Buck
and Rob had crossed it on their way up.
There was but one known entrance to the valley of the
Big Horn, and that was by the regular trail through the
barrier, as explained.
The Badtown boys had diFcovered another, and they were
certainly "up against their business," now, if not up
against the world, as Buck's favorite expression went.
For some few moments the boys stood motionless, lost in
wonder at the scene before them.
Down in the camp it looked like a bee hive, and the men ·
who circulated abont among the frame shanties and white
tents looked not much bigger than bees.
There seemed to be several hundred of them.
A . great many were moving toward the mine, on their
way to work.
As far as could l?e seen from that distance, everything
was as orderly as though the Silver Star had been in the
charge of the most experienced mining boss in the world.
"Well," said Buck, at last, "do we go down, or do we
stop here? I suppose there is no use asking the question,
for we are here to go down, and so down we go."
"I don't see what in the world we are going to do when
we get there," grumbled Rob. "What can a couple of boys
like you and me do against a crowd like that, Buck?"
"Don't know."
"Neither do I. We'll be lucky if we get out of it with
a whole skin."
"Quit your growling," said Buck. "You forget that we
a.re from Badtown. If we can't hold our own against this
crowd, it would be a pity. Put on your clothes and come
ahead."
Just then there was a puff of steam at the mine, and
after the lapse of a moment a whistle was heard blowing
sharply.
Another day had begun at Big Horn.
It was the Badtown boys' day, for in half an hour Buck
and Rob sneaked into the camp unobserved-until they
were among the tents.
Buck was "up against" the first snag, now.
R:s great fear had been that they would be immedia.telj' recognized as strangers, a.nd pounced upon.
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pose we ha,ve got to try it," remarked Buck. "Let's go in
Nothing of the sort occurred.
and wake up that fellow and see if we can get some grub."
paid any attention to them whatever.
rrhe fact was strangers were constant]y coming and going
"Come on," assented Rob. "I'm hungry enough to eat
in the valley.
·
the side of my shoe."
Just then, while they stood there talking about it, a
'l'here were miners looking for work, traders and pack
peddlers coming to sell goods, and friends of the workmen small man with a very black beard pushed past them
roughly, and went \nto the restaurant and began pounding
in the Silver Star.
It was by no means so tlifficult a matter to pass the on the bar.
"Come, Meester Brannigan, vake up dere ! Vake up!
guard at the barrier as Buck had supposed; only thing was,
jt had to be done in the daytime, and the one who applied Eet's no time to be schleeping in the morning!" he cried.
for admission had to have a plausible story to tell.
Probably he wished that he had let the sleeper sleep a
'l'hat the detectives sent by Senator Starr heretofore had moment later on.
Suddenly the man sprang up with a fiendish yell, and
failed to get into the valley was because they had gone
seizing
a knife which lay on the table beside him, made a
about their business clumsily, and with too much of an air
rush for the intruder.
of mystery around them.
·
"Bad luck to ye, yer fiend! So yer here again!" he
Hands were wanted at the mine then, and the chances
were that if the Badtown boys had simply waited till morn- shouted. "Snakes ! Snakes ! They are all around me !
ing and presented themselves at the barrier profeasing to You brought 'em here! Take that."
Chasing the man toward the door, toward which he had
be looking for work, they would have been admitted.
run,
Brannigan made a lunge at him, and drove the knife
But this, of course, Buck did not know.
into
his back, before the astonished Badtown boys could
As they walked along the straggling Main street, no one
realize what was going on.
paid the slightest attention to them.
There were comparatively few persona ~nt then, as alCHAPTER VI.
most every one except the storekeepers was at work in the
mine.
BUCK BRAVES JUDGE LYNCH.
There seemed to he a good many women in the camp,
There would have been murder done, then and there, if
and many of them were going from store to store doing Buck and Rob had not interfered.
their morning marketing.
The man fell over the threshold, and without even stopBesides the women, there were a number of idle men ping to think of the danger, the boys sprang over him and
, hanging _around the three saloons, the "Spread Eagle," grappled with the fiend, who could have done him to death.
the ~'.Joker" and the " Full Hand," which was the largest
Brannigan had been drinking heavily, and was in the_last,
of the three.
stages of delirium tremens.
There were two big gambling houses on the street also.
He had been practically a raving maniac for several days,
. The doors were wide open, and the boys could.look right and ought to have been confined.
·
in, but there was no game on in either of them, for the
Buck and Rob didn't know tha_t, and if they had it would
_, rules of the ramp only allowed gambling after sundown. have made no difference .
. There was also a small variety theatre, and four or five
Buck was afraid of nothing, and as for Rob~ he had taken
concert halls.
·
part in too many fights in bis father's saloon to be scared
·· The whole appearance of B~ Horn was as though when by the flourish of a knife.
night came it might be decidedly tough.
The Badtown boys came down upon the drunken resIt looked to be as bad as Badtown, if not worse, but taurant keeper like a cyclone.
certainly there was nothing very exciting going on then,
The knife went flying out into the street, a0nd the fiend
and the boy.a passed along the whole length of Main street who held it went sprawling ·on his back.
and started back again without exchanging a word with
He was too d1Unk or too weak to get up again, and there
any one.
he lay yelling "Snakes ! Snakes !" while a woman ~e
"We have got to find some place to put up :fl.rat of all" running in out of the back room.
.
said Buck. "I think we had better go into' one of the~e
"Git out of here! Git out of here, yer snoozers," she
stores. and inquire where we can get a room."
shouted. "What are yez doing to me man? Can't yo~ see
"What'i the matter with that restaurant we saw back he's drunk? Sure, it's owld Isaacson! The owld skinthere " replied Rob. "I'd like to get something to eat flint. Stuck him wid a knife, did be? Sure he ought to
almi~hty well."
' have ~illed the owld 1;11iser, so be ought."
. .
The restaurant in question was but a small place. It had , . While she was talkmg, the woman began kickmg Brana bar in front and tables filled the long room in the rear. Imgan savagely.
.
The only person visible inside wa.s a dirty-looking man
Isaacson, who had received _a severe but by no means
in his shirt sleeves, who sat at the first table with his head dangerous stab, scrambled to his feet.
,
on his hands.
"Help me! Save me! Get me away from here! They
He seemed to be asleep, and the whole place was so vil- owe ~e m?ney ! }'he vo~an is vorse fte.n her husb~d.
lainously dirty and smelled so horribly even through the j She_ vill kill me I he whmed, and then he fell heavily
open door, that it almost turned the stomach of the Bad- ' agamst Buck, for he had lost a good deal of blood, and
town boys, used as they were to rough living and hard fare. ! was so weak that he could scarcely stand.
"1t'11 a tough place to get breakfast in, Hob, but I sup- [
(To be continued).
~ obody
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ITEMS OF INTEREST
FIFTY-CENT FUNERALS.
The cheapest place in the world for a seaman to die is
Cairo, Ill., where his funeral wiU cost him only fifty cents,
according to contracts let by the United States Public
Health Service, covering the entire country.
The cheapest place for a seaman to be sick is Bridge1port, Conn., where the government has secured a contract
for medical attention and nursing at 72 cents a day. The
cos-t elsewhere ranges from $1 to $3 a day.
The cost of funerals varies from :fifty cents in Cairo to
,$36 in Philadelphia and $50 in Ketchikan, Alaska.
NEW NAVAL WAR COLLEGE.
The establishment of an eight-months' course naval war
college in Washington is achocated by the Secretary of
the 'Navy, who believes that advanced training to supplement the Naval Academy course anc1 sea experience is
essential to fit an officer for the higher grades of the service.
Sec±etary Daniels said that he believes that the college
at Newport, R. I., should be continued, but that Washington should be the principal location for the school. No
promdtions should be made above the grade of captain
until the officer to be promoted had attended the N arnl
War College.

Of those who favored baseball on Sunday, one was mayor
of a first-class city, four were mayors of second-class cities
and twenty-two were mayors ef third-class cities. T~ose
who wete opposed to the measure were mayors of tlu rdclass cities; two of these were ine!lined to put it to a popular vote in their cities.
The resolution forwarded by Mr. Capes to Governor
Sulzer re·a d,. in part, as follows :
"Wliereas, The right to healthful recreation is as inherent as the right to work or to live" Resolved, That we view with satisfaction the reports
from many cities of the establishment of playgrounds,
knowing tliat the healthy body in tne child will mean the
purer mind and body in the adult, and in that way elevate
i.he standard of citizenship; and
"Reso1'-ed, That we advocate the repeal of n.ll provisions
of criminal procedure interfering with the playing of baseball on Sunday, .and we believe that each municipality ·
should have power to regulate such baseball games in any
way that its citizens approve; ancl
"Resolved, That we request Governor Sulzer to submit
!his question to the Legislature on .June 16th."

A $15,000 CAT'rERY.
:Mrs. Clifford B. Harmon, tlaugl1ter of Commodore E.
C. Benedict, of Greenwich, Connecticut, lifted the spalleful
ASK TORPEDO SECRET BARRED FROM JAPS.
of gronnd recently for what i's to be the most wonderful .
The clanger of J apan gaining knowledge of the con- liornc for rats in tliis conntry. Mrs . Harmon, a noted
struction of the Bliss-Leavitt torpeclo used in the rnitecl C"at frmric 1:, is bent upon having a club for her twenlyStates Navy was stated recently by Malcolm A. Coles, As- ("iglit ears aDd hrentf-four kittens, many of them the
i;:i stant United States Attorney-General. Mr. C'olPs, argu- great.e"t J•Tize-wi11uers in America. Before the laborers
ing· in the United States District Court, Brookly11, on the ,1·rrc se t af; work ou the fmm(lntion of the new $15,000
Government application for an injun ction to re train thr clnb. l\Irs. Harmon broke tlie grounll in the prnsenee
E. W. Bliss Company from giving a demon stration of o[ ·a J:-irge compau>·, i.nclnding Commodore Benedict a1H1
the torpeao in Rngland, said:
'l'homaB Ha sti ngs, of Carrere· & Hasting,-, tlrn architects
-'The torpedo is the prinelpal weapon of ihe n:itional or. 1l1c lrnilding. '.f'l1e catterY, ,Yhi('h is to coYer more than
defense-the Navv. The Go1·prnm e11 ! rails npon i-hi~ ronrt two nc·rr~ of gro11l1(l. will be on Commo(lore Benedict's
to protect its rights-.'
pro1wr!Y at lrnli nn 1~forbor, Comicctieul. '!'here are i.o
"The company's letter to the NaYY Department reacl~ be ei;d1t roo;no. with nineteen cat nm~. Hert and ·cold
that the Bliss company intenas to <liflelose the complete ,rnlcl', elrdrie lis,;hl-s; ga<i for cooking-. a kittc11s' nurser~·,
co'nstn1etion and operation of the torperlo. If thi:1 is cl011e, stemr, .]11:nt a11(l oilier impr0\cmc11!1s ,·: ill hr i nf;blle<l. Tri
Japan or any other country can secure l11ese tcl'pedops in nrliliti011 t1,el'e is [() hr a coita§l:C for l\Irn . 11'. Y. Mathis,
the open market, an act which would work irreparable who lrns !wen nssocialeu v.·i th :i\Jrs. H1Lr111011 for three ye:ns
injury to 'the United States that coukl noL be e~timated i11 anrl lim; been breeding farnorn, cats for about ten ye;r~.
dollars.
1\rn ong Mr~. Harmon's cat l1ousehold nre the famous
t·lrnmpion Laav Sonia, who has never been defeated; chamF A VOR SUNDAY BAREBALL.
pion 8wecL Jelta, brought hv l\fr. Harmo11 from Engln,nd;
Based on a set of r esolutions clul>' signed and presentc(l cl1ampion Peter K . l\fatthews, Sil\·er Ray, champion Bnzto Governor Sulzer, the mayors of the various cities in zing Siher, 'Silver Rene, Earlsfield, Black Prince and
New York State are in favor of Sunday basdball.
others.
This fact was made evident by the report of William P.
In her collection of trophies arc twenty-four challenge
Capes, secretary of the Conference of Mayors of the 8iate rnps an(] a case of almost a hnmlred gold, s i Iver :rnd bronze
of New York held in Binghamton on .J unc "/th, and for- medals and blne ribbons. 'J'h e new cab C' lnb will be known
warded to Governor Sulzer at Albany, X . Y.
as the Greemrich Cat Ke1rnek b:v wl1ich name it has alThitty~two votes were cast., al\d of this nµmbcr twenty- ready become famous all over America ancl Oa.nada where
seven were in favor of the resolution, while only fl:v-e were cats· are sbovn1. Mrs. Harmon will give . the cats her pera.ga.in.st it.
1 sonal attention, and Mrs. Mathis will be in constan~ charge.
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RANCHJNG IN THE WILD WEST
By "PAWNEE JACK"
{A SERIAL STORY)
I

stone blind drunk; wilUie down and go to sleep and fot
CHAPTER III (continued)
"Well, I'll be hanged!" the old man ejaculated. "It' the boys take him by the horns and drag him all around
was foolish for ybu boys to let him do it; but perhaps it the streets."
"And does he chew tobacco, you say?"
is the best thing for him. Just keep an eye on him, and
"Yes; he can beat any of you fellows at that, but he
.
clon't let him run too great a risk."
,
learned how to spit."
never
all-like
"He's all rio-ht" said the cowboy "and the men
a
. gently Ctown
"S ay, boys, " sa1.d one of t he cow boys, 1ymg
' of stuff in him."
" to' have the right sort
·
He seems
him.
"Yes; that's what I thought, but it won't do to have on the ground, "bury me in any old hole, and don't bother
the stuffing knocked out of him before he has a fair chance about putting a headboard above me."
"Say, are you going to go dead on such a little story as
to learn the ranching business. L1:t him go out on the
.
Carl ask,ed good-nat~redl.~.
th~~?"
a.nd
guarded
are
cattle
the
how
see
and
you,
with
range
Yes; I don t want to ltve after bemg knocked out by
• kept under control while a-razing."
All the time he was witii the cowboys on the range Carl a tenderfoot with a shot like that. A billy goat chewing
was listeni11g to their talk, and some of them told some t,obacco. Pards, you can fire a salute over my grave.
• pretty tough yarns to see what effect they would have on Don't bother_ about a coffin, but jus~ roll me in my blanket."
Carl contmued to laugn at him good-naturedly, and
him.
He quickly distinguished the probable from the im- remarked:
"Say, you are not halfway up to the standard of what
probable.
.
.
heard about cowboys."
I've
they
how
They told about some peculiarities of cattle;
Jhat t,urned ~he laugh on him, anc1 he retorted with:
were frequently killed by rattlesnakes.
One remarked that he had seen rattlesnakes as big ,, Thats all n_ght, pard. You are not up fo the t:nderaround as a gallon jug; that they ha.d been known to stand Loot standard, e1ther, for yo,u ~r: t~e !~~ghest truth-Jerker
up on their heads a.nd sound their rattles 80 loud as to that ever come west of the M1ss1ssipp1.
"Look here, don't you believe that story?"
stampede a whole herd of cattle.
"I beg your pardon for saying that I don't. I've heard
'"l'hat·s all right," laughed Carl. "I'm very fond of
stories, but don't flatter yourselves that I don't know a of goats getting drunk on beer and whisky, but never of
few things myself. The rattlesnake never sounds his rat- their chewing tobacco."
"That shows you don't know much about goats," laughed
tles unless he is coiled up to strike."
Carl. "You may know all about horses and cattle, but
"How do you. know he doesn't?"
"I've reac1 a good deal of natural history, wTitten by th.e re are thousands of other kinds of animals in the world
men who know all about animals. So you want to confine that you know as little about as you do of the moon."
The cowboys were highly pleased at his ability to hold
yourselves to the truth while putting up those kind of
things on me. I never saw a rattlesnake in my life, but his own with them, ancl by degrees they became familiar
would know one .i f I saw him, because I've seen so many with him. They called him "tenderfoot" out on the range,
pictures of them. I can take ,a pencil and piece of paper but about Mr. Sibley's home they called him ":Mr. Cameand draw a rattlesnake about as good as some artists can. ron," as he in turn called each one by his given name, e~A fellow told me once that he saw a cow climb a tree, and cept one old grizzled fellow, whom he ealled Mr. Henhe flwore to it-, and two of his friends swore to it. I laughecl I nessey.
at them, ancl advisen. them to switch off onto something j One day a wagon had to go to tJ1e railway station at
else. 'rhere is no animal without claws that climbs a tree, Claremont, a:nd Carl asked permission to o·o with it.
Two cowboys accompanied it, and when they reached the
unless it is a billy goat, and he has got to have a little incljne before he can rlo it. Animals can be trainecl to clo town they clrove direct to the railroad station to get so:1w
a good map_v i.rieks, but you can't train a cow to pick her goocls that hatl been shipped to 'Mr. Sibley.
Carl went over to a large general store where aJrn oH
teeth with her own horns. I'm a tenderfoot, but I've seen
was kept for sale, including drygootls, groceries,
everything
Back
haven't.
fellows
you
that
guess,
I
things,
a few
at my home there is a vill.age billy goat who will chew hardware, drugs of erery description, :firearms and ammutobacco and drink whisky like an old , tramp. Ile · gets nition. ,
1
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When he reached there he found Jim Blake, a wellknown character among the ranchmen of that locality,
who was much given to going on sprees, still lying on the
floor where he had fallen. He was yet un conscious, and
some of his friends had sent for a physician.
"Hello! W:111\t's the matter with Jim?" he asked of the
'
bystanders.
"Four-pound weight on his nose," replied the othe1·
rather sententiously.
~
"That's bad. How'd he get it?"
"That boy of Sibley's handed it to him. He tried to
make him dance and he wouldn't take a step. Look at
the bullet-holes in the floor there."
He looked down at the floor and found six bullet boles
within a space that could have been covered with his
slouch hat.
"He may be a tenderfoot," put in another, "but he has
got more nerve than any one I ever saw. He never
fl.inched, but stood right still till Jim emptied his gun.
Tpen he coolly picked up the weight and let Jim have it
full in the face."
"Well, I reckon his beauty is spoiled."
"He's spoilt himself, more than likely," put in another.
"I'd rather have a bullet go straight through me than to
get a smash in the face like that."
"Well, I'm sorry for ,Jim. He doesn't know how to
size np a tenderfoot. 'I'hat boy if. just out of school, about
eighteen years old; but he has got more nerve than any
man on the place. 'I'he next day after he struck the ranch
he tackled a broncl10 who tossed him out of the saddle, but
he landed on his neck and hugged him so tight he came
near choking him to death. We had to pull him off, and
sheet.
hanged if he didn't get on him again and was thrown at
"Dance, you galoot!" yelled the cowboy, "or off goes
least ten feet over his head. T thought he was broken all
your toes!" and he kept pulling the trigger.
to pieces, hut hanged if he didn't get on a third time, and
Carl remained in his tracks without moving. He had
ran him a couple of miles at full speed, yet he is only a
no weapon with him, and when the revolver was emptied
schoolboy from a little country town out in New York
the others began laughing at the cowboy's failure to make
State."
him dance.
"Why don't he C'arry a gun?" another asked.
As soon as he saw the weapon emptied, Carl coolly picked
"Never carried onP in hi:- life. Don't heli<'ve he eYer
up a four-pound stani\arrl weight where it was lying on
anything but a shotgun."
fired
the counter alongside of the scales.
he wants to C'arry a gnn if he sta:vs around here."
"-nrrll,
the
of
face
the
in
full
it
hurled
he
The next moment
"It was a good thing for him that hP didn't haYe one,"
brute, crushing in the bridge of his nose, and, of course,
and with that the cowboy left the ~tore and returned to
landing him :flat on hiR back on the floor.
Of course the blood flew, and tlie man was entirely tbe wagon.
Soon after that the r1octor, who had been sent .for, enunconscious.
the store, and, after a hasty examination, remarked:
tered
purchases,
his
up
picking
Carl took a glance at him, and
"That nose is past mending, for the bone in it is smashed
stepped over him, and left the store to go to the wagon,
into a dozen pieees, 'l'he end of it will look like a wart
which was being loaded at the railroad depot.
"Sa)', wbat "Tas that shooting about oYer at tl1e store?" on his faee the re "t of his lifr. ''
"Can you pull him 1hrough. do<' ?'' another asked.
one of the cowboys a~kcd.
"Ye:-; I think so, but he'll keep very quiet for a month
me."
at
"'Why, a drunken fool was shooting
or two."
"Great coyotes! Did he hit you?"
"Say, Carl," one of the cowboys asked, as he was rolling
"No; but he came pretty close to it. I waited till he
stopped. 'l'hen 1 knocked him down with a four-pound a barrel of flour into the wagon. "Why didn't you dance
! when that fellow tol<l you to: You might have had a
weletht, and I'i;n afraid I kil led him."
1 foot shot off."
. CHAPTER IV.
"Because he wasn't my dancing master. I took dancing
11
I WOULDN'''l' HOLD UP -:.JY lI.,\.XOS TH.-\T WAY."
les,;on.s l,a(;k at home, and paid for them."
The two cowboys were horrified at the story Carl told
_(To be continued)
them. One of them hurrit:d over to the store to verifY. it.

He bought a few things for himself and some for his
sister.
Of course, there were a number of rough people in the
store, trading;, talking and smoking.
·"Say," said one of them in a half wlit'per to another,
"that's old rrom Sibley's boy," and he pointed towards Carl
as he spoke.
"Oh, is that his nevvy ?"
"Yea; and he's the rankest kind ot a tenderfoot."
Several of the men had been drinking, and one of them
called out:
"Say, Tenderfoot!"
Carl paid no attention to him; didn't even look :nound.
"Say, Tenderfoot !"
Still Carl paid no attention to him, and the fellow got
up, 'went over to him, caught him by the arm, and pulled
him around facing him.
"Say, didn't you hrnr me call you?" he gruffly inquired.
"No, I didn' t," returned Carl. "My name is Cameron;
Carl Cameron."
The other fellows laughed heartily, at the cowboy's expense, who blurted out:
"Great coyotes! Ain't you a tenderfoot?"
"No; I'm not tenderfooted. I can walk thirty miles a
day easily."
"You can, eh? Can you dance?"
"Yes, I can dance."
"Well, get at it just as quick as you can, and he drew
his revolver and fired, the bullet making a hole in the floor
a couple of inches from his right foot.
Instead of jumping, Carl stood stock still, looked the
m&n straight in the face, while his own was a.s white as a
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TIMELY TOPICS
The bronze plate placed on the mainmast of the battleship Maine by the Daughters of the American Revolution,
, of Havana, Cuba, and subsequently removed to the DepaTtment archives, is to be restored to the historic old spar
wheo it is erected in Arlington National Cemetery to mark
the graves of the unknown dead of the ill-fated battleship.

Robert J. Collier, the New York publisher and e.n
amateur birdman, will attempt this Fall to cross the Atlantic in a monster hydro-aeroplane capable of making
100 miles an hour in the air and sixty-five to seventy-five
in the water. The hydro-aeroplane, which Collier will use,
is being constructed at the Burgess Company Curtis Aeroplane plant at Marble Head, Mass., with much secrecy.
It will be larger and nearly twice as powerful as the water
and aircraft constmcted for the Navy Department recently, and which has made forty successful flights. It
will cost between $15,000 and $20,000.

'l'he King's Bench Court recently gave judgment in favor
of Thomas Ryan, an Irish farmer, who had brought suit
against the White Star Steamship Company to recover
damages for the loss of his son in the Titanic disaster.
rl'he judge awarded Ryan the sum of $500, which had been
agreed upon, and the costs of the suit. A similar award
Louis Lepine, often called the most famous chief of
police in the world, has resigned from ihe office which be
was made in two other cases at the same time.
has held in Paris for twenty years. He has figured in
and his name has been made
Postmaster General Burleson has ordered, through the hundreds of celebrated cases,
and dramatists. Lenovelists
by
word
household
a
almost
Secretary of the Treasury, 12,071,480,000 postage stamps,
of the Francoveteran
a
old,
_years
sixty-seven
is
pine
bethe number estimated to be needed for the fiscal year
In strikAlgeria.
of
governor
former
a
ginning July 1st. The order calls for 11,980,500,000 or- German war and
crimithat
theory
accepted
generally
the
to
contrast
ing
dinary stamps of various denominations; 20,000,00Q.special
apprehended
and
surveillance
under
kept
be
best
can
nals
delivery stamps, 70,1)80,000 "postage due" stamps, 31,he went on the theory that publicity1
• 4-00,000 stamp books, and 1,291,000 coils of stamps to be by secret methods,
was an essential factor.
down
them
hunting
in
used in vending machines.
Audacious thieves by a clever ruse succeeded in obtain_.
ing possession of a large quantity of valuable jewels in the
public sale room~ at the Hotel Rrouot, Paris, in broad,
daylight recently. One of them attracted the attention of
the porter, while another stole his keys from an adjacent
hook. The second man then entered the room where the
jewels were on exhibition, in anticipation of their auction
the next day. He seized many of the gems, forming the,
collection of a well known Parisian woman, and incluiling
Three boys who became lost the other Sunday in the a necklace consisting of sixty large pearls, and decamped
wooils on the outskirts of Passaic, N. J., wandered thirty- without detection, the accomplice disappearing at the same
si;, hours and nearly died from hunger and exhaustion. time.
Raymond Campbell, thirteen, and Anthony De Lust, the
Those in a position to speak authoritatively on the subsame age, would not desert Anthony Hoffe, a year younger,
when be collapsed through weakness and the attacks of ject assure us that, as a worker, the elephant never volun•
hordes of mosquitoes. They were half carrying, half teers his services, although he can be trained to ,perform
dragging him along when discovered by Policeman Schurr. all manner of work. He will not, however, proceed to any
They were given-medical attention and taken home. 'rhey task unless he be so ordered by his driver or mahout, to
hn.d been given up for lost in one of the many quicksands whose guidance he submits for the simple reason that
he is aware that disobedience brings punishment. Sitting
in the woods.
on the elephant's neck, the mahout governs the big beast
A dog that walked herse1f to death to get her puppies by an iron hook and spike, which resembles a boathook
back ho"{lle-this i.s France's contribution to the stories of and weighs from four to six pounds. The mahout drives
animal fidelity. The owner of the dog drove to a woods, the elephant forward by digging the point of the spike
ten miles away, and when he was about to return saw into its head, and pulls him back by inserting the hook
, that his dog, which he had taken along, had given birth in the tender base of the ears. An elephant whose mahout
to three puppies. He placed the mother in the cart and rules him responds readily to the secret signs of his dri,;,er.
drove back home, leaving the puppies behind. During The pressure of the mahout's toe, the compression of his
the night the dog made the journey from the farm to the knee, the tap of his heel, or the slightest swaying of his
forest, a puppy in her mouth each trip, thus covering morel body to one side, all constitute a driving system whereby:
than sixty miles. In the morning the farmer found her the powerful beast is guided in very much the same way1
dead from exhaustion, her three, little ones at her side. in which a ship responds to the rudder.
A Poland China hog, of Ranier, Minn., has become so
much attached to a span of horses owned by A. Lassard
ti1at it sleeps in the big stall .the horses occupy, and whenever it gets an opportunity it follows them just as a dog
would. Sometimes the hog has been permitted to accompany the span on drives, and apparently the horses feel
kindly toward it, for it has wandered around their feet
without having peen hurt.
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It has just been revealed in Paris, through a case in the
law courts, that three noted experts were easily hoodwinked, and an Arabian glass cup, worth about $5 has
been sold for more than $10,000. An antiquary and his
agent quarreled over the commission on the sale of the cup.
At the trial the /former confessed he had found the cup in
a shop. By paying $40 to the mullah of a Tartar mosque
at Shemarke he obtained a certi:ficate which stated that
the glass was made in the fourteei;ith century. It was
offered to the Louvre, the British Museum and to the
Berlin Museum, and was eventually sold for $4,600 to
Herr Glenk) a German collector, after it had been certified
as genuine by three experts. Herr Glenk sold it again for
$9,000, and it has !!ince been sold for $12,000.

GRINS AND CHUCKLl~S

"Tommy, if you will saw some wood I'll tell you what
CUUR.EN'J1 NEWS AR'l ICLES
I'll do." "What's that, dad?" ''I'll let you have the sawCharles Warricl(, of Revere, Mass., had his nose almost dust to play circus with."
severed from his face while being shaved in the barber
shop of Fred Russell, at Chelsea. Warrick turned his head
"Your next-door neighbor is a tnrn bohemian; he claims
suddenly to speak to a friend who was in the shop as the to be able to paint pictures on an empty stomach. Do you
barber was going over his chin and the razor slipped. The believe it?" "Certainly I He's a. tattoo artist."
keen edge slashed across the man's nose. Warrick was
taken to the Ford Hospital, where the flow of blood was
Mrs. Hardin-Can you lend me a cup of sugar, an egg,
stopped.
a piece of butter and a,--. Mrs. Testy-Yes; and it's
1

The French aviator Maurice L. Foulquier, while testing
a monoplane for the :first time, at Chalons-sur-Marne,- fell
from a height of 250 feet and was killed. Foulquier had
been accustomed to a biplane, and the accident is attributed to the fact that he failed to realize that a monoplane
requires different methods in handling. The fatality to
M. Foulquier brings the death toll of aviators to the total
of 285. Since Jannary 1, 1913, 67 avia.tors have been
killed.

too bad you can't take home some of our gas to cook things · ·
with!
Teacher-Children, can any of you name an animal that
has no· teeth? Little boy-Yes, ma'am, I can. 'l'eacberWell, what is the name of the animal? Little boy-My
grandma.

Spratts-Miss Elder's much older than I thought.
Hunker-Impossible. Spratts-Well, I askecl her if she
had read .lEsop's Fables, and she said she read them when
A meeting of the board of directors of the Panama Rail- they :first came out.
wad was held in the office of Secretary of War Garrison,
"What was your reason for turning down Major Stuff's
June 19th, to discuss the management and operation of
the road across the Isthmus after the canal has been application for membership in the Crabapple Club?" "He
opened. It is regarded as of prime military importance was too unpopular. He got thirteen blackballs and there
that the railroad be kept up in every way, and it is expected were only eleven members present."
that there will be considerable traffic over the line even
after the canal is open. 'l'he Government will maintain
"My love, I don't want you to do your housework when
a coal depot at the entrance to the canal. It will also we are married." "'l'hat's considerate of you." "And
rent bi11s to private companies which wish to do a coal that brings me to a delicate question. Have yon enough
money to enable us to keep a. hired girl?"
business at the canal.

The Chamber of Deputies has adopted, by a vote of 386
to 165, the proposals of the French government for raising
the $88,000,000 necessary to keep the time-expired soldiers
for another year with the active army. Charles Dumont,
Minister of Finances, explained that the government project.ed the issue of twenty-year three per cent. loans and
also proposed to tax incomes of $2,000 and over, which it
ia expected will produce $34,000,000. 'I'he Minister
promised to assist those families which had been placed
in destitution by the men being kept for three years in
· the army instead of two.

Cassidy-In this blessed country of ours a man can
come up from nothing. Just look at our mayor! Kerrigan-Did he come up from nothing? Cassidy-He did I
He hasn't got a drop of Irish blood in his veins !
:Farmer Hayseed (to policeman)-I'm waitin' for a
feller I loaned $10 to yesterday. He said he'd meet me
an' he ain't showed up. Policeman-Do you know where
he lives? Farmer Hayseed-Waal, I don't know the number, but just after he got the money I heerd him tell an•
other feller he was livin' on Eaay Street.
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A DARK MYSTERY.
By Kit Clyde.

Black Oliff Hill was the finest old estate in Deep Haven.
For full two hundred years the Tracys had held sway
at Black Cliff.
'l'hey were lineal descendants of one of the grandc~t
:families in Great Britain, and allied to the royal stock.
But the present generation was the mere remnant of a
once large family. The death of Major Tracy had left his
widow and two sons, Tom and Alfonso.
, Tom had been his parents' pride. He was a Wl, handsome fellow, noble ancl generous to a fault. Everybody
who lmew him worshipped Tom 'l'racy.
But his brother Alfonso was diametrically the opposite,
both in looks and disposition. .
Tom went away to college, but Alfonso woula not aclovt
study. His tastes were wholly of the vicious order and he
drank and gambled his competence away.
'fhen he fell back upon ~rom and extorted money from
him in various base ways, until Tom's patience wholly
gave out. One day he called Alfonso severely to account.
"There is no use talking, Al!" he declared, forcibly.
"You must change your methods of life l The family
honor is far too precious for you to jeopardize in this way."
For a time Tom absolutely refused to give his brother
money. The latter did not dare to go to the Major, for he
knew that his father would investigate certain matters
• which Alfonso feared to make public.
Fate now took matters in hand with a vengeance.
T om 'Tracy had long since pledged his heart and hand
to the beautiful Madeline Markham, the belle of Deep
Haven. As fate had it, Alfonso also fell in love with
Madeline.
His advances were repelled, and when he saw the success
of his brother, all the blackest impulses of his soul were
stirred up. F rom that moment he hated his brother with a
fearful force.
" Part of the estate belongs to roe by every right," he
muttered, "there is no reason why I should wait for my
father's death. I should have it now while I need it."
The next day Major Tracy came to To~, very much excited.
"The house has been entered l" he declared. "Send for
detectives. All my private papers have been overhauled
and twenty thousand dollars in bonds have been stolen."
"Mercy I" cried Tom, in horror. "Can you imagine
who t he thie:f is ?11
" No I Send for the detectives I"
Thia was done. They were soon at the Hall, and were
quickly at work upon the case. Every effort was made to
locate the thie:f.
But in vain. Not until three days later did the truth
come out . T!ien it was discovered that the bonds had been
negotiated by a Wall Street banker. Upon them was the
eudorsement of Major Tracy forged.
Alfonso had mysterious vanished at this time. Not a
trace o.f him could be found anywhere.
But the party who negotiated the bonds answered the
description of Alfonso to a dot. Further investigation
proved beyond a doubt that he was the thief.

11aj or Tracy never recovered from the shock of this discovery. His horror and grief were pitiable.
A yeu passed. The Major had lived just six months
after the escapade of his erring son . Every effort was
made to communicate with Alfonso, but he did not come
home to the funeral.
And now Tom became aware of one very painful fact.
His angel mother, who was to him most saintly, wai; be- '
yond doubt rapidly approaching her end.
Affairs had reached this juncture when Deep Haven was
convulsed to its center by a most terrible report. This was
to the effect that a demon had appeared in the place.
This creature, or being, whether human or spiritual no
one dared say, had been seen at different places and different times, though always at night by reputable persons.
His appearance was described as something dreadful.
Clothing he did not wear, his body being beast-like and
hairy, like that of a wolf, while his arms were long and1
gaunt and his fingers were huge claws. His face was indescribable, being that of a veritable demon.
As was natural, the little town was thrown into a state
of the greatest terrorism. Men armed themselvee doors
were double barred at night and even in the d~ytime.
Women were loath to travel without escort:
Thus matters were, when 'l'om Tracy one night, walking over the cliff homeward bound, l1eard a fearful
s~riek for help just ahead. Rushing forward, in the dim '
light he saw two forms struggling.
The strife was almost instantly over. He saw one bending over the prostrate form of the other. Then he arose
and glided away. Tom stood for a moment petrified .
"My heavens!" he gasped. "'l'he demon."
Against the sky he had seen the form of the murderous
monster in relief. In that moment Tom was inclined to
agree with all previous witnesses.
"He is a demon, if anything I"
'fhcn footsteps near brought him to his senses. It waa
the coastguard, four men, who had been brought to the 1
spot by the cry of agony.
•
All rushed forward to the spot where the victim lay. It1
was a most awful· sight which was revealed.
There lay the dead form of a well-known merchant ot
the town. He had been literally torn to pieces, as if in contest with a fierce tiger.
The whole town was aroused. For days things w~re in ,
an uproar. The merchant had been carrying home the sum '
of six thousand dollars upon his person. This was gone.
Every effort was made to capture the unknown. But it
was all .in vain.
Then another murder similar to the first was followed
by a third. Still the demon could not be captured.
The opinions upon the matter were various and conflicting. All were united upon one point, however. The
demon would soon depopulate Deep Haven unless ·he wu
speedily run down.
Tom Tracy might have been interested to take more
active measures had it not been for the fact that his mother
lay upon her dying bed.
Mrs. Tracy was confident that her days were numbered. She called Tom to her bedside and said:
"My boy, here is my last will and testament. I desire
that y_ou shall hold~ fa.Illiq ~ ev~ 11aared and ~ I
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And up this T om saw a strange, un canny creature
petuate it. This bequeaths to yon t he estate entire. As
Up it came slowly and laboriously.
climbing.
him,
for
care
d
n
a.
him
o
t
kind
for Alfonso-i f he returns be
A stifled exclamation passed Tom's lips.
~
hut never let him rule. You understand . "
" The demon !"
"Your words are wise, mother," said Tom, sincer ~ly.
Spellbound, T orn watched its efforts. Then he saw its
"They shall be obeyed."
pu.rpose.
antique
and
high
a
was
N ear Mrs. Tracy's bed there
It intended to enter. the death chamber.
chest of drawers. In one of these drawers T om placed the
Appalled, 'rom was uudecided how to act . 'l'hen his
will.
being rose in revolt against the possibility of the
whole
Then he went out and walked on the cliff. He looked
of bis mother's Temains by the monster.
ation
desecr
king
strange-loo
a
out upon the sea, and aa he did so he saw
vengeful feeling Leized Tom . Murder was
fearful,
A
near.
cove
little
craft shoot out of a
heart at that moment.
It had the appearance of an Indian lugger, save that its in his
the room to his escritoire.
cFossed
e
H
beyond
Out
hauled.
close
and
sails were of whitest canvaa
two-chambered pistol. It was loaded.
a
lay
Here
t he point the little craft sailed, and then anchored.
behind the chair, rrom waited.
down
Crouching
' 'l' om's curiosity was aroused, and yet he hardly knew
Then up over the sill came a dark form. Into the room·
why.
lightly stepped.
The impulse wa.s upon him to go down into the little it
It was the demon.
the
of
character
and
name
the
ask
town just below,
The being turned and opened one of the cabinet draw- · vessel. But as he started a man came hurrying over the
ers. From this it took a document.
'cliff with pallid face and trembling limbs.
" Mother's will !" muttered T om. "What does th at
Tom recognized him at once as the serving man of the
, mean?"
Markhams. At once he cried:
He' determined to wait no longer. He would end the
'}Why, J'asop.; what's the matter?"
of this monster now, and without compassion.
career
d,
· "The young lady, sir. Miss Madeline has disappeare
the pistol, he fired. '!'he aim was deadly and
Raising
"
her.
has
demon
the
and it is almost certain that
demon threw up .
Tom did not wait to hear more. Down the cliff path t rue. With an awful cry of agony, the
he dashed. Not until he waa in the home of the Mark- its .arms an d fell."
Lights were brought, and an investigati on made. 'T'h err, '
ha.ms did he pause.
th
Colonel Markham, a patrician gentleman , worshiped his u pon e flom·, lay the demon .
issu1ng from a wound in its side attested th e fact ,
Blood
daughter a.s a. goddess. He was half insane with grief and
not a spiritual being.
was
it
that
fear aa Tom entered. Tom quickly got the story.
is a human being 1" cried one man, who had
it
Why,
"
Madeijne had been out on the ocean road for a horseback
I live, he wears a disride. Her horse came back riderless. Search was made, closely examined the monster. " As
and fragments of her dress were found upon thorn bushes guise. His face is masked. See I"
And he tore off the mask. 'rom Tracy leaned forwa r d
by the ro~side, showing that she had been dragged from
looked at the dark, evil face thus revealed. An awful
and
her horse and pulled through them.
·
Cl'Y escaped his lips, and he tottered backward.
There was no doubt but that she had been abducted.
" Oh !" he wailed "What fate has brought this to pass !
Tom Tracy was beside himself with horror. The town It is Alfonso, my brother !"
Then he fell in a faint.
was aroused, every inch of the count ry searched.
th
Many weary weeks he hovered twixt life and death. But
rewas
demon
e
Everybody believed, of course, that
dually he came back to the world again. A sweet face
gra
hope.
to
clung
yet
Tom
But
fate.
sponsible for her
above him.
beamed
But now a more terrible matter began to claim his attenson's
loving
herin
last
her
tion. Mrs. Tracy breathed
" Madeline! " he said, dreamily. "You here? 'rhen I
arms.
may yet be happy!"
It was, inde·ea, the girl he loved . She had been abAll one day Tom knelt by his mother's bier and wept
it was true, by the demon who was no other than
ducted,
and prayed.
T enderly he placed flowers upon her still breast. Softly Alfonso T racy.
Oarrie(,l aboard the Italian lugger in which Alfonso had.
he touched her cold brow. Agony most exqui~ite was his
crossed t he ocean, she had been held a prisoner until. :the.
portion.
lugger, exposed to suspicion, had been boarded bv the
the
He could not bear to leave her that night. H e paced
.,
coastguard and she was liberated .
midnight.
past
long
fhor of the r oom adj oining untii
Alfonso 'l'racy's schemes had been de9p and Yillainous
T hen he sank into a seat beside the fire. There for a
enough. At the last moment he had hoped to steal his
long while he sat like one in a daze.
But he had
There he remained, until through the window of his mother's will an d usurp his brother's rights.
failed.
room there came a curious sound.
It was a singu lar act of reirihntivr ju r-: li 1,e that he should
F or a moment he could not move. Then .softly he arose
b_y his own brother's hand s. B11 t a coron er's jmy exJic
and went to the window.
'rorn .
onerated
were
ects
Obj
outside.
everything
Moonlight flooded
Torn J1 ever could reco11 e;ile himself to r1.
somehow
Ancl
was
room
.mother's
his
to
window
'The
visible.
plainly
a mod e:-n C'ain. though he had .shot .hiawas
lie
that
belief
next to the one at which h~ was. A trellis ¢ended to the
1
~Wll brothlil'. Let u., agree ,dtb him there.

and

p-ollD4 lunr.

-~
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NEWS OF THE DAY
The other day, with the double purpose of honoring
Queen Alexandra and benefitting London charities, 20,000
women, mostly young and pretty, sold flowers in London
streets. The flowers were all alike-artificial wild roses
made by poor cripples and sold at any price, from two
cents to $100 each. The sellers, some of whom are well
known in society, were dressed in white, touched with
pink. As Queen .Alexandra with Queen Mary drove
through the streets during the afternoon they had a great
Joseph De Fini, eighteen years old, died in a hospital
ovation, and their carriage was bombarded with roses.
at Camden, N. J., June 24th, from injuries received when
fellow employees, in a factory, it is alleged, forced comA loan of $20 to a fellow immigrant on Ellis Island
pressed air down his throat through a brass tube · until
1895 has brought four hundred times that amount l.o
in
his abdomen was ruptured. Eugene Bysher, sixteen years
Pringle, an Englishman, who is leaving his home
B.
J.
old, and Walter Lemon, seventeen, were arrested charged
near Stockport, soon for the United States
Brinnington,
at
with being responsible for De Fini's death.
to lay claim to an $8,000 legacy. Eighteen years ago
Pringle and others arrived in New York on the White
When but three years old, Samuel Dandrow, of Malone, Star liner Majestic, and he helped a man to pass the
N. Y., now thirty-six, lost the sight of his left eye by the customs by staking him to $20. Leaving Pringle, who
penetration of a lpiitting needle. 'rhen while enjoying a refused to risk the cold and privation of the North, the
day's outing on the Little Ausable River he went to the man went to the Klondike and struck it rich. Eventually
rescue of a wounded crane and as he reached for the bird he became a wealthy real estate man in San Francisco,
it jabbed him in the right eye with its long bill destroying with large investments in Indianapolis. He died two years
'the sight of that eye. Both eyes were operated o~ and he ago, leaving the legacy to Pringle, whom lawyers recently
is able to read wi-th properly adjusted glasses.
notified.
Israel Braunstein, two years ol<l, of No. 2325 Board
Walk, Atlantic City, is dead from fright at being plunged
in the surf by his mother. The child was taken onto the
beach by his pa.rents for his first ocean bath. He became
badly frightened when -he saw a big wave coming, and
when hia mother jokingly said she was going to put him
under, he went into spasms.

George Thatcher, the famous minstrel, died rn East
Qrange, N. J., June 25th, at the borne of his nephew,
Joseph M. Thatcher, No. 7 Glenwood Avenue. He was
the victim of a canc_er, which compelled him to leave the
stage three months ago. He was playing i~ "The Littlest
_Rebel," an~ was at New Orleans at the time. The cleacl
man was sixty-three years old. He was born at Hoc]ey,
M~., and w~en a young man went into minst_relsy. At the
height of his fame he headed the aggregat10n known as
Thatcher, Primrose and West's minstrels. He leaves a
wife, Mrs. Zenda.le Williams Thatcher, and a daughter,
Into practically unexplored regions of northern British Mrs. Joseph K. Parker, of Little Silver, N. J. They' were
Columbia and southeastern Alaska, where, as yet, uncivil- both at his bedside when death occurred. He was buried
ized Indian tribes have never seen the face of a white in Westfield, N. J.
woman, Miss Mary L. Jobe, Professor of History in the
Normal College in New York, will start shortly, accomThe following may interest many of our readers: The
panied by two Indian guides. Miss Jobe is a veteran of flag of thirteen stars and thirteen stripes was adopted h_1·
several exploring expeditions into the Selkirk Mountains Congress on June 14~ 1777. The stars were at first arand southern British Columbia. She will cover 400 miles ranged in a circle! but a few years later were placed iu
on foot, and spend ten weeks away from civilization.
rows. After the admission of Vermont and Kentucky to
the Union the number of stars and stripes . increase(1 lo
Supervisor Charlton, of the Angeles National Forest, fifteen each, on May 1, 1795, the law to that effect hei ng
California, has begun an experiment on a large scale with signed by President Washington January 13, 1794. Tile
a view of determining whether the cork trees that flourish flag remained in that form through our wa.rs with Frauc-c,
in Spain can be raised in southern California. To that with Tripoli and with England, on the :first voyage of an
eud he has just completed resetting 1,000 cork trees, each American warship around Cape Horn and the Cape of
about two feet high, in tl1e country back of San Bernardino. Good Hope, and in the writing of Key's "Star-Spangle.1
. In the same region thousands of cork-tree seeds have been Banner." On April 4, 1818, President Monroe signed rhe
planted. Charlton believes that with proper attention and present flag law, and on July 14, 1818, the national ensign
care trees furnishing the cork of commerce can be profit- was made to consist, aa at present, of thirteen stripe.;; aud
ably and successfully raised in that part of the country. of a number of stars equal to the number of state~.

At Kopist, near Breu:x, in January last, a miner named
Brezk risked his life in saving a boy from drowning. His
heroic action cost him a severe cold, resulting in a long
sickness. On the advice of friends he appealed to the
. authorities for some assistance. After a delay of several
weeks he received an answer informing him that he had
been fined one crown because he had omitted to place the
proper stamp on his petition for help. Austrian red tape
could scarcely go furthe-r.

so
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INTERESTING ARTICLES
TIOA RDED MONEY BURNED.
Despite the growing confidence of the public in the stability of the banks, thousands of persons in the United States
bury their savings in the ground or hide them in the
ovens of cookstoves for safe keeping, according to the
United States Treasurer, John Burke, in an address before the comention of the West Virginia Bankers' Association.
Every fall, Mr. Burke said, the Treasurer's office receives many fragments of burned paper money which ha.d
been stored in stoves during warm weather and the hiding
places forgotten until the discovery of the charred bits
raked out after fires had been built with the approach of
frost. About two thousand such cases were received yearly,
eoming first from the Northern sections and by degrees
from the warmer zones. 'rhis, he said, was the Treasurer's
means of tracing the frost line from Canada to the Gulf.
'rhe Treasurer expressed hope of currency reform "in
a supplementary way or otherwise," so that the country's
system would respond to the growing demands of trade
and commerce.

damage to property is estimated at $3,500,000. The dam
would rais~ the level of the Niagara three feet for a distance of one and a half mir es. The commission suggested
the construction of a levee to prevent damage to adjoining
property. The commission reported that the plan would
raise the mean level of Lake St. Clair .23 foot and that of
Lane Huron .09 foot.
The commission also reported that the weir woul<l
eliminate any injurious effect upon the Lake Erie level of
diversion of waters at Niagara Falls for water power. It
was pointed out that diversion of water to the Chicago
Drainage Canal, to the Erie Canal and for power plant
purposes at Niagara Falls had considerably reduced the
level at Lake Erie.

TRICKS OF THE CATTLE THIEJ?.
Over at the Cross W ranch near Del Rio, Tex., a notice
has been posted for the information -of tenderfoot cowboys,
describing the tricks of the cattle thief. The notice is in
the form of a series of questions and answers as follows :
First-What is a maverick?
A maverick is a ten or twelve months old calf not marked
SOLDIERS CHEW CORDITE.
branded. The owner has not been able to find it dnror
One of the troubles of most European armies is that
the roundups. Ilonest cowmen will brand on it . th~
ings
that
using
on
insist
it
of
hold
get
can
who
soldiers
those
terrible explosive, cordlte, as if it were a sort of chewing brand of its mother, but a swiper will put his own brand
on it.
gum.
,
Second-What is a dogey?
•Its popularity is due to the fact that when chewed in
A dogey is a calf whose mother has died through hunger
small quantities it has a stimulating and exhilarating effect, like small doses of alcohol. Its taste, too, is, sweet, or accident; the calf was young when the mother died and
cordite being three-fifths nitroglycerin, an explosive which is consequently poor and scrawny. H such a calf is old
enough to live it belongs to the man who owns the range
is sugary to the taste.
When chewed in large quantities cordite becomes more on which it is found. But swipers th.ink different.
Third-What is scalding brands?
powerful in its effects, bringing on a blissful state of
ecstasy, and sometimes ma.king the victim of the habit see
To scald a brand is to make a brand look old. The way
visions. But the real danger of the habit lies in the fact to scald a brand is to put a wet cloth on the animal where
that, although nitroglJcerin will only explode when given the hot brand is to be placed. The brantl will show plain
a hard blow or touched by an electric spark, there is al- and the hair is not burned.
ways a possibility that the grinding of exceptionally hard
Fourth-What is sokeing?
teeth might provide the necessary hard blow. Within the
Sokeing is to tie down one or more calves in a secluded
last few years, r,t least three soldiers-two Germans and spot where honest men seldom r ide, and if the weather is
one American-have been blown to bits, the use of cordite dry and hot it will only take thirty-six hours in the hot
as a chewing gum being the suspected cause. The habit sun to sokc any calf, and after they have been thus treated
was not unknown in our army some yea.rs ago, till the they will not hunt for their mother again. A calf treated
military authorities took steps to stop. it.
in this manner shows the marks of tl1e rope around its
· legs, but it cannot be made to own any mother, so what
is one going to do in law? 'l'his method or swiping calves
TO D.A.M NI.A.GA.RA RIVER.
.After more than ten years' investigation the Inter- is the newest out.
Calf-swipers formerly moved into a box canyon and built
nation Waterways Commission recommended through the
President the construction of a submerged dam, or weir, pastures in which to wean calves, but the calf would bawl
in the Niagara River, to raise the level of Lake Erie and for its mother au.cl call her up. Perhaps the owner would
its upper waters. The commission stated the value of the ride around the pasture and hear his cow bawling for her
proposed work to Lake Erie ports could hardly be esti- calf on the inside and return the calf to its mother. A
mated, and that it would result in extensive improvements swiper is too smooth for any court of justice in our country.
If one gets caught you will see them coming from out of
to harbors and docks.
The coat of the weir and consequent wo:rka to avoid every cll.Ilyou to awlar to the swiper's good character.

GIANT SA.'IP,
PUZZLE •
This puzzle contains
twe.nty-on• piece• of
wood nlC<tlJ' flnlahed;
take thrun apart a.nd
p u t them to,:e ther
• a m e a• lllu1trated.'
Ever ybody Would like
to try It, as It la very
tasclnaUng. Price, by
mall, postpaid, 211c.
each.
II, JI'. LANG, 13111 Oentre St., D'kl:,n, N. Y.

•

l)JCLUSION TJ.UOE.
A maria little box In . three
parts tha.t la very royntlfy.
Ing to thooe not · In the trick.
A coin placed on a p iece ot
paper dlaappeara by ' dropp!n_g
a. nickel ring around It t roro
the roa.glc box. Ma.de of hard
Price, 12c.
wood two lncbea In dis.meter.
llf. V. GALLIGAN, 419 W. 116th St., N. Y.

Gtt whls! Wha\ tu•
r•u can hav• w1U1
tlt!a ltutt. Molaten th•
Up ot your Anger, ta•
It en the ·contanta et
the box. and a little
Thell
lilt will mt!ck.
handa wltlo y•ur
or dr•p a
(tfvnJ.,
apeck d1>wli t>I• back.
lli a. minute he w!U
feel a.a It he bad lhe
It
Hven years' itch.
"
will malt• al~ 11«atcll, rear, aqu!rm and
aake ta..- ,llut It la perfectly ho.rmleoi, u
It lo made tr•m th• oeedo et wUd reoes, 'l'h•
laorrlble Itch 1tepa In a few .mlnutea, or can
It• checked. Immodlately by rubltlng the opot
wlUa a wet cloth. Willie 1t lo workln,:, ,-.11

•ll•k•

;t.a~:
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0

,~~."~l~f

1,ez. lty •all, PHtp&l4.
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(lOmCAL RUDDEB STAMPS.
A complete eet of n-.-e
people
little
grotesque
.
mad& bf Indestructible
rubber mounted on black
wa.lnut !:)Jocks. The 1111'~

!· ~ ~~¥~~:~:~[f~2~~!l

on a. oepara.te block, o.ny
boy c11.n aet up a. regular
p&ra.de or circus by print•
Ing- the ftgures In dlfl:er•
ent positions. With onch aot ot figures w&
•end a bottle ot colored Ink, an Ink pad 11.nd
full Instru ctions. Children can ota.mp these
J>lotureo on their toys, ;pl ctur& books, wri ting
paper o.nd env elopes, and they nre without
doubt the moat amuslni;- &l'ld entertaining
novelty gott,•n up In yea.re. Price of the com_

-

·

f,,\~rfilo~

2s'~~.\~~kdo~~~
f~~t8pa8£.1 o~}y 1ii~~e~
eoc., by mall po1tpa!d,
L. Sonaren.s, 347 Whithrop St., Qrooklyn, N. Y.

JUll[PING TELESOOPE.
This Is a.n oblong
tube in ex act imi-tatlon of a t e le1
~.°vk::1~
~g,:~~0gh
one highly m a tl'nli:led picture of a.
dancer or o t h e r
lt c on·
s u bject.
ta.ins on the aide a
butt on, which the
v ictim la told to
press for a change of picture. Instea.d ot
another plctur-e appearing, the entlr~ lns!d&
pa.rt shoo.ta out, aa ah~wn In mustratlon. It
la entirely harmless, but gives the victim a

11(.

gr,i~/~:,

;ii!~e~ach; 2 for 21Sc. by malt, postpaid,
WOLFF NOVELTl'. 00,; 29 W. 26th St., N. l'.

, Solid-breecn,'
Hammerless'

~.22_REPEATER
SIDE-EJECTING

HAMMERLESS

Sure Safe Sbootin,forMan er B01-And a Simple Rifle to Care For
The Remingto,n• UMC .22 Repeater fa rilled, sighted and teated for
accuracy by expert gunsmith,. It shoots as you hold. The simple, im•
proved Hfet-y device on every Remin6fon-UMC .22 repeater never fail,
to work. Accidental discharge is impossible.
The Remington-UMC ,22 ~epeater is easily cared for. la tckf,c
down, your fingen are your only tools. The breech block, firinC 1110
and extractor, _come out in one piece-:-pctmitting the barrel to bo eleuad
,
from the breech.
Tho action handles ,22 short, .22 tong or .22 lonC rifle cartridC11...
"-'~" "' " ,
or all at tho same time without adjustment.

ur

Remin,rton-UMC-tho perfect shooting combination

299 li,01dw11, New Tort a;,

REMINGTON AB.MS-UNION METALLIC CARTRIDGE CO,
JUIIIP:IN G OABD.-A
pretty little trick, easy to
perform. En'.ect : A selecte d card returned to the
d e ck jump• high Into the
air a t the performer"s command. Pa~k Is held In ope
hand. Price ot appa.ratus,
with enough cards to per•
form the trick, 10c,
M, V. GALLIGAN, f19 W. 56th St., N. Y.
CAOHOO OR SNEEZING POWDER,
th;!t, fr."tl"t.~:ir:~·u~
•o..,der, watn ~ - ef
ree1n, will qause
In a

thF.

•v.•r1•ne to ~neeze wJMl,ut
•
ll!nFOne ltno'f'l'..lnll:' whoro It
eemH from. It Js y.017 itcht, witl deat In tll•
.ir f•r oeme time, dd y,'et!'et.-a'9 eveey neok
..,d car ner of a r6itin, lt la JJOrf6cttly J,a,rm•
le•o. Co.l11u lo •ilt up In botfle•. and •n•
'bottle cont!i;lliil onou.sh t. b• uood t.-cm 10 t.11
15 tlme1. Prlc&, by mul, toe. oaell; S tor llie.
WOLFF NOVELTl'. CO., 29 W. 26th St., N. Y.
THE TOM-TOM DRUM.
Hold the drum In one hand
tnd with the thumb of the other
re•tlng aga.!nst the side ot the
drum manipu late the dru mstick
with the finger• of the 1a.,ne
ha.nd (as Indicated In the cut).
With practic<t It Is posolble to
t.ttaln a• grea.t skill aa with a. real drum. Th&
moTable sounding board can be adjusted for
&!tber heavy or 111:ht p laying. They are u1ed
exten1!vel7 tn schools for marching.
Price, 10c. ea.ch, delivered free.
O. B E HR, 1150 W. 62d St., New York City.

TOBACCO HABITl;.:~"1::'
Jmprove your hea\ch, p)'Olona your life,,

Mo 1HN 1tom.a,q

trouble, no foul bre&tb r JiO .bt!t.r& YealtnHa. , Re,al.a

maat,

,,ie:or, calm ne'M"eo. olear •Y•• H4 IUpt!riot .oe•t&l 1tNn.,ti.
Wheth., r•• •~•,., or .,..to pipe, clgarettt.. olpn. Pl •J lao
Wertlll Ii. wel,tii la. golt.

tere,~ln.c Tobo.¢00 BOOk.

llalled ~.-,

E. J. WOODS, 634 Sixth Ave.,22a c. N.ew York, N.

r.

LOTS OF FUN FOR A DIME
Ventriloquist Double Throai;.
f~1~~ y~t~~~~::~ :~d~Y~tif~~~~~ti~-.::!
1
0

s!1~~\:,-;,~!!':tf:1~!tee li~;.-..~t!~:.":-1
· ~!
the fteld and forest. Load• of tun. Wonder•
Price: ool,10 cents: 4 1or 25 centi. or i.% tor 50 c,nta,

fut invention. Thou•and1 told.

Double Throat Co.Dpt. KFrenchtown,N.J
&-OLD .C OtNl!I W .&.N'l'JCD-9
$7 ,76 P&ld for tu.RE date 1168 Qno.rtaM

and $¾ without arrowa. OAl!:S: prelll•
!ums paid on hundred• ot old ooln.,
IU'BPBISE lilNEMATOGRAPIL
Keep all mone;,- dated betoro IUG a-..4
send T E N cent• at onoe for N e'lt
Th., ,:,reateat hit of the
9
0
11
aeason ! It con1teta of a
omall meta.I, nickeled tube, !:~~s~:!:dnfi~:,,v:!,~;.
eye vtew, Dealers,Boz 21, LeRo:r, N. r.
wtth a lens
which shows ,. pretty ba.1·
Hand
let girl in t!ght1,
It to a tr!end, who will b&
delighted with the flrat plofure; tell him to turn the
screw In center of lnatru•
ment to cha.nge the view•, when a stream ot
wa.ter •quirts tnto his face, much to hla dfs•
ll'U•t. Anyone who has not seen th!• klnem.,.

':f1<i\·.·~U~k ~50~ ~t:

0

t:

~!81,~J

!~!~;P~1n!~. ~i;t~~~tr~m:~l" c!~
with wa.ter In a.n Instant, ready for the naxt
Price 25c. by mall, postpa.ld.
cust omer. .
WOLFF NOVELTY 00., 29 W. 28th flt., N. Y.

Ayvad"s Water-Winga
J

Learn I to I swim~hy

one1 tdal

Price :es eenta, Pootpal•
T11e1e water-wings take np no more room than a
pooket--hankeroblet. They wellfh 3 ounoea and onp,
port from 60 to 260 ponnds. With a p1>lr an:,:.one oa11
lea.m to i1wlt:&1 or :float. For uso, you have on.Ir to wet
them, blow them up, and p1·e•• together c.lle . ,,,.
flJllr"lllarko nnder the monthpteoe.
11. :E'. LANG, • 181.ll Oeatre St., B'kqu. li. X.

LINlt ftm

ffOD L17ffllt • ..,_.
Crnamental a• weU aa uaetut.
e et lllrhll' nloloeled 'lw&•L
•t.en
~·1 ;J.uat One Dellar.
Remain•
,t ~ n • ltHlf.
ramtad. e- Ila waed
d 1t11
refund·
rm. M11n
watch
aa
V..1ce, 111c.
n,t 1at s1\ed.
ed

I

tr

l>r naatt.

L. BeRarellll, St7 WlDtbrop St.• Brookt:,n. N. Y.
NAIL PUZZLE.
Made of 2 metal n1.ll1

~~~::d

s~~f:1~h:r ea~e·r~
ta.k& them a.pa.rt when you
Dlrectton1
know how.
with every one.
Price, 60., postpaid.
WOLFF NOVELTY CO., 29 W. 26th St., N. Y.
V ANIIIBING 010.aB.
Thi• olcar la made in
ex""'t lmltath,n ot a sood
ene. It 11 held by a rub·
ber cord which, with the
attached 1afety pin, Is
to.atened on the Inside of
the sleeve. When offered
.
..,..~ a friend, as It 11 about •o be taken, It w!ll
llllftantly dl1appe1.r.
Price, 10c. each by m&ll, po1tpald.
C. BEJIB, lBO W. 62d St., New York ()Jty.

GOOD LUCK :PUZZLE.
It con1lsts ot three h<1uetogether.
fas t ened
aboeB
Only a v ery clever person
can take off 'he closed
the two
horseshoe fr om
linked horseshoes. But It
ean be done ln a moment when the sec ret 11
known. Price, by mall, lOc. each.
IL Jr. LANG, 18111 Centre St., B'klYll, N. Y.

,.
C:JQCJf

BOUGH RIDJCB DISC l"ISTOLI.

1

A. be,.utlful and per-

fect cigar cu&, made
of Imitation al!lc&tor
and 1eal1kln leather;
worth a quarter &B a
ci gar qase alone. It
can be ohown full of
c!garo a n d lnotantly
handed to a. person,
who, upon opening It, !Inds only an empty
caae. The box ha• a secret aprln.- and a
nd
:r~n~~~r~~~i~~ifun~y -~~;
~u~:
with eaoh case. Every 1moker •hould have
mall, postpaid;
a;z';~eb 20;~
_62d St., New York Cl~.
C. BEHR, !50
NORWEGIAN- 1\lOUSE.
A very large gray rnouse,
mea1urin&' 8 inches from Up
of nose to end ot tall. The
body ot mouae I• hollow.
Place your llrat llncer In hi•
body, and then by movlnc your
11.nser up and down! the mou••
appears to be runn ng up your
sleeve. Enter a room where
there are ladleo, with the
mouse runn · ,.1 g up your 11eeve,
and you will see a rapid ocattertng- ot the fair s ex. . Many
practical jokes can be, perpe·
trated with th!• omall rodent.
Price. lOc. 1 3 !or 25c. malled, postpaid.
B. F. LANG, 1815 C•ntre St.,. B'klya, N. Y.
A NEW- SQUmT BADGE.
Great fun tor the mil·
Wear It In your
lion!
buttonhole and then preas
the bulb t.nd watch the
other fellow nm.
Price, 14c.
C. BERJt, 1110 W. 62d St.
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l\lA.GIO l"UZZLE

KEYS.
Two key1 Interlock•
ed In auch a m ..nner
It seem• lmpoa1lhle to
but
1eparate them,
when le11rned 1t Is
easily done.
Price. 6c., po1tpald.
WOLn NOVELTY CO., 29 W. 26th St., N. Y.
THE JUMPING l •'l!OG .
This littl e n ovelty creates
Its
a world ot. lau ghter.
chief attract iv eness I• that
it ta.kea a. f ew s econds b e·
tore leapin g h!Q'h In t he air,
ao that when 111et, very innocently along side o! a.n unsuspec ting person ,
he !• a•iddenly etartled b;!' the wonderful
act!vtty ot this !roe-. Price, 15c. each by ma.II
po•tpatd.
H, 1''. LANG, 1815 Centre St,, E'klyn, N. Y.
·

A.LUMINUJII DRINKING CUPS.
These ho.ndsQme lit tle cup• a.re
very handy In size. do not leak, and
When comare s..tln llnlshed.
pressed, can be carried In the vest
pocket. They h ol d a good quantity
ot llau:d, and a re v ery strong, light,
ure.ble. Price, 14~. each , post~

fi

~!~ct

WOLFF NOVELTY CO., 29 W. 20th St .• N. Y.
l!JURI"BISE l"EBFUHE
BOTTLE.
Thoae In the jolce may freely
smell the perfume In the bottle,
but the uninitiated, on remoTlng
the cork will r eceive the contents
In h!e hands. This la a 1lmple
and clever joke.
Price, 10c. each by mall, post•
paid; 8 tor :?Sc.
U. F. LA.NG,
1810 Gentre St., B'ltlyn, N. Y.

PUZZLll

h•••

WINDOW SlllASIDRS.
The crea.teat oensat111n, ju1t
from Parl1. A. most wonder·
ful ell'ect of a emaah!ng,
breaking, falling pane or
glaea. It w!ll electrify everybody. When you come home,
•lam the door abut and o.t
the aame time throw the
dlac1 to the floor. Every pt.ne of claH In the
house wlll at once 1eem to have been ahatby mall, postpaid, He., a. eet
~~r:ti
H. F. LANO, 1815 Centre St., B'kl,-n, N. Y.

pr:ii:::

THE FIGHTING BOOSTERS.
A full blooded pair of
llghtlng g a me cocks.
These · llllputlan llchtera
have re&l feathers, yellow
lec1 and llery red oomba,
their movement• when
llch ting are perfectly nat•
ural and lifelike, and tho

aecret of their movements

le known only to the operator, who can cause

them to bn.ttle with each other as often
and as lone as desired. Independent o! .thelr
llghtlng procl!vlttes they make very pretty
mantel orna.m.ents. Price for the pair in a
atronc box, 10c.; . 8 pairs tor 26c. by mall,
poatpo.ld.
WOLFF NOVELTY CO., 19 W. 26th It., N. Y,

I

DEAD l!lllOT SQUIRT l'ISTOL.
- - -- ----=-~Ncce_w=Y"'o=r=k=C_l_t:,_._ _ 1
If you shoot a maa
~
ELI HEAD l'UZZLE.
with this "&'Un" he will
Just out, and one of the
st
t~c~:-id e~cu!;~P.f
m!~!~tat!Fife ~~;le~•
dldn't know It was
separate the antlers and reloaded." It load• easuy
join them. It looke easy, but
with a full charge of
try It and you will admit that
It la without exception the best water, and taklnc a.Im, preaa the rubber bulb
puzzle you have eTer seen. You can't leave at the butt of the Pl•tol, when a email stream
ot water Is squirted Into h!11 face. The beat
It alone. Made of 11lvered metal.
Price, Uc.; 8 tor BOa., oent by mall, postpaid. thing to do then la to pocket your sun and
H. F. LANG, 18111 Centre St., B'kln, · N. Y. run. There are "loads ot fun" In thla ' wlcked
{~~~:ei~~~~k.w~~~~~~~:sb~};'c,1aa~ia~1f:'v~;~~
MARBLE VASE.
A. clever o.nd puzzling effect, only 7c.; • for 2l!c.; one dozen 60c. by mall
·
easy to do; the apparatus can · p ost pa.lo..
be minutely examine d . Effect: j H. l<". ·L ANG, 18111 Centre St., B'klJ"D, N. Y,
A ma.rble can be ma.de to pas•
from the hand Into the closed
•
THlC l"EG .JUMI"EB.
vue, wb.lch a moment before
A very elfcet!Te
wu ahown empty. Thia la a 1 ~
pocket trick, eaolly
bea.utlful enameled turned wood vase..
to be performed bJ'
•
· ,.
Price. 20c.
any one. A miniature
•
M. V. GALLIGAN, '111 W. 66th St., N. Y,
paddle 11· shown. Cen•
·
TJr.l!l - HAONETIC.. TOP. - - -- ···tra.l hole• a.re drilled throuch It. A wooden
A handsome metal, 'peg la Inside ot the upper hole. Showing now
highly magnetized toy. both aide• o! the paddle, the performer causea,
A horeeshoe &nd a spiral by almply bre&thlng upon It, the peg to leave
with th• upper hole, and appear In the middle one.
furnished
wire
each top. When spun Then It jumpa to the lower hole, ba.ck to the
next to the wlrea, the~ middle one. and lastly to the upper hole.
Both ,Idea of the paddle are repeatedly shown.
make the moat surpr!s
Price by ma.II, lllo.
~'!_~ ::;:;:m.;r,.~",; ot
!erent shape• and get C. BEHR, 1.110 W. 62d St., New York Clt;or.
e!·
the moat peculiar
tecu. Price, 6c., post·
THE BIDmUS 8PIDEB.
P&ld.
Fun for eTer,-L. Senaren.s, S<l'l' Winthrop St., BrooldJ'Jl, N. Y.
body with one of
THE CROWN STYLO.
t h e • • handsome
Made of aluminum,
brutea. HII bOdJ'
111 & Inches long,
S1,l&r&n-E8.tfn flnfeh,
beautltully ena.mel·
teed not to leak. Thia
iliDBl!lillla
ed s re en . with
stylographlc Ink pen•
.
white ridges. yel•
ell Is made on a. new plan. It cannot cor·
rode a.ud w!ll outlast and outclass any aim!· low 1peckle1. bulr;lng eyes, and a. big red
lar pencil on the market. It ls a splendid mouth. He l1 armed with six leg• t.nd two
writer, and I• easily kept In order. Each one · upright feeler,, made <If llexlh!e eplral springs.
dark, "lnvl&lble thread attached to his bod:,
~~~~ p";,cr~\~r, and a clip tQ hold !t A
lets you shake h!m In the air before your
Price, 25c. eacli. postpaid. trlenda' eyes. when the legs wiggle In a most
U:. F. LANG, 18111 0entre St., B'klya, N, Y, natural, lltellke manner. G1.1aranteed to make
any lady howl and to 1care the br&ve1t hero
'LA.TEST GIANT TYl'EWRITEB.
on earth out of hi• boots.
Price by ma.11, lOc. each..
It ls strongly
made, but simple WOLFF NOVELTY CO., 29 W. 26th St., N. Y.
In construction, 10
that any one can
XINIA1U}tE COMPASS Ol!UBllf.
quickly learn to
operate 1t, & n d
A beautiful cha.rm, to be
wrlto aa rapidly a1
worn on the w&tch chain. It
they would w I t h
consists ot a true and perfect
pen ,.nd Ink. Ths
compaas, ·to which Is attach•
letters ot the a!ed, by a pivot, a powerful
_
magn!ty!ng glu1. When not
phnbet most frequently uaed being so grouped
a1 to enable one to write rep!dl7; the numerals, ln use the magn!tylng glass ftta closely Inside
1 to 10, a n d the punctuation marks being to· the compas s a.nd ta not seen. The compass ts
&'ether. With this machine you can send let- protected by a glass crystal,. and 1s handters, address envelopes, make out b!lls, and oomely sHver-nlckel plated and burnl•hed, pre•
do almost any kind ot work not requiring o. eent1ng a very attractive appea.rance. Here
large. expensive machine. W!th each t y pe- you have a reliable compass, a powerful ma.g•
writer wo eend a. t.ube ot Ink and full Instruc- ntfying glas!, ana. a handsome charm, all !n
tion• !or uslnl'" the machine. Price complet&, one. It Is a Parisian novelty, entirely new.
1111.00 by e:i.:pre,.s.
WOLFF NOVEJ,TY co., ll9 w. BStb St., N. Y.

ib~

llllJTATJON GIANT DIAMONDS.
Diamond rlnce or atud1 of
halt-Inch and one Inch In
diameter a.re h e ard of In
atorlu only. We have them
Imitated by prodh;·lous apo.rkl!ng etonea which wll! deceive
the t1ance ot any •pcctl\tor.
Price by mall, postpaid, 1ma.ll
•IH, lie. each; large e!zo, SIie. Pa ch.
H. F. LANG, 1815 Ce11tre St., B'klYll, N, Y.

Ll!O![

The oe111atlon or the da.7.
Pronounced by all the moat
baffllnc and 1clentlftc novelty
out. Thouaands ba_ve worked
··
at It for hours without maaterlnc It, 1tlll It can be done In two aeconde
by giving the llnka the proper twist, but un·
you know how, the harder you twist them
the tlchter they grow. Price, 6c: ; S for 15c.;
one dozen, IIOc., by mall, postpaid.
WOLFF NOVELTY CO,, 29 W. 26th St., N. Y.
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LA TEST ISSUES

1152 Young Wild West's Greaser Chase; or, The Outlaws or the Bo~

11117 Youns Wild West Saved by a Signal; or, Arletta and the Vanlahlng Lleht.
1188 Young Wild West's Double Shuffle; or, The Celebration at Buckhorn Ranch.
1189 Yo~iJut~ i-Jd West Capturing a Chlet- 1 or, Arletta as a Cavalry

553 Yoli~~ae':.lld West Swinging a Lariat ; or, Arletta and the Wild
55 4 Young Wild West Booming a Camp; or, The Shot That Open ed

der.

a Gold Mine.

555 Young WIid W e st and the "'Busted" Mining Camp: or, Arietta

640 Young Wild West and the Lone Cabin; or, The Raiders of the 556
Goree.
1141 Yolft~. Wild West Trapped Jn a Canyon ; or, Arletta ' s Swi?g for 557

1142 Youne Wild West and the Boy Ranchero ; or, H e lpi ng a Te nder-

toot

to Success.

558

648 Young Wild West Defying an Ambush ; or, Arletta Helping the 559
Cavalry.

644 Youns Wild West at an Indian Pow-Wow; or, Doomed to Die at 560
the Stake.

1145 Young WIid West and the Doemed Mine; or, Arl e tta' s Lite at 561

546
547
648
649
1160
1151

· Stake.
Young Wild
Youns Wild
Senor.
Young Wild
Gulch.
Young Wild
Escape.
Young Wild
Sticks.
Young WIid

West Racing for a Ran ch ; o r , Spitfire o n Bis Me ttle.
West Marked by Mexi cans; or, Arletta and the
West and the "Silver Kid", or, The Da ndy of the
West and

the Yellow

Bull;

or,

Arl etta·s

g~
564

as an Auctioneer.
Young Wild West Ousting the Out.laws: or, The Clean -Up at
Fancy Flat.
ot the Lake; or, Bop Wah ' II
Young Wild West and the Treasure _
Magic Trick.
Young Wild West Bossing a Cattle Range ; or, Arietta Cornered
by Rustlers.
Young Wild West Trapping the Redskins ; or, The Last Raid of
Crazy Horse .
Young Wild West and the Cave Gang; or, Arletta' s Despe rate
Shot.
Young Wild West Lost In the Rockies ; or, The Luck a Gci~ziy
Brought.
Young Wild West Elected a Chief; or, Arletta and the Papoose.
Young Wild West and " Stinger Jack"; or, The Bluff That
Wouldn' t Work.
Young Wild West and the Tricky Trapper; or, Arletta After
Big Game.

Daring

West Surrounded by Death; or, The Seven Dynamite
West Staking a Claim; or, Arietta on Guard.

For sale by all newsdealers, or will be sent to any address on receipt of price, 6 cents p·e r copy, in money or postage stamps, by

FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher,

161, West 23d St., New York.

IF YOU WANT ANY 'BA.CK NUM'BER.S
of our weeklies and cannot procure them rrom newsdealers, they can be obtained from this office direct. Write out and
fill In your Order and send it to us with the price of the weeklies you want and we will send them to you by return mail.
POSTAGE ST.AMPS TAKEN THE SAME AS MONEY.

FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher,

168 West 23d St., New York.

:B<><>~S
No. 48, HOW TO MAKE AND USE ELECTRICITY.-A deacrlptlon of the wonderful
u1ea of electricity and electro magnet11m; to•
sether with full lnotructlone for making Electrlc Toye, Batteries, etc. By George Trebel,
A.M., M.D.
Contalnlns over ll!ty lllustra•
Uons.
No. 47. H(lff TO BREAK, RIDE AND
DII\IVE A HOR8E.-A complete treatlae on
the horee. Deacrlblns the moat uaerul horae1
tor buetnesa, the beat horaea ten the road:
alao valuable reclpe1 for dlaeases 1>ecullar to
the horee.
No. 411. HOW TO BUILD AND SAIL
CANOES.-A handy book for boys, containing
full dtrecttona for conatructtng- canoes and the
most popular manner of salltng them. Fully
Illustrated.
No. ~9. HOW TO DEJIATE.-Glvlng rule1
ror conductlns debate•, outline• for debate1,

?rires~~g~u;r;g dt1~to=t'.to~ndo!~h~es~u~~~rgJi:

gard1ng the Camera and how to work It; also
how to make Photographic Maslc Lantern
Slides and other Transparencies, Handsomely
Illustrated.
No. 62. HOW TO BECOME A WEST
POI.NT MILITARY CADET.-Explaln• how
to caln admittance, course ot Study, Examlnations, Duties, Stat'! o! O!Hcera, Post Guard.
Police R eg,,latlons, Fire Department, and all
& boy should know to be a cadet.
BY Lu
Senarena.
No. 6S. HOW TO BECOME A NAVAL
CADET.-Complete Instruc tions or how to gain
admission to the Annapolis Na.val Academy.
Also containing the course or Instru cti o n , d eecrlptton of grounds and bulldtnca, hlatorlcal
aketch, and everythin g a boy should know to
become a n offi cer In the Uulted State, Nayy.
By Lu Senare ns.
No. 64. HOW TO MAKE ELECTRICAL

with figures and the magic of numbera. By
A. Anderson. Fully Illustrated.
No. 74. HOW
TO \VRITE LETTERS
COBRECTLY.-Contalnlng full lnatructlon•
tor writing letters on almoat any eubject;
also ruleo tor punctuation and compoaltlon.
with specimen letters.
No. 75. HOW TO BECOME A CONJURER.
-Containing tricks with Dominoes, Dice.
Cups and Balls, Hats, etc. Embracing thirtysix illustrations. By A. Anderson.
No. 76. HOW TO TELL FORTUNES BY
THE IIAND.-Contalnlng rulea !or telling tortunes by the aid of line• or the hand, or the ·
secret of palmistry. Also the secret or tell·
Ing- future events by aid of moles. marka.
scare, etc. Illustrated.
~~ToH. 7C7.ARHDOSW.-CTonOtalDn!?_~ FOd.Recl::eptlv~e
- ~aKrd"
....
=•
c;
Trick• ae performed by leading conjurere and

:!"~1~!i~ctrfc~ita;g;~~1n!~.n 1n<!i~~~}~~nscoff:. ~if!ci~f;;tra6tfJ~nged tor

home

amuaement.

elven.
dynamos, and many novel toys to be worked
No. 78. J{OW TO DO THE BLACK ABT.
No. 50. HOW TO STUFF BIRDS AND ANby electricity. By R. A. R . BennetL Fully
-Containing a complete description or the
IMALS.-A valuable book, giving Instruction•
Illustrated.
mysteries or Magic and Slelsht-of-Hand, toIn collecting, preparlns, mountlns and pre•
No. 65. MULDOON'S JOKES.-The · moat
,:ether with many wonderful experiments. BY
1ervlng birds, animals and lnsecta.
orlslnal joke book ever published, and It la
A. Anderaon. Illustrated.
No. 51. HOW TO DO TRICKS WITH
brimful or wit and humor.
It contains a
No. 79. HOW TO BECOME AN ACTOR.
CARDS.-Contalnlns explanations o! the senlarge collection o r s.onso, jokes, conundrum1,
-Containing complete lnstructlona how to
era) prtnctpJes of sleight-of-hand a1>pllcabt•
etc., of Terrence Muldoon, the great wit, humake up for varioua cha.ractera on the stage;
to card tricks, of card tricks with ordinary
mortst and practlcal j oker of the d a y.
together with the dutlee ot the Stage Manager,
card•, and not requiring sleight-or-hand, of
No. Ge. HOW TO DO PUZZLES.-ConPrompter, Scenic Artist and Property Man.
tricks Involving slelght-o!-~~nd, or ~he UH of
talnln,: ov er three hundred Interesting puzzles
c!nfai!fns GS,~ ~~~~ • .J~::e:i;;d~~:>~-~
•P;.".;~11~2~r~o~d iordPLAY uc~~s:-Glvlng
and conundrums, with key to same. A comfunny atorle1 of thll world-renowned German
the rule• and full dtrecttona for playlns
plete book. Fully lllu1trated.
comedian.
Sixty-tour pace•; handsome colEucbre, Crlbbase. Caalno, Forty-Five, R ounce,
No. 67. HOW
TO . DO
ELECTRICAL
n<ed cover contalnlns a half-tone photo ot
Pedro Sancho, Draw Poker, Auction Pitch, All
TBICKS.-Contalnlng a large collection ot
tho author.
Foura, and many other popular game• of
ln1tru ctlve and highly amusing electrical
No. 81. HOW TO MESMERIZE.-Contalncard1.
trick•, together with Illustrations. By A. AnIng the moat approYed method• or meimerNe. 51. HOW TO WII\ITE LETTERS.-.A
deraon.
Ism· animal masnetl1m, or, magnetic heallns.
wonderful little boek, telling you how to write
No. 88. HOW TO DO CHEMICAL TRICKS.
By 'prof. Leo Hugo Koch, A.C.S .. author ot
to your sweetheart, your father, mother, al•-Containing over one hundred highly amu•"'How to Hypnotize." etc.
ter, brother, employer; and, In ract, everyIng and Instructive trick• with chemlcala. By
No, 82 • HOW TO DO PALMISTRY.-Conbody and anybody you wlah to write to.
A. Anderson. Handsomely lllu1trated.
talnins the moat approved method• of readNo. M. HOW TO KEEP AND MANAGE
·No. 69. HOW TO DO SLEIGHT-OF-HAND.
Ing the line• on the band, tosetber with a lull
PETS.-Glvlns complete lntormatlon aa to the
-Containing over ftfty of the late1t and beet
explanation of their meaning, Also explainmanner and method of ral1lns, keeping, tamtrick• used by magician,. Aleo contalnlns
Ins phrenology, and the key for telling charIns breedlns, and mana,rlns all kinda or petl;
eecret or aecond eight. Fully lllu1trated.
actor by the bump• on the bead. By Leo
a.Jeo ir;tvlng full ln1tructlon1 tor making case1,
No. 70 _ HOW TO MAKE 111.AGIC TOYS.Hugo Koch, A.C.S. Fully llluatrated.
~;~tlon~IIY explained by twenty-eight lllu1Contalnlns full direction• for maklns Ka,rla
Ne. 88. HOW TO HYPNOTIZE.-Contalnlng
No. 1111, HOW TO COLLECT 8TA.HP!I AND
ir'!i:d~nd devlcea of many ki nd '- Fully llluevaluable and lnatructlYe Information regard•
COINS.-Contalnlns valuable Information reNo. ~i. HOW TO DO MECHANIC...
Ins the aclenc• of hypnot11m. Aleo explaindi
th
colleotlns and arranglns ot
•
,,....
Ins th• moot approved method• which are
sar ns
,_ e
H d om Jy III t t d
TIUCKS.-Contalnlng complete ln1tructlon1
employed lly the leadlns bypnotlat1 of the
I
Ga;. )l(),V·
TOan
uA.Na
for performing over atxty Mechanical TrlckL
world. By Leo Huso Koch, A.C.S..
GINEEB.-Contalnlns full lnatructlon1 how to
Fully llluatrated.
No. 84. HOW TO BECOME AN AUTHOR.
become a locomotive enslneer; al10 dlrectlono
No. 7ll. HOW TO DO SIXTY TRICKS
-Contalnlns ln!'>rmatlon reir;ardlns choice ot
ror bulldlns a model locomotive; tosether
WITH CARDS.-Embraclns all of the lateat
eubjeot1 the uH or word• and the manner ot
with a full deicrlptlon of everythlns an eaand moat deceptlYe card trlok1, with llluatraoontalnlns valuable Information u
to the
d k
ti
neatne•, leslbl!lty and seneral compoaltlon ot
~~u 111O
BECOME A PHOTOO7s. HOW TO DO TIUCU WlTB
preparlns and aubmlttlns manuaorlpt.
A.IM
RAPJIEB.-€ontalnlng uaeful Information ,.._
NUMBERS.-Showlns many curloua trick•
:nanuecrlpL
ll'or a&Je b7 all aew~n, or will De Nat to ~ adclreu GD ncelpt ot price, 10 eta. per copJ, or a for 26 eta., ID moae7 or petltap llt&mpa. DJ
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l'JLillt TOUSEY, lubliaber,
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188 West 23d It., llew York.
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